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THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko) took the Chair at 2.00 pm, and read prayers.

PETITION - SWAN VALLEY LEGISLATION EXTENSION
MR KOBELKE (Nollaniara) [2.03 pm): I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament as sembled.
We, the undersigned
Beseech you to extend westwards the boundaries of the proposed Swan Valley
legislated area to include Whiteman Park and Bennett Brook. Cavershani Air
Base to be included in the core of the Swan Valley Policy area B.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 2 618 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 173.J

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - PREMIER
Manual Recognition of Regulatory Standards for Goods and Occupations

MR COURT (Nedlands - Premier) [2.05 pm]: I wish to announce that Cabinet has
decided that Western Australia should enter into a scheme for the mutual recognition of
regulatory standards for goods and occupations adopted in Australia. The mutual
recognition scheme provides that if a good or service satisfies the standards to be sold in
one jurisdiction, it should be permitted to be sold in others. For example, a doctor who
qualities to practise in New South Wales will also be able to gain acceptance to practise
in Western Australia.
The concept of mutual recognition has gained the support of Governments of all political
persuasions. I believe that the benefits are well accepted. They include elimination of
costs for businesses, increased labour mobility, greater competition and increased size of
markets for goods and services.
The mutual recognition scheme first came into operation on 1 March 1993 and is now
operating in all States and Territories except Western Australia. We have been
concerned to ensure that there is an appropriate legislative model underpinning Western
Australia's entrance into the scheme. Thbe existing scheme could have been implemented
through complementary state-territory legislation. Unfortunately it has instead been
based on commonwealth legislation - the Commonwealth's Mutual Recognition Act
1992. Some States have directly referred power to the Commonwealth and others have
passed legislation adopting the Commonwealth Act.
Last year Cabinet agreed to Western Australia's participation in the scheme via adoptive
legislation. Subsequently the parliamentary Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation
and Intergovernmental Agreements has examined at length the implications for Western
Australia of participating in the scheme as it now operates. The committee has
recommended that Western Australia join the scheme and do so by adopting the
commonwealth legislation as an interim measure. However, the committee also
recommended that ftrm 1997 the State seek to renegotiate to replace the current scheme
with a states-territories mutual recognition scheme without the Commonwealth.
Cabinet has confirmed that there are clear advantages for Western Australia in joining the
mutual recognition scheme. Western Australia will enter the scheme by adopting the
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commonwealth Mutual Recognition Act 1992 as it stands and operates. The Bill will
contain a requirement chat any future amendments to the commonwealth Act be referred
for consideration by the Western Australian Parliament prior to incorporation into
Western Australian legislation. The Bill will contain a sunset clause and will cease on 28
February 1998. The operations of the mutual recognition scheme will be reviewed at that
time to assess its impact on Western Australia.
I understand there are plans to extend the current scheme to include New Zealand. White
this has been driven by States, a concern is that New Zealand entry should not be via a
treaty. A treaty would open the possibility of the Commonwealth using the external
affairs power to enact its own mutual recognition legislation that would take precedence
over state-territory legislation. Associated with Western Australia's planned entry to the
scheme I will be taking a strong negotiating position to ensure thac the proposed tranis-
Tasnman mutual recognition agreement and legislation have no adverse impact on tb-
regulation of the State's goods and services.

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - MINIS 'ER FOR LABOUR RELATIONS
National Workers' Compensation Scheme Proposal

MR KIERATH (Riverton - Minister for Labour Relations) [2.08 pm]: This
Government has great concern over proposals by the Federal Government to introduce a
parallel national workers' compensation scheme or the creation of national industry
based schemes. The effect would be to turn workers' compensation into yet another
federal versus state battlefield. There is little question that injured workers and their
families will suffer if the Federal Government forces its will on the people of this State.
If they proceed, the resulting conflict will rage for years to come, causing unwanted
disruption and anxiety. For industry, it would be an unnecessary duplication of services,
with higher administrative costs as parties switched between various schemes.
A national workers' compensation scheme will develop in the same way as the Medicare
monolith - levy rates always increasing and being unresponsive to the interests of clients.
In contrast, the changes made to workers' compensation legislation by the State
Government last year have delivered both greater benefits to workers and a $50m
reduction in cost to industry. The Federal Government's moves will clearly put these
gains in jeopardy. It wants to impose measures which would cause a 29 per cent increase
in cost to Western Australian industry through a massive $102m increase in premiums.
There is simply no reason for such a move; our system is one of the best in the country.
States and Territories already recognise the value in consistency in Australia's workers'
compensation schemes. Nine projects run by the heads of workers' compensation
authorities groups are directed at achieving this. The WA Workers' Compensation and
Rehabilitation Commission which, as members will be aware, includes employee
representation, has unanimously supported national consistency but is opposed to any
parallel system.
I have written to all Labour Ministers in other States and Territories urging that priority
be given to development of consistent benefits by August 1995. The States and
Territories can run consistent benefits while each pursues structural efficiency in benefits
delivery, in the spirit of competitive federalism. The equity interests of workers would
be ensured, while industry would benefit from cost savings. This proposal has received
support from other States and Territories. I was not alone in registering my horror when I
read that the federal Special Minister of State, Gary Johns, was examining the possibility
of establishing a national industry based scheme to operate in open competition with the
existing state schemes.
This issue deserves the bipartisan support of this Parliament - Canberra cannot be
allowed to force its will on the States with workers' compensation. I will be interested to
see where those opposite stand on this. Do they support their mates in Canberra, or do
they support their mates in Queensland and the New South Wales Labor Council who are
opposing any national scheme? Which way will the Opposition jump? Will it back the
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Federal Government which wants to ignore all the opposition to its scheme, the
motivation for which can only be yet another power grab at the expense of the interests of
injured workers and industry?

[Questions without notice taken.]

MATTER OF PUBLIC INTEREST - GOVERNMENT'S INTERNAL
CONFLICT AND MAJOR ECONOMIC DECISIONS

THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko): Today I received within the prescribed time a letter
from the Leader of the Opposition calling on the Premier to resolve his Government's
escalating internal conflict and make decisions on major issues confronting Western
Australia. if sufficient members agree to this motion, I Will allow it.
[At least five members rose in their places.]
The SPEAKER: In accordance with the Sessional Order, 30 minutes each will be
allocated to the Opposition and the Government and five minutes to the Independent for
the purpose of this debate.
MR MeGINTY (Fremantle - Leader of the Opposition) [2.44 pm]: I move -

That this House calls on the Premier to -
(1) resolve his Government's escalating internal conflicts and make decisions

on major issues confronting Western Australia in particular the future of
BankWest and retail trading hours;

(2) accept his Government's accountability by subjecting these decisions to
parliamentary scrutiny before the end of this session.

The Government is faced with two major economic decisions, over which it is either
dithering, because it cannot make a decision, or delaying in order to avoid public
scrutiny. Those two major economic decisions will each have far reaching economic and
social ramifications for the State of Western Australia. To allow the non-debate to
continue to ramble on without any direction or significant input from the Government is
not an adequate response from the Government. I refer to the questions of the future of
BankWest and retail trading hours. Every member of this House would agree that those
are two fundamental decisions, and, arguably, the biggest decisions before Government
during the course of this year.
Mr C.I Barnett: Will you share with us the Opposition's policy on BankWest?
Mr McGINTY: I will happily do that. As was announced by BankWest this morning
and further elaborated on by the Premier during question time, the net profit for the bank
has returned to a most favourable position with the net profit for the year to 30 September
turning in at $82.7m. a 100 per cent improvement on the result for last year. The
dividend paid to the State Government during the course of 1994 was $41.5m. That is a
very significant dividend. I mention those figures, coupled with the estimated value of
the bank of the proceeds that would be realised from a float expected to be in the vicinity
of $800m to Sib, to indicate the size of the issue that is in front of the Government. A
most important and major economic decision is before us.
We all know that R & I Bank - the bank that lives here - has been part of our community
for 100 years. In 1894 the Agricultural Bank of Western Australia was formed and
commenced business. That was the forerunner to the R & 1, now known as BankWest. It
is not only a major financial decision, but also one which reflects the changes which are
occurring in our economy. The Opposition appreciates that this issue is not without its
difficulties. one expects that a billion dollar decision by the State Government will have
a range of difficulties and issues associated with it. First is the question of domicile of
the bank. It is the strong view of the Opposition that whatever is done with the bank, it
must remain domiciled in Western Australia. Its substance of business must remain
Western Australian. Whatever is done, there must be a clear policy announcement by the
Government that the substance of the business of the bank will remain in Western
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Australia. It is our view that this can best be done by means of a legislative requirement
of the bank to have the substance of its business in Western Australia, Corporations Law
does not prevent that from occurring, although there would be some reluctance on the
pairt of the Australian Stock Exchange to entertain conditions in that way. A strong case
needs to be put on behalf of the bank being headquartered in Western Australia.
The second issue, which is a major concern which we regard as overwhelmingly
important, is the retention of jobs, and the branch structure of the bank. The position of
the Labor Party is that whatever is done must have prime regard for the retention of jobs.
Any trade sale or other move which would see the branch structure and, therefore, the
jobs disappearing out of Western Australia should be avoided. The third requirement that
the Opposition places on the divesting of the bank from government ownership in
Western Australia is that it be by a fair, open and accountable process. By that, we mean
accountable to the Parliament and to the people of the State. We do not want to find
during the course of the debate, as we get further down the track on this matter, questions
left unanswered because of commercial confidentiality. The Government must take fully
into its confidence this Parliament and the people of Western Australia. We do not want
to see any proposals cowing before the Government for consideration which are other
than fair, open and accountable in the nature of their processes.
In answer to the question of the Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party, the Opposition's
position on the subject of those three conditions - the domicile of the bank; the jobs and
branch structure; and the fair and open accountable processes - is that the best return to
the State, and therefore the people of Western Australia, must be sought. We know that
if the bank had been floated some 12 months ago it would most probably have realised in
the marketplace a value of something like $300mi more than it would realise today. We
are currently operating in a weak market, and that consideration must be taken into
account The other important factor, but which nonetheless is no excuse for the
Government failinig to come up with a clear policy position on this matter, is the question
of income tax compensation. We realise that the process of privatisation must be
commenced by 30 June 1995, or else the stated policy position of the Commonwealth'
Government regarding the tax compensation, estimated to be in the vicinity of $200m to
$250nm, will be forgone by the State. We appreciate that currently we are looking at a
weak market, which would result in less of a price than would otherwise be the case in a
more buoyant market, but also time constraints are operating on the Government. As the
process must be under way within seven months, it is incumbent upon the Government to
give the earliest possible notice of its intention in this matter, so we can proceed to debate
it in this Parliament.
We have seven more sitting days after today before we adjourn for the recess, not to
come back until the end of March next year. We all know that is a very long break at a
crucial time for the future of BankWest. It is incumbent upon the Government, if it is to
be open, to take the people and the Parliament into its confidence, that it fully reveals its
intentions of the way in which it will proceed. It is not appropriate for offers to be made
through the financial pages of The West Australian, where one banking organisation
offers to come in $1l00m higher than the next bidder.
Mr Cowan: T7hat was endorsed by your predecessor.
Mr McGJINTY: That is not the way the Government should be conducting its business.
Someone should not be able to come in with a bid of M orm over the top of what
someone else might offer, without even specifying the price. That is taking place in the
financial pages of our newspapers, because of indecision by this Government. We need
the Premier to inform this House what is the. Government's policy. I have spelt out the
basis upon which the Labor Party supports the privatisation of BankWest, and the criteria
by which we will judge the approach that the Government takes on this issue. Equally, it
is incumbent upon the Government to tell this Parliament exactly where it stands on the
issue - whether it is ruling out the merger on the basis proposed by Challenge Bank,
whether it will rule out a trade sale, or whether it proposes a mums and dads float. The
Government should bring all those issues before this Parliament, and tell us exactly what
is the Government's proposal for the bank. Members opposite are the Government.
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Mr C.J. Barnett: Is your policy still a merger with Challenge Rank?
Mr McGINTY: I spelt out the policy while the Leader of the House was out of the
Chamber, and I do not want to spend the next five minutes repeating what I said.

Mr C.J. Barnett: Is that your policy? You went to the election on it.

Mr McGINTY: The Opposition does not discount that as a possibility; we have spelt out
the criteria.
Mr C.J. Barnett interjected.
Mr McC3INrY: With due respect, the Leader of the House was not here when I answered
the question. He should be fair and not ask me to repeat myself in the limited time I have
available. He threw the question at me and I answered it.
Several members interjected.
Mr McGINTY: I have said the Opposition supports the privatisation of BankWest,
subject to satisfaction of a range of conditions. Those conditions include open and
accountable processes, the retention of jobs and the domicile of the bank.

Mr C.J. Barnett: That is not a policy.

Mr McGINTY: It is clearer than the Leader of the House's policy. It does not in any
sense discount the possibility of a merger with Challenge Bank. We are prepared to
examine any proposition that comes from the Government because its members must
make the decision. We have given members opposite the yardsticks by which we will
judge their action in the context of support for the broad proposition. The Leader of the
House cannot hide and refuse to say where he stands on the merger with Challenge Bank
and throw the question to us when he must make the decision, although I appreciate he
has been in Government for only 21 months. In this motion I am criticising the lack of
clarity of signals to the financial markets, banks and other financial institutions. People
have a right to know where they stand, particularly as them are only seven more sitting
days on which we will have a chance to scrutinise and probe the issue to make sure the
Government's actions concerning BankWest meet our criteria and are in accordance with
the principles about which I have spoken.
The Government's absence of decision making on this question is destabilising. I
expected more from a Government that went to the election on the promise of better
management. To determine debate in the financial pages of The West Australian is no
way to provide leadership in Government or better management of the State. We call on
the Leader of the House in this debate to spell out exactly where the Government stands
on the future of BankWest, particularly in light of the favourable financial figures
released by the bank this morning.
The second matter which I believe is of comparable importance, certainly concerning its
impact on the people of Western Australia - their lifestyles, their shopping patterns and
the economic viability of literally thousands of businesses, large and small, in this State -
is the Government's attitude to retail trading hours. We are aware that members opposite
have had extensive debate on this question in recent days in their party room.

Mr Court: Recent weeks,
Mr McGINTY: More particularly in recent days. The Opposition believes sensible
debate cannot take place in the community until the Government releases the review of
the Retail Trading Hours Act. It is a precondition for any informed debate in the
community. It is arrogant of the Government not to release that so that the community
can be aware of its contents, recommendations and possible future directions. Leaks
have come from the Government's backbenchers, some being members of the National
Party, and others. Theme is confusion on this very important issue. The Government
must release the review of the Retail Trading Hours Act in order that the community can
be taken into its confidence and can deal with this most contentious issue. The public has
a right to be involved in the debate about its future.

This issue is not about the future of the Government, but about the jobs of the tens of
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thousands of people employed in the retail industry. It is about the hundreds of millions
of dollars of investment in the retail industry and in the shops. It is also about the
lifestyle of people generally in Western Australia. To sit on a report since August of this
year simply shows the Government is treating the community with contempt and refusing
to take the public into its confidence. Release of the document will show the public the
basis on which the Government is evaluating the matter. We could understand delays
and ongoing debate in the Government's party room if at the same time it was
encouraging the public to engage in the debate by offering the report as the basis for thai
debate. The actions of the Labor Party when we were in government are in stark contrast
with the actions of this Government on this occasion.
Several members interjected.
Mr McGINTY: In 1986 the Kelly review of the Retail Trading Hours Act was released
for consideration by the public. We took the public into our confidence and informed it
of the matters which we wanted to take into account in making that decision. That is in
stark contrast with the secrecy that surrounds this Government on this occasion. We
know it has difficulties in its party room and with its coalition partners as well as with a
range of people on the backbench who have a small business background. However, that
is no excuse for not releasing the report.
The Kelly report, which was released in 1986 for a wide-ranging debate, recommended
what was then an absolutely radical departure from the very heavy regulation that had
applied for a great number of years. It recommended the extension of Saturday afternoon
trading and a 10 year phase-in of total deregulation. We thought it important to talk to
people about this rather than make a decision and then present the public with a fait
accompli. That report also recommended a number of incidental changes. In 1988
legislation was passed in this Parliament following that community consultation. T'here
was no rush in determining the final decision but vigorous community debate took place.
That legislation effected a measure of deregulation, but it was always on the basis of
significant community input which shaped government policy of the day. It is wrong of
members opposite to say that a small group of people will take it unto themselves to
determine in their party wroo what the response will be without giving the public the
information on which it is making its decision.
Mr Court: Are you saying that what you did in government was not wrong?
Mr McGIINTY: I inform the Premier that when in government the Opposition released
its report for public discussion well before the decision was announced. In stark contrast
there is conflict in the coalition between the Liberal backbenc hers and Liberal Ministers.
In addition, there is conflict between the non-negotiable position of the National Party
and the Liberal Party's position. A significant non-deregulatory view prevails within the
Liberal Party. Small business groups are worried about their future and the Government
is not doing anything to allay their concerns. On television last night the larger retailers
criticised the Government for dithering over its decision. They want to know where they
stand and they have a right to know that- Medium size businesses are being squeezed out
of business and they feel as though they am the meat in the sandwich in the debate
between large and small business. Many businesses are on the outskirts of the tourism
precincts and they feel discriminated against, If the tourism precinct notion is introduced
in sections of Perth and Fremantle, those businesses close to that precinct will be left out
and the impact on their businesses will be detrimental as a result of the competitive edge
which will be given to the people in the tourism precinct. Businesses will be competing
with other businesses within the tourism precincts and their anger has been conveyed to
me by the people with whom I have spoken. They need to know where they stand.
The Government's dithering is not good enough and the interested parties clearly have a
right to know whether dhe changes will be made in time for them to capitalise on the
Christmas shopping period. They want to know when they will be allowed to trade over
the next five or six weeks, which is the peak retail trading period for the year. They have
not been given any indication whatsoever from this Government.
Mr Cowan: They have been told.
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MrT McGINfTY : Told what?
Mr Cowan: What the position is.
Mr McGINT1Y: H ave they? With due respect to the Deputy Premier, they have not been
told.
This uncertainty is not about better management; it is indecisive and confusing and this
Government has not shown any clear direction or given any guidelines. The
Government's action will not be consistent with the notion of accountability if it defers
debate in this Parliameit on this issue until Masch, April or May next year. These
matters must conic befoie this House now.
The two issues I have raised should be debated in this House this week, next week and
the week after. To defer a parliamentary debate to whenever the decision on this
fundamental issue is made in the Liberal Party room is not an adequate response because
that might naot occur until some time during the parliamentary recess. This Government
stands contdemned for its position.
MRS HENDERSON (Thornlie) [3.03. pm]: I am more than happy to second this
motion. The Government has been roundly condemned in the media and by leading
academics and other commentators in this State for its total lack of commitment to
accountability and openness in government. Yet, the Government appears to be
bewildered by this criticism. It does not understand what people are saying about the
process of government. Indeed, the recent comments of the Minister for Fair Trading
were roundly condemned by everyone as being naive and self-serving. He indicated that
the recommendations of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of
Government and Other Matters do not apply to this Government because it comprises
honest blokes and they are not affected by those recommendations.
Members on this side of the House will not forget the fever pitch of the then Opposition
in setting itself up as the defender of this Parliament's right to information. No voice was
louder or more persistent in its calls for controls and checks on the Executive
Government and it wanted full information for this Parliament. That cry was taken up by
the royal commission and in very strong terms it indicated that this Parliament should
take every opportunity to get all the information it needs. For example, the royal
commission said -

Both the democratic and the miust principles to which we refered... if they are to
have real meaning in this State, demand that government be conducted openly.
They require that the public be informed of the actions and purposes of the
government, not because the government considers it expedient for the public to
know, but because the public has a right to know. Openness in government is the
indispensable prerequisite to accountability to the public. It is a democratic
imperative. The right to vote is without substance unless it is based on adequate
information, If government is to be truly government for the people, if the public
is to be able to participate in government and to experience its benefits, the public
must be properly informed about government and its affairs.

Those art very strong and clear statements by the royal commission about openness and
accountability to this Parliament. Today we are talking about section 41 of the Retail
Trading Act which states -

(1) As soon as is practicable after the expiration of the period of 5 years
following the coming into operation of this Act the Minister shall cause an
investigation and review to be conducted, and a report topepre as to -

(a) the operation of this Act;
(b) the operation of the Committee; and
(c) the need for this Act to continue in operation.

(2) The Minister shall cause a copy of the report prepared for the purposes of
subsection (1) to be laid before each House of Parliament as soon as is practicable
after it is completed.
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The report was completed and handed to the Minister three and a half months ago. This
Parliament is about to rise for a long recess and it dues not have that report. The public
has not yet had the opportunity to see chat report. Over 2 000 people made submissions
to the inquiry and they have the right to know what are the recommendations of that
inquiry. The Minister has been sitting on the report for three and a half months and he
has consistently and persistently refused to release it to this Parliament. In spite of all the
recommendations of the royal commission about openness and accountability in decision
making, this Government refuses to release chat report because it is racked by division
within its ranks about what decision should be made. The public is not very interested in
the spectacle of the coalition parties fighting among themselves over trading hours - it is
simply of no benefit to the public. However, the public has the right to see the results of
the inquiry, and so does this Parliament.
I call upon the Premier to give this House art undertakting that he will not allow the
Minister for Fair Trading to change retail hours by administrative action without bringing
a Bill to this Parliament.
Mr Court: Would you do that?
Mrs HENDERSON: I advise members opposite that when the Opposition was in
government it never changed the general retail trading hours in this State without putting
the proposal to this Parliament The only hours it extended were those applying to the
sale of petrol on Saturday afternoons, and chat bad the overwhelming support of industry
and consumers. The Government is talking about major changes to the general retail
trading hours and they should come before this Parliament and be debated by members.
The public has a right to know what is in the report and members of the Parliament have
the right to debate those changes. Changes to the general retail trading hours impact on
every single Western Australian, including consumers and small and large business
people, all of whom have an interest in this issue.
When in government the Opposition conducted a major review of this Act and it brought
a report to this Parliament which was released for public debate. It did not allow for a
period of indecision, with no information being available to those who wanted to
participate in the debate, to continue month after month as has occurred with this
decision.
The Opposition appreciates that this is not an easy question for the coalition and that
most Liberal Party backbenchers are very cognisant of the views of small business in
their electorate, which they consider to be their heartland and the major plank of their
support. It is also aware that the leaders of the Liberal Party consider big business to be
the major donor to its campaigns and that its interests are at the heart of the Liberal
Party's administrative structure and future capacity to raise funds. It appreciates that
these issues ame causing major conflicts, including the conflict between the city and the
country. Small businesses in country towns have a disproportionate influence,
particularly in view of the gerrymandered electoral system.
Despite all that, it is up to the Government to show some leadership and release this
report. People should be allowed to discuss it and debate it and reach a decision that will
come to this Parliament for debate. It should not be done by ministerial decree or
publication in the Government Gazette, but by an Act of this Parliament which we have
discussed and debated. If the Government seeks this afternoon to draw a parallel
between a four to five hour extension in petrol trading hours on Saturday afternoons and
general changes to retail trading affecting every single business in this State, it is barking
up the wrong tree. It is time the Premier gave an undertaking that that wili not happen
and that a Bill will be brought to the Parliament so that we can all participate in the
debate. We should get a copy of the review and the public should have some input so
that the recommendations of the royal commission will be abided by.
Today I had to put in a freedom of information application to try to get a copy of this
report chat should have been released to the public weeks or months ago. How dare the

inister sit on a report to which more than 2 000 people contributed! I support the
motion.
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MR COURT (Nedlands - Premier) [3.11 pmul: It is interesting that the Opposition has
not said boo about trading hours out in the electorate. Members opposite axe keen to
come in here and have a few words but they are silent in the electorate because the
community knows what the Opposition's tactics were when it was in government. This
MPI talks about escalating internal conflicts in relation to BankWest and trading hours.
Let us look first at BankWest. We went into the election with a policy which we are in
the process of implementing. When the Leader of the Opposition was asked about his
policy on privatisation of Bank West he would not comment on it.
Mr Mc~inty: That is not true.
Mr COURT: He said he had not been briefed. When questioned further about the policy
on privatisation his spokesperson said, 1 am not sure." When pressed he said the policy
was probably unchanged since the state election. Let us look at the Opposition's policy
at the state election.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Ripper: What about the policy evaluation we gave to the House 10 minutes ago?
Mr COURT: The Leader of the Opposition still did not answer the question. The policy
at the last election was -

Mr McGinty intrjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition.
Mr COURT: If members opposite want to talk about confusion, I point out that the
policy they announced during the last election was that they would merge the R & I Bank
with Challenge Hank. The only trouble was, they forgot to talk to the R & I Bank about
it.

Mr McGinty: Do you reject that as a proposition?
Mr COURT: No, I do not reject it as a proposition, but thac was the Opposition's policy.
Today we asked what is the Opposition's policy in relation to a merger between
BankWest and Challenge Bank, and the Opposition would not give us an answer.
Mr Mc~inty: You were not listening.
Mr COURT: I was listening. I have written down everything the Leader of the
Opposition had to say and I still cannot see an answer. When the profit figures were
announced some members opposite asked why we would want to sell a bank which
returned a profit of $80m. When asked whether they supported the sale of BankWest, the
answer was no, they did not support it, We have the hypocrisy of the Leader of the
Opposition coming in here and talking about internal conflict when, firstly, he cannot
work out his own position and, secondly, his own members in many ways certainly do
not support privatisation of this bank.
Several members inteijected.
Mr COURT: I want to run through some background and answer queries raised during
question time. BankWest is the most important financial institution in this State. Under
the Labor Party's reign it ran into some problems. The bank had to write off some huge
bad debts on its loan portfolio which arose as a result of its borrowing practices. The
then Government tried to interfere with the operations of the bank by asking it to give
moneys to certain people. Putting it bluntly, the bank was in a pretty precarious state.
Warwick Kent and Ross Garnaut between them have done a good job in facing up to the
difficulties. Warwick Kent was a very experienced banker from Westpac who came over
to BankWest to tackle the difficult issues that had to be resolved- Senior management
also has been prepared to face up to the restructuring of the bank. That has caused a
considerable amount of change and some disruption, but all banks in Australia had to go
through those changes to become more efficient. The results announced today reflect the
benefits that are starring to flow both from the restructuring and the growth occurring in
the economy.
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I will now address the six points raised by the Leader of the Opposition. Firstly, the
legislation is the next Major issue we must finalise in relation to privatisation of the bank.
We have received advice from a number of different sources in relation to the processes
for the sae of the bank - the different options available to us - and as a result of that
advice we have nearly completed the drafting of the legislation. That will enable us to
proceed with all those options, if that is the choice, I say to the Leader of the Opposition
that we have not finalised the legislation; we are close to it. If I can, I will introduce the
legislation in the next couple of weeks, if it is finalised, so it can lie there during the
break between now and March.
Dr Gallop: What is the structure of the legislation?
Mr COURT: Hang on. If the legislation cannot be completed in rime, as soon as it is
completed I will give the Leader of the Opposition a copy of it so that he will have
several months to study it I will not just bring it into the Parliament so that he must deal
with it straight away. I give that commitment. The legislation contains commitments
that the domicile of the bank must remain in Western Australia; the majority of directors
must be in Western Australia; and the bank must continue to carry on substantially the
same mix of business as at present. There may be one or two other matters, but it is all
designed, as best we can using legislation - call it a golden share, or whatever - and on
the advice we have received, to ensure those commitments are kept. There is always
concern that the sale of an enterprise may result in a change of employment practices.
Most of the major changes at the bank have already taken place. It has gone through
some major restrucuring and, once the bank is sold, it becomes the responsibility of the
new owners; but I would not envisage major changes taking place.
Referring to the fair and open process, we have sought advice on the different processes
available to the Government. In answer to the Leader of the Opposition's last question,
we have not ruled out any options in relation to the sale of the bank, but some tend to rule
themselves out automatically. If we include in the legislation that the domicile,
management and directors must be here, it is very hard to do a trade sale to the National
Australia Bank or the ANZ, or whoever. That course of action would probably give the
best return to the bank. If it were put in the marketplace, it could pick up a major market
shame in one hit, which would satisfy that goal. The qualification I put on the best return
is that it must meet the conditions relating to domicile etc of the bank.
Dr Gallop: What is your view of what New South Wales did in relation to CML?
Mr COURT: It had a different bank to start with and the bank had different problems
internally. The process in New South Wales excluded major banks from tendering. I
believe we have more options available to us in this Stare. Therefore, although it has not
been finalised, I do not believe the Government will go down that path. The simplest
option is to have a 100 per cent float, similar to the SGIO operation. However, it might
not maximise the price because there is the option of the merger arrangement proposed
by Challenge Bank. I thought it was a silly commercial tactic, but in this democracy the
bank is free to make such a decision. It has said that there are advantages in putting the
two banks together. The former Government obviously shared that view when it made
its announcement during the election period. It has not been ruled our because no options
have been ruled out in relation to the sale. The process has not been finalised.
Mr McGinty: Once you have the legislation, will it be a matter of determining the
process or will the process be contained in the legislation?
Mr COURT: The legislation will be designed to take into account a 100 per cent float
option, but it will also take into account the possibility of the Government retaining some
of the bank, or a merger option. That is why it is raking longer to complete the
legislation. If it were designed to enable a 100 per cent float it would be relatively
simple, but it has become more complex because the Government is leaving open its
options.
Mr Ripper: You said the legislation will be before the House before the end of this
session. What about information on the process the Government will adopt? It will not
be clear in the legislation. When will it be clear?
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Mr COURT: If the Government is not able to introduce the legislation in this House
before the end of the session, it will be available to the Opposition as soon as it is ready.
I prefer to table it so that the matter is public, but if that is not possible it will be made
available to the Opposition. When the legislation becomes available the Government
wants to spell out in broad terns the process involved in the sale.
In relation to the tax compensation clement, the arrangement with the Federal
Government is that the sale of the bank must be in -process by 30 June. We envisage the
most important part will be the passage of the legislation through Parliament because the
Government cannot proceed with the investigatory process and so on until it has the
authority to sell the bank through the legislation. The Government believes that once the
legislation is through the Parliament and formal procedures have star-ted for the sale of
the bank, the Government will meet the requirement for the bank to be in the process of
being sold. The timing of this matter is somewhat tricky. The market has been quiet for
the past year, and the price of regional banks has decreased considerably duning that time
from approximately 9.5 times the earnings to seven times the earnings. That could
amount to between $200m and $300m.L There, is no rush to sell the bank. The
Government does not have a problem on its hands that must be addressed in a hurry.
There was a problem about four years ago but that decision related to whether the bank
should continue to operate, and not whether it should be sold.
Dr Gallop: I understand the Federal Government has said the process must start by I
July. I suggest to the Treasurer that he seek clarification on that point because $250m is
at stake and it is important to have a clear view.
Mr COURT: I wish it were $250mn. I will not suggest an amount because we must
negotiate the best possible compensation, based on the estimated profits of the bank
When the arrangement was first put in place, it was to encourage the States to privatise
operations, and no restriction was placed on the numbers. The Federal Government then
decided it would apply to only one operation. The first in this State was the SGIQ. which
was relatively minor compared to this proposal. The Stare Government said it wanted it
to apply to the BankWest float also. The Federal Government has agreed to prepay
$30m, which is roughly the equivalent of the amount the Government would have
received from the SGIO. Of coure, no cash changes hands, the Federal Government
simply takes it from the State Government's debt position. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition is quite correct: Of course, we must seek clarification because the Federal
Government has demonstrated that it is a moving target.
In response to the member for Eyre's questions about the debt situation, I advise that
R & I Holdings has borrowings of approximately $295m, with interest payments of
approximately $34m. If we privatised the bank and received the tax compensation, that
would return us between $200m and $300m., I will not suggest a figure because the
amount will depend on the estimated forecast. That would be taken off the debt figure
and save us approximately $24nm in interest payments. The balance of the proceeds, with
privatisation based on a low figure and the approximate current market valuation, would
mean the Government could probably retire $330m of general debt. Reference has been
made to a dividend to the Government of $40m; however, when the bank is sold and the
figures are calculated, the State Government will save interest payments of
approximately $1l00m. It will no longer be required to pay the interest on the
Commonwealth debt related to the tax compensation, which would be retired. The
Government would have surplus funds to retire general debt and repay the R & I
Holdings debt. The so-called capital in the bank has come from R & I Holdings, but it
has borrowed that money in the firt place. The $80m profit sounds terrific, but the
money is tied up in the bank.
Mr Catania: You say you will save $25m in interest payments. If you sell the bank and
things are squared up, you will not pay $25m a year in interest.

Wr COURT: I said that if the surplus proceeds were used to retire debt, the Government
would no longer pay interest on R & I Holdings debt of $295m, which amounts to $34m.
If there is a surplus, which we estimate pessimistically will be $336m, it will retire
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general debt, thus saving approximately $43.5m in interest payments. In the tax
compensation we would retire Commonwealth debt of, say, $200m which would save
interest repayments of $24m.
Mr Catania: If you took that over a long term and retained ownership of the bank and
received on avenage $40m or $50rm, would it compensate for that?
Mr COURT: If we retained some interest in the bank, we would have to pay federal
income tax and the bank would be required to make a profit of approximately SiS0nm a
yea before reaching the equivalent position that would apply if the bank were sold. I am
quite prepared to work through these figures with the Opposition. The Government will
have a dividend of $40m from the $80m, but if it retains an interest in the bank, it must
pay income tax to the Federal Government. If it does not retain an interest in die bank, it
can take advantage of the tax compensation.
As far as government policy for the privatisation of the bank is concerned, die
Government has no qualms at all in stating that it is moving very cautiously on this
matter, mainly because its advice from different sources has conflicted in some areas.
Obviously, some people would like certain processes to take place which may be to their
advantage. However, because it is Western Australia's most important financial
institution, we are treading warily- I have told the Opposition that we will give it all. of
the information on the legislation and we will make sure that it is given plenty of time to
consider the matter before it is debated. We will ensure also that the public has a clear
understanding of die process. flat is why we are moving with caution.

Amendment to Motion
Mr COURT: I move -

That all words after "House" be deleted and the following be substituted -
acknowledges the significance to the State of the proposed privatisation of
Bank West and the necessity for changes to retail trading hours.
Accordingly, the House commends the Government in adopting a cautious
and sensitive approach to -both of these policy issues.
Further, this House recommends the Government continue to pursue the
broad consultative processes it has embarked upon to ensure the
Government's policy position on these issues is strongly supported and
understood by the Western Australian public.

MR COWAN (Meritdin - Deputy Premier) (3.33 pm]: I support the amendment to the
matter of public importance.
Mr McGinty: What has happened to the spirit of cooperation?
Mr COWAN: It still exists. There is no way any Government could accept a matter of
public importance which indicated that the Government would ignore Parliament Had
we said that we would oppose the matter of public importance presented by the
Opposition, the Opposition would rightly have gone to the media, as is its wont, and said,
"Once again, the Government has demonstrated that it is prepared to ignore the
Parliament." We will not do that. The Premier wade it very clear that we have embarked
upon a very broad consultative process on both issues raised by the Leader of the
Opposition.
Dr Gallop: Does the National Party support the Premier's position that there will be a
privatisation of BankWest?
Mr COWAN: I can best answer that by referring the Deputy Leader of the Opposition to
National Party policy, which acknowledges that BankWest should be partially privatised,
Of course, there will be a great deal of consultation and discussion between the coalition
partners before the final position is reached. That will be reached in conjunction with the
board of BankWest and a number of other major players; there is no question of that.
That is what the amendment says. It indicates clearly that the consultative processes
have been engaged already and will continue and, from that consultative process, policy
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will be determined which the Premier will announce long before the time has come for us
to signal the intentions of the Government for the bank.
Mr Marlborough: You would not float it in the present marker.
Mr COWAN: Ir would be a reasonably inopportune rime to float it, given what has
happened to the share market in the last day or two. We have until the end of the
financial year to indicate the Government's intentions for BankWest. I am confident
that, given a financial climate that is not conducive to privatisation in any form however
itris finalised, the Federal Government would not want Western Australia to be some
sacrificial lamb and cop a beating because it wanted some policy pursued by a certain
deadline. I am confident that the Federal Government would not be so miserable as to
force us into that position without any flexibility whatsoever. If it were, we would rely
on the Opposition's good offices to persuade their federal colleagues that it should be
more magnanimous and offer the Stare the opportunity to exercise some flexibility to
maximise its opportunities on this issue.
The other matter that was raised by the Leader of the Opposition was the retail trading
hours issue. I am sure - I do not think the Leader of the Opposition will be able to
contradict me even though he has a hearing affliction and may not have heard it before -
that the Minister for Fair Trading has indicated that the State Government will take as
much time as necessary to go through the consultative processes to change retail trading
hours and gain the broad support of nor only consumers but also retailers in Western
Australia. We are going through that process. That is a lot better than the record of the
Labor Parry when it was in government. Let us look at that record. It announced
changes to retail trading hours, but no changes were ever effected. However, it did
change the petroleum retailing industry hours significantly. How did those changes take
place? The responsible Minister used the powers of exemption contained in the Act to
grant exemptions and there was no consultation whatsoever. The Opposition is on very
shaky ground on these matters.
The purpose behind this amendment is to indicate clearly to the Opposition and to the
public that we recognise the significance of these two policy issues. With BankWest, we
have started the process of meeting the coalition policy objective. However, we have
some time in which to achieve that objective. With retail trading hours, we are moving
down the path of consultation, not only with those members of the parties supporting the
Government, but also with the people involved in retail trading. An announcement will
be made when all of those consultations have been completed. If someone asked me the
question - I think the Leader of the Opposition did and I am sure the Premier gave an
answer by way of interjection; I understand that the Minister for Fair Trading has said
publicly that it is unlikely - I would go even further and say that there will not be any
major change to retail trading hours prior to Christmas. What has occurred in the past
will continue; that is, there will be one extra late night trading evening so that people can
exercise some discretion about their Christmas shopping program.
I strongly support the amendment and assure members opposite that they will have plenty
of opportunity in the Parliament to comment on these policies when they have been
determined.
MOR CJ. BARNETT (Cotteslce - Leader of the House) [3.39 pm]: Once again, we
can only describe this matter of public importance as ordinary despite the comments by
the Leader of the Opposition. He did not explain what is the Opposition's policy. The
Government's policy is to privatise BankWest and the Premier is exploring all avenues to
do char. That should be contrasted with the Opposition's position during the last election
when the then leader, Dr Lawrence, said at the party's major policy launch, "Today, I
announce a new Bank of Western Australia." There was a pregnant silence because
members opposite were struggling with the question of whether to privatise the
R & I Bank Ltd, but suddenly they remembered that they were at a policy launch and
they clapped politely. When the cameras panned around the room, it made interesting
television. We know where members opposite stand. They think they will judge the
criteria but the privatisatioDn of BankWest will be judged by the market; and it will judge
whether we have done badly or welt.
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Everyone understands that trading hours is a difficult issue. If we had a pure world the
philosophical position of the Liberal Party - I will not speak for the Nationals, but it is the
same - is that all things being equal we do not think Governments should be tiling
people when to open or close their businesses. However, in reality retail businesses
operate in a highly regulated situation. People make decisions on their lifestyle and their
investments - especially their nest eggs. Given that the philosophical position is to
deregulate, to free up, the question is should we have change? If we- should have change,
how far should we go and how fast? The extent and pace of change has been debated at
length, as it properly should be, within the coalition parties. It is a good, vigorous debate,
and it should take place.
Several members inreijected
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Oiler!
Mr C.J. BARNEfT: The member for Pilbara wants to debate the point. What is his
position? He should make his position public. He does not want to do that.
The Leader of the Opposition and members opposite say that the Minister for Fair
Trading should release the report. When such a report is released it can create confusion.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The Minister should take his seat. The member for
Pilbara has been in this place a long time. He knows it is disorderly to interject when he
is not in his seat. I remind him of that. It is also disorderly to interject incessantly.
Mr C.J. BARNETIT: When a report is released it can create uncertainty in the
community. It is appropriate for a Government in releasing a report to state its reaction
and its position on the report. We note the performance of the member for Thornlie; she
has no credibility.
[The member's time expired.]
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [3.45 pm]: The point
of the Opposition moving this matter of public importance today is that the retail and the
banking industries are two of the most significant industries in Western Australia. As a
result of our moving this motion we have a lot more information than we had earlier from
the Government on its attitude to the issue of the privatisation of BankWest. If we had
not moved the motion, we would not know about many aspects of government policy
regarding the issue. We congratulate the Premier for answering many of the questions
raised during debate on the BankWest issue.
Now we are left with the original motion which described the situation that exists in the
coalition as the escalating internal conflicts on trading hours and BankWest. Not one
comment from the government side today would lead us to conclude anything other than
the implication in that motion. On a fundamental point of principle the Premier indicated
he is moving to privatise BantkWest. The Opposition has indicated how it will assess the
proposals he will bring to Parliament on the issue. There does not appear to be a lot of
distance between the Premier's position and dhe position on this side of the Chamber.
However, when the Deputy Premier spoke he indicated clearly that the National Party
was not committed to full privatisation of BankWesc; indeed, its policy is for partial
privatisation. That is a major issue of uncertainty in the coalition, and that breeds
uncertainty in the investment community. All the people with a real interest in
BankWest - the customers, the people who lend money to BankWest from the overseas
money markets, the potential investors in Bank West - still do not know precisely what is
the Government's position. However, we have received more information on that
question than we had earlier today. It is to the credit of the Opposition that it has drawn
out that information.
Unfortunately, we are still left in the dark about trading hours. Not only will the
Government not provide information on its report - and we believe we have a right to that
information, as the member for Thornlie put so well, to assist in our decision on the
issue - but also we are kept in the dark on the Government's position. It is not that the
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Government is being cautious or sensitive about the matter. It is because of the
escalating internal conflicts in the coalition, between the aural rump - which includes the
National Party and elements of the Liberal Party - and the free traders who exist in the
coalition.
Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (28)
Mr Ainsworthi Dr Names Mr Pendal
Mr Ci. Barneet Mr House Mr Prince
Mr Blaikie Mr Johnson Mr Trenmrden
Mr Board Mr Kierath Mr Tubby
Mr Bradshaw Mr Lewis Dr Turnbull
Dr Constable Mr Marhal Mrs van do Iclshorsi
Mr court Mr Minson Mr Wiest
Mr Cowan Mr Omodel Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mr Day Mr Osborne
Mrs Edwardes Mrs Parker

Noes (21)
Ir NI. Barnett Mr Graham MrRiebeling
Mr Bridge Mr GriD Mr Ripper
Mr Brown Mrs Hailahan Mrs Roberts
Mr Catania Mrs Henderson Mr Taylor
Mr Cunningham Mr Kobelke Mr Thomas
Dr Edwards Mr Marlborough Ms Warnock
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mr Leahy (Teller)

pairs
Mr W. Smith Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Nicholls Dr Watson

Amendment thus passed.
Motion, as Amended

Motion, as amended, put and passed.

FINES, PENALTIES AND INFRINGEMENT NOTICES ENFORCEMENT
BILL

Introduction and First Reading
Bill introduced, on motion by Mrs Edwardes (Attorney General), and read a first time.

Second Reading
MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) [3.52 pail: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill is an important part of the Government's criminal justice reforms. It addresses
critical problems experienced in the enforcement of fines and infringement notices in
Western Australia. The Bill reflects the Government's stated commitment in its law and
order policy to implementing a new approach to imprisonment by providing alternative
sentencing options for offenders who do not represent a danger to society, with

=msoient being a last option in those cases; and reducing the number of imprisoned

The present system of fine and infringement notice enforcement allows, in fact
encourages, people who do not satisfy their fines to serve default in prison. This system,
which has evolved over the past decade, no longer serves the community of Western
Australia well. As a consequence, a new, coordinated approach has been developed. The
greatest future of the new system is that it will provide the option of suspending an
offender's motor driver's or motor vehicle licence as a sanction for non-payment of fines
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imposed either by a court or under the current infringement notice provisions. With
limited exceptions, this means that people who do not pay fines will no longer go to
prison or serve time in a police lockup. This approach accords with findings of the April
1994 Law Reform Commission of Western Australia report on enforcement of orders
under the Justices Act 1902. The Law Reform Commission has indicated its concurrence
with the need to develop a new system for the enforcement of payment of fines.
Similarly, the commission has indicated its support for the main premise of the new
legislation. The commission suggested that there were a number of reasons for
imprisonment being an unsatisfactory method of enforcement, such as the
inappropriateness of imposing at the enforcement stage a penalty which was not deemed
fitting at the sentencing stage; and that if imprisonment is imposed as a sentence of last
resort, it is incongruous to use it more readily as a means of enforcement.
Given that 87 per cent of the adult population possesses a motor driver's or motor vehicle
licence, suspension provides a realistic and administratively efficient means of enforcing
a fine and an infringement notice. In 1992-93 approximately 450 000 infringement
notices were issued by the police and local government. Around 100 000 fines were
imposed in Courts of Petty Sessions, only 40 per cent of which were paid without the
need for enforcement action. Little encouragement or incentive is provided to offenders
to pay their fines promptly. Payment can be avoided and the enforcement process
prolonged. The police enforce in excess of 100 000 warrants for unpaid fines and
infringement notices each year. This task consumes massive police resources and takes
police away from other significant policing duties. In addition, community corrections
staff are required to administer approximately 14 000 community work and development
orders each year. Many of these are undertaken by offenders who can afford to pay but
refuse to do so.
Along with the human resource implications are outstanding fines totalling more than
$13m. Many of these fines and infringement notices have been outstanding for over 12
months. Current enforcement strategies are not cost effective, In 1993-94 the average
cost a day of keeping a prisoner in Western Australia was $171.7 1. It is illogical and a
waste of taxpayers' funds that an offender presently is able to serve default in prison at a
rate of $25 a day when this results in a cost to the State of more than $170 a day.
The integrity of the fine as a viable sentencing option is under serious threat because the
system permits a defaulter too many options and is open to abuse. Fine defaulters who
accumulate a large number of fines are able to extinguish their fines by serving default or
performing community work on just one fine. This means that fines can be discharged
through work and development orders and prison at a rate far in excess of average daily
wages. It also encourages offenders to avoid paying their fines because one work and
development order or prison term can be used to discharge one or any number of fines
with no additional time penalty. According to the Law Reform Commission report, some
34 per cent of all receivals into prison comprise persons detained solely for fine default.
That figure does not include those who spend time in police lockups. At present,
approximately 1 800 persons are imprisoned each year for fine default. It is estimated
that the great majority of the 5 000-persons incarcerated in police lockups each year are
also fine defaulters.
Fine defaulting is also the major reason for the imprisonment of Aboriginal people.
According to the recently released regional planning profile on Western Australia's
Aboriginal people, 60 per cent of Aboriginal prisoners were serving sentences for fine
default only. In addition, few enforcement options are available for use against
corporations. As a result, 90 per cent of all warrants issued against companies are
ineffective.
In summary, the current enforcement system fails to collect in an equitable, effective or
efficient mannier. It impacts adversely on all participating agencies, particularly the
police and community corrections, and results in a high level of imprisonment for fine
default. The non-collection of monetary penalties has a marked effect on government
finances. It reduces the revenue collected from fines and infringement notices and
necessitates the use of additional resources to pursue fine defaulters and provide them
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with work and development orders or imprisonment. The new system of fines and
infringement notice enforcement will strengthen the integrity of fines as a sentencing
option; increase the payment of fines without enforcement; minimise costly enforcement
actions; and significantly reduce the number of fine defaulters going to prison.
The new system has two separate parts. The first relates to fines imposed by the courts
and the second to infringement notices. The court fine system recognises that
enforcement is best managed administratively. Consequently, administrative officers
will be empowered to consider and grant time to pay. This will reduce the time needed
by judicial officers to deal with the administrative aspects of criminal matters in court.
Judicial officers will retain the function-of deciding whether a fine is appropriate and
determining the amount of the fine. The Bill will also enhance sentencing flexibility by
allowing stipendiary magistrates to order serious offenders convicted of indictable
offences to remain in custody until the fine is paid. One such example might be where
the magistrate considers that there is a likelihood that the offender may leave the country.
After the imposition of a fine, the offender will be required to report to the managing
registrar. The registrar will determine a rime-to-pay arrangement based on an
examination of the offender's income, expenditure and assets. In addition, the managing
registrar will provide information relating to methods of payment and the consequences
of the new enforcement mechanisms.
If a rime-to-pay arrangement is breached or payment in full is not received, the offender
will be sent, by normal post, a notice advising of the suspension of the motor driver's
licence or the motor vehicle licence. The notice allows a further 28 days to pay the fine
in full. Failure to pay will result in the driver's or vehicle licence being suspended. On
suspension, written confirmation will be posted to the defendant. No further enforcement
action is taken at this stage. The licence will be reinstated only on full payment of the
fine. The defaulter will not be able to elect to perform community work, discharge the
penalty in prison, or apply for an extraordinary driver's licence. These options would
provide the offender with the ability to avoid payment and delay enforcement. Payment
of the fine is the intended punishment of the court, not imprisonment or community
work. As suggested by the Law Reform Commission, this aspect of suspension will need
to be monitored by the Ministry of Justice to determine the extent to which any undue
hardship occurs as a consequence of this provision. Those fine defaulters who do not
possess a driver's or vehicle licence will be subject to a warrant of execution to seize
goods and land which will be sold to satisfy the fine. Warrants of execution also will be
issued where, after a suitable period - generally 12 months - licence suspension is found
to be ineffective. These warrants will be administered by the Sheriff of Western
Australia. The sheriff will have the coordinating responsibility to delegate to his sheriff's
officers in all parts of the State, be they private, public or police officers acting as
sheriffs officers. Six country areas have been identified where private enterprise will
have the opportunity, through a competitive tendering process, to execute warrants on
behalf of the sheriff. This will free up at least 20 police officers to allow them to perform
other more important police duties.
Police will continue to execute warrants in the central and northern parts of the State.
The remoteness of these areas means that currently it is neither practical nor cost
effective to use the sheriff. However, the continued use of police officers acting as
sheriff's officers will be reviewed with a view to reducing police involvement as much as
practicable.
The Bill will provide the sheriff and police involved in the execution of these warrants
with the powers necessary for effective fine enforcement -such as right of entry. Where
there are no goods or land to seize the sheriff will serve the defaulter with a compulsory
order to undertake community work. Unlike the current system, where community work
is freely available, the sheriff will means test the offender before allowing community
work. The work and development order scheme will therefore continue in a modified
form as an alternative only for those who genuinely do not have the capacity to pay.
At present, most fines are discharged concurrently. Under the new arrangements this will
no longer be the case. The conversion rate for community work will be six hours for
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each $100 or part thereof, with fines being cumulative. Imprisonment will occur only if
defaulters do not perform the work they are directed to complete. The default rate for
breach of a work and development order will be one day in prison for every three hours.
This will effectively double the default rate to $50 a day. The system incorporates a
series of safety nets designed to strictly limit imprisonment for fine default. Only those
recalcitrant offenders who have not paid the fine imposed by the court; have not
complied with a time to pay arrangement; do not possess a driver's or vehicle licence; do
not have goods or land to seize; and refuse to perform community work will be subject to
imprisonment for fine default. The system will apply to all matters dealt with in the
Court of Petty Sessions, adult offenders convicted in the Children's Court, and other
courts such as the Industrial Court and the Liquor Licensing Court. Judges of the
Supreme and District Courts will have the system available to them as an enforcement
option.
The infringement notice system builds on the Inrep scheme which was introduced in
1989 and is used by all major prosecuting authorities to enforce unpaid infiringements.
Prosecuting agencies such as the police and local government authorities will continue to
issue infringement notices which allow the offender to pay the penalty or elect to dispute
die matter in the Court of Petty Sessions. When the infringement notice remains unpaid
after 28 days, the agency will send a final demand. This will effectively allow a further
28 days in which to pay the penalty or elect to have the matter determined in the court. If
the offender has not paid the infringement or the final demand at the expiration of this
period, the agency may refer the matter to the fines enforcement registry. An
enforcement order will be served by the registry by post indicating that payment must be
made within a further 28 days. At this rime the offender may elect to dispute the
infringement in court Where the registry order remains unpaid, the defaulter will be sent
by post a notice of intended suspension of the driver's or vehicle licence.
In all cases suspension of the driver's licence is the preferred option. Vehicle licences
will be targeted only for corporate offenders or where no driver's licence is available. As
with the court fine system, the defaulter will be given a further 28 days to pay the fine in
ful or face having the licence suspended. Upon suspension the offender will be sent
confirmation of the suspension. A total of 112 days is allowed for payment before
licence suspension takes effect. The suspension of licence is the final sanction applied to
unpaid infringement notices. If the defaulter does not have a driver's licence or a motor
vehicle registered in his name, the defaulter will not be able to obtain a licence or register
a vehicle for a period of two years or until the fine is paid. Imprisonment is not
considered an appropriate sanction, given the less serious nature of infringement
offences. Debt recovery beyond this phase would require the issuing agency to take civil
action through the court process.
Safeguards: The infringement notice system allows the offender ample opportunity to
pay the penalty and gives considerable notice before any suspension is effected. In
addition, the offender will always have the option of referring the matter to the Court of
Petty Sessions for determination. In the court system the offender may apply to the court
for a rehearing should the notice of suspension not come to his or her attention and if the
offender was not present at the hearing.
The introduction of the system will coincide with a comprehensive public education
campaign which will fully inform the community of the changes. The campaign is
planned to commence across the State in early January and mun through to March 1995.
Television coverage will be supplemented by press and radio advertisements, with a
significant focus on Aboriginal country radio in the nonthern part of the State. In
addition, a hotline number will be provided in the press advertising for those seeking
information on outstanding warrants. A two month moratorium will be given from the
date of proclamation to allow persons who have an existing fine or infringement notice
the opportunity to pay and, therefore, avoid being subjected to the new enforcement
system. Licence suspension will commence only after the public education campaign
and moratorium are completed.
The eml will create the fine enforcement registry which will be responsible for
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monitoring the effectiveness of the system and ensuring that the public receives timely
and comprehensive information on fine enforcement matters. The registry will, for the
first time in this State, manage all stages of the enforcement process, thereby ensuring a
more coordinated and consistent approach to fine enforcement. It will have direct
electronic communications with police licensing to effect and lift licence suspension
immediately, resulting in very cost effective enforcement.
The Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody noted the high proportion of
Aboriginal prisoners held for traffic offences, good order offences, property offences and
for the group of offences known as "'justice procedures" which includes breaches of
orders and fine default. The report concluded that one of the major reasons for the gross
over-representation and deaths in custody of Aboriginal people was the high level of
detention for minor offences. The disproportionate representation of Aborigines in
Western Australian prisons is of continuing concern to the Government and the
community of Western Australia. Aboriginal people convicted by the Court of Petty
Sessions are six times more likely to be imprisoned than non-Aboriginal people.
The Fines, Penalties and Infringement Notices Enforcement Bill will do much to redress
the imbalance. Along with the sentencing Bill which is under development, the rate of
imprisonment of Aboriginal offenders who do not pose a threat to the community is
expected to be significantly reduced. The new system will include initiatives to reduce
the default rate for Aboriginal offenders. Five courts around the State - Kununurra,
Roebowrne, (leraIdton, Kalgoorlie and Perth - will have Aboriginal fines officers whose
role will be to explain to the defaulters their obligations in terms and language they can
understand, and make suitable arrangements to pay. An Aboriginal sessional supervisor
also will be appointed to the Maddington community corrections centre and will work
with Aborigines at risk of breaching work and development orders, in order to reduce the
rate of breach and subsequent imprisonment.
The new system will deliver many benefits to the community of Western Australia.
Through increased effectiveness, the system is expected to generate an estimated
additional $2.29m from infringement notices and an estimated additional $8.6m from
court fines. This amounts to an additional $l0.89m a year. The use of the new system to
enforce in excess of 100 000 warrants for backlogged, outstanding fines is expected to
raise an estimated additional $6.5m for the State. Significant work hours also will be
saved by the system. Work and development orders are expected to reduce from 13 800
orders a year to fewer than 2 500. When the program has been fully operational for one
year it wilt release the equivalent of 12 full time staff to meet other government
initiatives within the ministry. The use of the sheriff and bailiffs to take responsibility for
executing warrants, along with the use of alternative enforcement strategies, will release
at least 20 more police for core police duties. The rate of imprisonment for non-payment
of fines is expected to drop from 1 800 a year to 400 a year. It is expected that the rate of
persons in police lockups for fine default also will reduce dramatically. Most
importandly, the integrity of the fine as a sentencing option will be strengthened, thereby
confirming the fine as the most used sentence in Western Australian courts.
The Fines, Penalties and Infringement Notices Enforcement Bill introduces a two part
system which will streamline the enforcement of fines and infringement notices. Most
enforcement actions will be achieved through efficient computerised transactions which
will allow the system to speedily manage the majority of defaulters. The suspension of a
driver's or vehicle licence is an effective enforcement strategy because for most people a
licence is essential for mobility. Experience with licence suspension as a fine
enforcement mechanism in New South Wales suggests that there is not likely to be a
significant increase in the incidence of driving without a licence. In addition, the system
in that State has resulted in better than a 95 per cent payment rate. Third parry insurance
for victims of accidents will continue, even where a person drives a vehicle while under
fine default vehicle or driver's licence suspension. However, the State Government
Insurance Commission has indicated that it will sue the person for the accident and claim
the money through civil proceedings. The innovative aspect of extending the concept in
this State to all infringement notices and fines, regardless of whether the original offence
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is related to a traffic matter, is based on the inherent logic of a universal approach to the
enforcement of monetary penalties. As well as being significantly more cost effective to
the State, the suspension of a privilege such as a driver's licence is much less punitive
and more humane than the current fine enforcement strategy of imprisonment. I
commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Leahy.

ACTS AMENDMENT (FINES, PENALTIES AND INFRINGEMENT NOTICES)
BILL

Introduction and First Reading
Bill introduiced, on motion by Mrs Edwardes (Attorney General), and read a first time.

Second Reading
MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Attorney General) [4.10 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill contains amendments to various pieces of legislation required by the enactment
of the Fines, Penalties and Infringement Notices Bill also before the House. The default
provisions of the Justices Act will no longer be needed as the fines Bill contains
replacement provisions. The amendments propose that fines will be enforced in
accordance with the fines legislation and that orders for other monetary amounts be
enforced in courts of competent jurisdiction; that is, using civil remedies. The Bill also
proposes amendments to the Criminal Code which will allow stipendiary magistrates to
order an offender to remain in custody until the fine is paid. This power may be used
only for indictable matters dealt with summarily. In addition to the above power now
extended to magistrates, judges of the Supreme and District Courts will retain the right to
set imprisonment defaults. They will also have the option of using the proposed fine
enforcement system where considered appropriate.
This Bill seeks to amend the Bail Act so that orders for payment of bail undertakings, and
recognisances pursuant to the Criminal Code, will be endorsed in the same manner as an
unpaid fine. Orders for payment against sureties will not be enforced past the warrant of
execution. Also proposed are amendments to the Road Traffic Act which preclude an
offender who is subject to driver's licence suspension due to fine default from applying
for an extraordinary driver's licence. That Act also is to be amended to give effect to the
suspension by the fine enforcement registry of driver's and vehicle licences issued under
that Act. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion by Mr Leahy.

AGRICULTURAL AND VETERINARY CHEMICALS (WESTERN
AUSTRALIA) BILL

Cognate Debate
On motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -

That leave be granted for a cognate debate on the Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemicals (Western Australia) Bill and the Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemicals (Taxing) Bill and that the Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals
(Western Australia) Bill be the principal Bill.

Second Reading
Resumed from 13 September.
MR GRILL (Eyre) [4.15 pm]: This is an enabling piece of legislation, part of a fairly
complicated cross-jurisdictional legislation between State and federal jurisdictions. This
Government has made quite a reputation for itself around the nation by rejecting and
eschewing any notion of cooperation of this sort with the Federal Government. However,
this Bill enters into the most collaborative form of cooperation and joint legislation one
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could imagine. It seems the Government is suffering fromn a fairly good case of
schizophrenia. We are not criticising the Minister in charge of this piece of legislation
but making a general observation about the Government's posture. This legislation
involves a great deal of cooperation and collaboration with the Federal Government. We
are taking Commonwealth legislation and by this Bill making it state legislation. With
just three; or four exceptions, we are ensuring, that the Commonwealth Government will
have very much the whip hand on this matter.
I will refer the House to a couple of sentences from the Minister's second reading speech,
in which he says that the Government recognises the benefits to this State of participating
in a national scheme. In the same speech he says that thie Bill provides the legal
framework for the concept of a single national system for. evaluating and registering
agricultural and veterinary chemicals before they are sold for use in any State or Territory
of Australia. This legislation will replace in toto state legislation which at present does
the same job as this legislation will do. One might contrast that with the attitude adopted
by the State Government in its very public position on environmental legislation, in
respect of Mabo legislation and numerous other situations where this Government had
rejected totally any concept of centralised control from Canberra and any notion of
cooperation which would centralise legislative or administrative control in Canberra.
However, this legislation's legislative and administrative control, except where it is
delegated to the State, will be centralised in Canberra.
The Premier in question time yesterday berated the Opposition for being centralist. He
stridently berated the Leader of the Opposition because he put forward a centralist notion.
If one wants centralist notions one need only go to this legislation, which embodies all of
them. The Government has adopted an interesting philosophical position on this
legislation. It will be interesting to hear the Minister explain how the position on this
legislation can be contrasted so clearly with the position adopted by the Court
Government on other legislation. It does not speak for consistency by the Government,
especially where one sees under this legislation an agricultural/veterinary code which is a
commonwealth code. It will be amended from time to time by the Commonwealth
without state legislation and it will become the centrepiece for the registration and
evaluation of various veterinary and agricultural chemicals in this State. Under this
legislation agricultural/veterinary chemical registration will be the prerogative of an
administration in Canberra, although once again with qualifications on administration.
The amendments to that code and the regulations associated with it will be the
prerogative of a Federal Government. I know that the Minister will probably say. "I will
be involved in consultation and from time to time the Ministers for agriculture and
primary industry around the country will get together and I will be consulted about
changes." At the end of the day the Commonwealth will make the decision. The
Minister by the way he is smiling acknowledges that fact, and the nature of his position
when he goes along to those agriculture and primary industry Ministers' conferences. I
have been to a few of them. Generally speaking, the big States gang up on the small
States and get together with the Commonwealth. With this legislation we are adopting a
code which will be commonwealth legislation, and all the States of the Commonwealth
will adopt similar legislation. The Commonwealth has already passed its legislation.
which is very similar to the Bill currently before us. When we pass this Bill and it goes
through the other place, that code will become the law of the land. However, as I said a
while ago, its amendment and nature, and the regulations that will accompany it, will be
the creature of the Federal Government. The legislation will give the National
Registration Authority created by the Commonwealth Government jurisdiction in this
State, and Western Australia will become part of the national registration scheme. It will
be interesting to see how that is explained by the Minister, because on other occasions the
Court Government has rejected strenuously the extension to this State of commonwealth
jurisdiction.
The national registration scheme will evaluate, register and control the sale of
agricultural and veterinary chemical produces, according to the following criteria:
Human, animal and plant health; efficacy of the product and its impact on the
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environment; and implications on international trade. When I was the Minister for
Agriculture, there was an unfortunate problem in the United States market in particular in
respect of beef that was contaminated by organochlorines. We are now experiencing a
problem, which we hope is restricted to the Eastern States, where beef exported to Japan
and the United States has been contaminated by a chemical called chlorfluazuron, the
trade name for which is Helix, which is easier to pronounce. Therefore, considerations
other than the efficacy of the product must be taken into account, and environmental and
trade impacts are becoming increasingly important. The NRA will have the power to
deregister chemical products which do not meet safety and performance standards; recall
stocks of unregistered products; foster research; and charge manufacturing companies
fees in the hope that this scheme will become self-funding within five years. I have no
argument with that
The Western Australian role will be limited severely. Thbis Bill will amend the
Veterinary Preparations and Animal Feeding Stuffs Act and the Health (Pesticides)
Regulations to exclude any reference to registration so that there will not be any
duplication between the commonwealth code and the state's responsibilities. That is
essential in the circumstances, and we have no problem with that. The Minister said that
this scheme was supported by all the States and the Commonwealth, and by the chemical
and primary industries. I do not have any evidence to the contary so I must take the
Minister at his word.
This Bill departs from the federal legislation in three areas: The State Director of Public
Prosecutions will conduct prosecutions under the code and can prosecute commonwealth
offences as if they were Western Australian offences; the legislation will be reviewed
after five years; and prosecutions in Western Australia will be heard in state and not
federal courts. We do not have a lot of material information about the code. In fact, I
have not seen a copy of the code; I am told that it would take me a week or two to wade
through it. so it is probably better that I do not see it. I will take the Minister at his word
in the second reading speech and indicate that we support the legislation.
MR HOUSE (Stirling - Minister for Primary Industry) [4.25 pm]: I thank members
opposite for their support of the Bill. The member for Eyre spent some time explaining
to the House that this Bill is a good example of how the State Government can put aside
its philosophical position and cooperate with the Federal Government when that is to the
advantage of everyone concerned, particularly the State. This move was initiated by the
previous Government, and perhaps I should congratulate the member for Eyre on his
good sense in seeing the value of this cooperation. The recent beef contamination scare
illustrates why we should cooperate with the Federal Government to implement such a
national scheme, because had we tried to go it alone, we would have had great difficulty
with our international customers, who regard Australia as one nation with codes of
practice within the industry which are applicable in each State. I have been informed that
Victoria and Tasmania are the only States which have not yet passed the legislation but
that they intend to pass it by the end of the year, and I understand that this legislation will
be enacted at the end of March.
Mr Grill: I was told the other day that it might be brought forward to 1 January if enough
States adopted it by the end of the year.
Mr HOUSE: That may be the case. There has been a lot of consultation about this
legislation. This legislation was initiated by the States, at the very ministerial meetings
about which the member for Eyre spoke, because of concern about the different codes of
practice controlling the use of chemicals, particularly in States like Queensland and New
South Wales where the differentiation between borders is not as great as it is in this State.
It is important to maintain integrity with our overseas customers because if we do it alone
we run the risk of being isolated.
The member for Eyre stated that there is often a lack of cooperation between the States
and the Commonwealth at ministerial meetings and that the federal Minister tends to
override the States. That is of concern to us all, and Ilam sure that when the member for
Eyre attended those meetings as Minister for Agriculture he too was frustrated that the
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federal Minister did not recognise his views. We must continue to fight against that
situation and to make our voice heard. I understand the concerns raised by the member
for Eyre and thank him for indicating the Opposition's broad agreement with the
legislation, which will be in the best interests of' the industry.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr House (Minister for Primary Industry), and
transmitted to the Council.

AGRICULTURAL AND VETERINARY CHEMICALS (TAXING) BILL
Second Reading

Order of the Day read for the resumption of debate from 13 September.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr House (Minister for Primary Industry), and
transmitted to the Council.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROTECTION BILL
Second Reading

MRS HENDERSON (Thornlie) [4.31 pm]: I move -
That the Bill be now read a second time.

As a community we can no longer passively accept that dangerous and damaging
violence in too many families is a private matter. It is a significant community problem
and affects all of us. The community used to think that men's violence against women
was a private matter. Women were blamed and seen as contributing by their behaviour,
or for not leaving a violent relationship. Homicide statistics in Western Australia reflect
the natur of such violence, where in 1992, 40 per cent of all victims were women
murdered by their spouse and 49 per cent of serious and common assaults by spouses
were reported by women. The media, the community and politicians are always shocked
by these crimes; rarely however is the public aware of the unreported injuries and
assaults perpetrated daily on thousands of Western Australian women, or of the
consequences for children living in violent households.
Ile exact incidence of domestic violence or spousal assault is unknown, as are its costs.
Almost all is perpetrated by men and such behaviour has been culturally condoned and
unquestioned until quite recently. Women who live in remote and rural communities,
Aboriginal women, women of non-English speaking background, young women, high
income women and pregnant women are all vulnerable. A paper prepared for the
National Committee on Violence against Women and cited in the Australian Law Reform
Commission report provided evidence from a number of studies in the United States of
America that the incidence of assault was between 11I per cent and 30 per cent for
married couples and 21 per cent and 36 per cent for divorcing couples. In Duluth,
Minnesota where there is a mandatory arrest policy, one in 20 men has been arrested for
spousal assault.
Significant reforms were started in the past decade in all States and by the Federal
Government. A number of legislative changes were made in Western Australia by the
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Labor Government, and significant community debate and education programs as well as
training packages for the range of workers in the area were initiated. The Australian
Labor Party went to the 1993 election committed to introducing a family violence Bill in
response to community consultations in 1992. Of 118 recorded responses to a
consultative phone-in, 109 agreed that Western Australia should enact one piece of
family violence legislation. The legislative amendments that have been promised by the
coalition will continue to address the problem in a piecemeal fashion.
The coalition promised action about domestic violence but there has been a significant
reduction in commitment. Apart from the Legal Aid Commission's important initiatives
and the work of the gender bias task force reporting to the Chief Justice, little has
eventuated. Community groups have battled for ongoing funding and some have
continued without it. Women's refuges face significant threats. There is no centralised
coordinating or policy unit. Because of an ideological acceptance of family violence,
violence against women is not the priority that it was. The experience of the past 20
months has now committed the Opposition to one piece of legislation, the Domestic
Violence Protection Act. One Act will then be readily accessible to men and women, to
doctors and refuge workers, to police and court officials. Statutory protection for victims
of spousal assault will be clear to all parties. It will cake precedence over current
legislation and be a tool for both protection and justice, as well as being in line with
national and international trends.
The report of the Australian Law Reform Commission 1994 cogently argues that there
are cultural reasons for the links between women's inequality and violence against them,
and the failure of the legal system to protect women. Women's equality cannot be
ensured until violence is addressed.
This Bill draws on the findings and recommendations of a number of recent reports, as
well as the practical experience of people working in the field. The recommendations of
a South Australian evaluation of its restraining order laws done as a contribution to the
women's suffrage centenary are reflected in the Bill.
After its first reading, the Bill was circulated to organisations and individuals around
Western Australia for their views and comments, as a result of which a number of
amendments appear on the Notice Paper. The legislation seeks to protect and to provide
safety for victims of violence perpetrated by their spouse or ex-spouse. It is
acknowledged that some may consider this approach narrow as it excludes homosexuals,
members of extended families and couples who have not lived together where power can
be exercised as violence. Offences currently dealt with by the Criminal Code are
prescribed for the purpose of this legislation.
the Bill addresses four issues crucial to safety: Police powers, firearms control,
protection or restraining orders and bail.
Police Powers: In its 1990 report the National Committee on Violence commented at
page 186, "Perhaps the greatest contribution which the police are in a position to make, in
relation to all forms of violence, is in the area of domestic violence." Over the past
decade the police have increasingly been called on to examine their culture and to treat
criminal assault in the home as they would assault in public places. Almost every
submission sent to me in response to the draft Bill drew attention to the need for these
changes. Violence in the home is a crime and should be dealt with accordingly. Police
training is critical, as are police routine orders. In Western Australia a number of
changes have been made and should continue to be made. The Minister's response to
recent questions has been positive, anid the Opposition urges the Police Department to
continue the impetus for a changed approach.
Part H takes up the recommendations of numerous reports as to the powers of police. Not
only have women and their advocates complained, but also police officers themselves
have been uncertain about their powers to arrest without warrant and to enter private
premises. These are indeed contentious issues, but the principles of ensuring that any
victims of violence are safe, and of the law prescribing the protection of all participants
are paramount. In particular the perception of too many Aboriginal people is that such
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powers could be misused. This perception and its history must be considered and proper
safeguads provided. Consultations will continue with Aboriginal people on this matter.
However, the overwhelming view from those making submissions is that spousal assault
is a crime and a mandatory arrest policy would underline that fact. This Bill provides
police officers with the power to arrest without wan-ant and to enter private premises
without warrant only after disclosing their identity and authority. The duty is on the
prevention of harm or death and the limits for the police officers' actions are prescribed
in the Bill.
In certain circumstances an application can be made by the police to a magistrate for a
warrant in person or by telephone or fax. These procedures should protect women out of
hours, as well as rural and remote women. All complaints and all attendances at
incidents of domestic violence will be recorded to contribute to knowledge about
particular households and to compile a domestic violence database. Regulations can be
enacted to augment the database. Respondents favoured this proposal as practical,
positive and necessary. Such information could and should be collected now.
Firearms are lethal weapons and a cause of more than 700 deaths each year in Australia.
The National Committee on Violence estimated that one Australian in four owns a
firearm and comments that, although it is beyond dispute that the majority of shooters are
responsible citizens, a substantial number of gunshot murders occur as outcomes of
violent conflict between couples. Threats of gun use too often are made in these
circumstances and can result in the victim remaining in a violent relationship, as the
perpetrator assures her that he will find her should she leave. The threat too often is
carried out, as shown in a New South Wales study of homicides in rual areas. For these
reasons the Opposition argues for stricter controls on availability, access and ownership
of firearms. As recommended by numerous bodies, this Bill will give police power to
confiscate guns when called to violent domestic incidents, and confiscation or surrender
will be a condition of protection orders. The onus will be on the perpetrator to show why
the firearm should be returned. Where the person is convicted of a prescribed offence a
lifetime ban from holding a firearms licence will be imposed. These controls are linked
to the principle that women and children have a right to live their lives free of violence
and free of the threat of violence.
Protection Orders: In an unpublished Western Australian study of restraining orders it
was found that 88 per cent of orders for domestic violence had been taken out following
an assault; that is, an order, not an arrest, is the usual response to domestic violence. This
is clearly unsatisfactory and contributes to the perception that restraining orders are too
frequently ineffective. The same study showed that 50 per cent of women who had been
murdered had'a current restraining order against the perpetrator. The Opposition's
position on restraining orders is recorded in Hansard on 29 September 1994 in debate on
the Justices Amendment Bill. These proposals are consistent with that debate. Clearly,
protection should be provided where at all possible prior to any assault. Procedures must
be morn accessible and speedier to prevent harassment, threats and the occasioning of
prescribed offences.
Circumstances of seriousness and urgency will be taken into consideration. Where police
are notified of a breach, priority will be given to the call for assistance or complaint.
Penalties for breaches, currently $1 000 or six months' gaol, will be increased to $6 000
or 18 months' gaol. Although provisions restraining a person can be included on the
order, those included in the Legal Aid training package for workers are a good model.
Orders will be able to be varied to take account of different or unforeseen behaviours.
The boundaries will be clear to all concerned. Police will be able to apply by telephone
or flax for an order, and the capacity for interim orders is available to them and the courts.
oilier parties and advocates can, with the leave of the court, also apply for an order.
These proposals are seen favourably by those workcing in the field.
Amendments have been made to the original Bill to provide a right for an applicant to
have a support person in court, and for a principle that each party should bear their own
eons. Protection orders from other States will be valid once registered, and those granted
under this legislation override those pranted through the Justices Act or the Family Court
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Act. I note that the Attorney General is reported to support amendments to the Family
Court Act which will enable state magistrates to improve protection by amending Family
Court orders. Where restrained, separated or formerly married or de facto spouses are
engaging in so-called stalking behaviours of harassment, threats and intimidation, this
Act will apply to deal with the perpetrator.
Bail: Procedures following arrest provide necessary care, protection and information.
The Bill also sets out strict conditions for respondents where bail is granted. The
emphasis is prtcin from assault or from further assault where it has already occurred.
Ball will be fofitdif there is a failure to comply with the conditions imposed.
Although effective legislation is required to deal with violence, changes in the attitudes
and behaviours of those administering the law and public policy are essential to eliminate
gender bias. Violence and the threat of violence is a fundamental violation of human
rights which deprives women of their ability to achieve full equality, and threatens safety
and autonomy. It is a significant concern. The National Strategy on Violence Against
Women published in 1992 identified key objectives aimed at eliminating that violence
across Australia. It is not only women who suffer the consequences; the perpetrators are
demeaned and diminished by their behaviour. Above all, the impact on children is only
recently acknowledged with research reporting that infants are likely to be most
adversely affected, then adolescents and then primary school aged children. They are the
silent observers whose needs are often overlooked. More children than women are
residents in refuges. Any coherent strategy for the prevention of violence against
women, and for dealing with it, cannot avoid addressing the needs of children, nor how
violent behaviour is learned, or what causes disempowernient. Community education
must be augmented and workers and professionals suitably prepared to deal with the
consequences. In particular. I pay tribute to the energy and commitment of the domestic
violence action groups, and urge the Government to support their crucial work by
funding them statewide.
The second reading debate of this Bill should be scheduled for the first session in 1995.
In the meantime, a number of Bills are before the House which deal with domestic
violence. I urge the Government to consider drawing relevant sections into one Act in
order to make it clear to all Western Australians that action will be taken against
perpetrators of violence to ensure the safety of women and children. I read this speech
on behalf of my colleague Dr Judytli Watson, who is ill and unable to be here today, and
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Bloffwitch.

MOTION - METROPOLITAN REGION SCHEME AMENDMENT No 950-33
NORTH-EAST CORRIDOR, DISALLOWANCE

MR KOBELKCE (Nollamara) [4.48 pm]: I move -

That this House disallows the Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment No
950/33 North East Corridor, a copy of which was laid upon the Table of the
Legislative Assembly on I November 1994.

It is appropriate at certain times to manufacture a disallowance motion on a major
amendment simply to provide the opportunity to debate some of the major issues
involved. That is not the option which has been chosen here. I am seeking to disallow
this major amendment because it is bad planning. There has been vehement opposition
from many people in the Swan Valley and adjacent areas to many aspects of this major
amendment. Although those people might be categorised as looking after their own
vested interests because they want to preserve their lovely quality of life, it is clear that
the more substantial reason is that this is bad planning. Many people have taken an
interest in a range of issues which are the subject of this amendment. Their opposition is
generally well-founded, and can be substantiated. I and other speakers will attempt to do
that in the short time available to us this afternoon.
If we were to allow this amendment to go through, it would be a planning mistake in the
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north east area of metropolitan Perth. Inadequate consideration has been given to issues
to be determined by this major amendment. If we allowed this amendment to take effect
we would need to undo in future the planning problems which will be imposed on us. if
we cannot undo diem, we will suffer the consequences of poor planning. The decision to
open up an urban corridor, which has now become known as the north east corridor, was
made a few years ago by the then Labor Government. That decision has been made, and
although some people will be critical of it, We can live with it. However, we need to be
careful how we proceed. We need to be honest in our assessment of the real issues. The
Minister, obviously for political reasons, feels that he can take some heat off by claiming
that he has reduced the number of people who will live in that area.
Mr Lewis: I have.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister has misled the public by his selective use of the facts. He
said die previous Government proposed that 225 000 people would reside in that area and
he has reduced that figure to 80 000. He is clearly misleading the public by telling half
truths. When the first initiative was taken to establish the north east corridor the
available land was determined and, by using a multiplier factor over the number of
hectares, the broad figure given was 225 000 people. As soon as the detailed work began
that figure was drastically cut back. In the foreword to the north east corridor structure
plan of March 1994 the Minister admitted that in late 1992 the urban expansion policy
statement had put this figure at around 110 000 people. It is certainly dishonest of this
Minister to claim that when the Opposition was voted out of government it was proposed
that the figure be 225 000, but he has reduced it to 80 000. 1 could quote a number of
figures: in respect of this issue because a lot of Woing and froing has gone on. The figure
was 110 000 when this Opposition left government and now it is down to 80 000. I
accept the Minister is willing to minimise the impact of urbanisation, but he deceived the
public by quoting these figures.
It is proposed under this amendment that the Henley Brook and West Swan areas will be
zoned urban deferred. The Environmental Protection Authority's report titled
'Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment 950/33 and North-East Corridor Structure

Plant' clearly advised that urbanisation should not proceed at this time in this area and it
states -

Consequently, urban development of land within the North-East Corridor should
not proceed until further work has been completed. Without this work the
Environmental Protection Authority cannot provide sound environmental advice,
especially on how developments in the North-East Corridor would impact upon
regional environmental issues facing the urban expansion of the Perth
Metropolitan Region and how those impacts should be managedL

Mr Lewis: Read the firt sentence.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister can do that; I will not because my time is limited. I have
given a fair summation of the concerns expressed in that report.
The Minister publicly acknowledged that he will implement the proposals in a range of
reports before he turns these areas over to urban, and I accept that. It is not correct in this
instance to move to urban deferred while a huge question mark remains over
environmental issues in that area. Subsequent speakers from this side of the House will
take up that issue. It is a very bad decision to indicate that those areas will move to urban
until all that work has been undertaken.
A major problem in these areas is the management of ground water and drainage. I have
asked the Minister a series of questions about what has been done with respect to
drainage in that area and how it is being managed. I find that the Minister for the
Environment has not taken up the challenge in the way that people would expect him to,
but I will not go into that in detail now. The Minister suggests that he is on top of
environmental issues, has control over the environmental process and is ensuring that that
process is carried out to the standard required. I will illustrate why I believe he has been
less than honest. I asked hint the following question on notice -
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Does the Minister believe that the ministerial conditions set down for the drainage
system at Ellenbrook are adequate?

He replied -

Yes. Comprehensive environmental conditions, including those concerning
drainage, were set by me following formal consultation with other relevant
decision making authorities, including the Minister for Water Resources and the
Minister for Planning.

I was not await of any conditions set by this Minister for the Environment. In 1992 the
then Minister set what I thought were stringent conditions and I was concerned that this
Minister might have watered them down. I was looking for a second set of conditions or
variations to the original conditions. In his response the Minister was proud to claim that
he had set conditions and had consulted the interested panies. I asked for a copy of the
conditions and I asked the Minister in a subsequent question what was the date on which
those comprehensive environmental conditions were set and the Minister's reply was 13
October 1992. This Minister did not set the conditions; they were set by the previous
Government and I am very pleased about that because I have confidence in them; I
certainly do not have confidence in the environmental conditions set by this Minister.
I am also concerned about the alignment of the Perth to Darwin national highway. The
previous Government had before it a proposal for that alignment to run through the valley
along the eastern side of the river in the vicinity of the current railway reservation.
Problems with that became apparent and it was suggested that a route be found along the
western side of the valley. The proposals put to the Minister reflect that and he has opted
for one route for that highway within the confines of this amendment which goes north of
the current Ellenbrook development to Reid Highway in the south. The environmental
report suggested that this proposal was not acceptable. The Environmental Protection
Authority's report on the realignment of the Perth to Darwin Highway states.-

The preferred option could be associated with risk for irreversible impacts to
strategic groundwater resources and on environmental grounds is undesirable.

Again, there are major environmental concerns with that alignment.
Mr Lewis: You are quoting selectively.
Mr ICOBELKE: The Minister will find I have not misrepresented the position if he reads
that report. The report suggests that alignments 1, 2 and 3 to the east of the Swan Valley
should be studied further because they would have less environmental impact. This
amendment will determine one moute of which the environmental report is highly critical.
Better alternatives are available from an environmental perspective.
Another concern I have with this alignment is that it will come down Lord Street. The
Minister's defence will be that it goes only as far south as the Reid Highway and I accept
that. However, the clear alignment is with Lord Street and there will be problems when
that alignment continues south from there. The likely option is for the route to closely
fallow the current alignment of Lord Street It would be a foolhardy decision to bring a
major national highway into the built-up area of Bassendean. It is not acceptable. The
Government will be restrained by looking for alternatives which have not been addressed
in this amendment.
This is another example of the proposals in this amendment being inadequate. It is
planning by part in a very difficult area. A further range of problems will arise if a
resolution is not forthcoming on where that highway will feed into the major arterial road
system of the metropolitan area. Associated with this alignment is a railway reservation
which will cover the north east corridor. Obviously a railway in that area will be
contingent upon a growing population. I am not suggesting there will be sufficient
population to merit a rapid rail transit system through that area. It is good planning to
make an allowance at this stage for a railway reservation. It is totally inappropriate to
bring this road and railway reservation through Bassendean.
Mr Lewis: We have not proposed that.
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Mr KOBELKE: The Minister has tabled that with the report. On page 5 of his report it
states -

Public Transport Corridor (Reid Highway to Ellenbrook)
The North-East Corridor Structure Plan proposes a public transport reserve from
the railway line in Bassendean to the northern boundary of Ellenbrook, with the
provision for extensions further north.

That is in the report which the Minister tabled and it makes no sense for him to say he
will not suggest that. I accept that it is not in the map which is part of this amendment,
because that goes only to Reid Highway. But one does not run a railway from nowhere
to nowhere. It does not make sense. If itlls to be part of the metropolitan rail system, it
must be brought down further. I realise there may be other possibilities, but the
Minister's report, which he tabled, suggests Bassendean and that is clearly the best option
on the basis of the information presently before us.
Mr Lewis: That is not tine.
Mr KOBELKE: It is in the Minister's report
Mr Lewis: It is not my report, it is a report of the SPC.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister tabled the report, and he is suggesting we should approve
this amendment. I say we should disallow the amendment because it is full of these sorts
of inconsistencies. Perhaps the Minister is trying to go one up on his predecessor in
government, who closed down railways. This Minister is trying to put in a railway
reservation that can never be built so that he can close it down before it starts! The rail
link must come in to the rest of the system. The current alignment suggests - I emphasise
that word - it will come into Bassendean. That will not work;, the railway reservation
should come into a major regional centre. The preferred option is Midland, although
some people argue it should come to the Galleria at Morley. My personal preference, on
the information currently available to me, is that it should come to Midland.
Mr Lewis: It does.
Mr KOBELKE: Does it?
Mr Lewis: Don't you know there is a draft plan showing four mutes for the railway for
consideration by the public?
Mr KOBELKE: So why is there a major amendment? The Minister is saying he is
considering bringing the railway link through Midland and is asking us to agree today to
a major amendment which will take it south to Reid Highway.
Mr Lewis: Because that is where it will go in the future.
Mr KOBELKE: It does a right hand turn and goes east!
Mr Lewis: Yes.
Mr KOBELKE: Excuse me for laughing, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr Johnson). I have not
seen planning like this before. After going to all this expense and after all these years of
work and the rigmarole of various levels of public consultation, with which some people
are not happy, the Minister comes in here and says the rail reservation will no: stop at a
certain point but trains will do a right hand turn and go back to Midland. It makes a
travesty of the whole process. It clearly shows that this major amendment is defective in
several ways. It has major problems, and we should not proceed with it.
Because of the tine constraints I will mention only a couple of matters. Another major
problem 1 have with this proposal is that it cuts out a major piece of Whiteman Park for
the controlled access highway and railway reservation. Whiteman Park will be reduced
by nearly 110 hectares on the eastern side. The Minister has clearly~ shown in this House
previously that he has not been honest with his answers on Whiteman Park.
Mr Lewis interjectedL
Mr KOBELKE: We have debated that previously and it is clearly on the record that the
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Minister said the land would be sold. Then he said the Government was not looking at
selling it off, and finally he made a speech in which he said categorically that no pant of
Whiteman Park would be considered for sale. Then he marked in a route for the road and
the railway which will separate two areas on the eastern edge of Whiteman Park. This
amendment zones one of those areas rural and the other as urban deferred. The Minister
says it is rural only in the metropolitan region scheme and can be used for some sort of
reservation, but he is just using sophistry. There is already a special rural area there and
those hectares of land obviously will be sold by this Government or a Government in the
future if this plan succeeds. Instead of die Minister saying there will be minimal impact
on the eastern side of Whiteman Park with the sale of land, he has said categorically there
will be none. In fact he is setting in train a process which will inevitably lead to the sale
of portions of land on the eastern side of Whiteman Park. That is one of the difficulties
we have when the Minister tries to confuse and mislead people with such statements.
Mr Lewis interjected.
Mr KOBELCE: The Minister has made statements and I have shown clearly that they
are not factual. If the Minister comes in here and makes a statement in support of this
proposal which is clearly not true and is misleading, he should face up to that.
Mr Lewis: Why is that misleading?
Mr KOBELKE: I have pointed chat out clearly.
Mr Lewis: No, you have not. It is in your mind.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister will find that most people will regard what I am saying as
factual. The Minister may wish to convince people that black is white;, I wish him well
because I believe he will not have much success.
The final point I wish to make relates also to the alignment of the road and rail reserve
along the edge of Whiteman Park. That area is a priority 1 ground water area. The
Gnangara mound is of crucial importance to the water supply of metropolitan Perth, as
you, Mr Acting Speaker, well understand. The Minister's own department has a planning
policy which indicates how important it is that we look after that area. I refer to the
statement of planning policy No 3, Gnangara mound, Crown land, point 4.3 of which
states -

There shall be a general presumption against the transference of reserved land
into zones under district scheme or the Metropolitan Region Scheme, however,

Modification to Reserves or zones under the Metropolitan Region Scheme
or district town planning schemes shall be considered in the context of the
objectives of this policy.

The second dot point states -

Any rationalisation of the boundaries of the policy area may be considered in the
context of the objectives of this policy and in general on the basis of no net
reduction of the policy area.

The Minister in his statement gave no indication that an extra area would be added to the
ground water control area to match the amount of land that will be taken out of
Whiteman Park. When we were in government an area was to be taken out of what is
now the western side of Ellenbrook. It was to be transferred with another piece of land
and the return to government from its sale was to be used to buy up the necessary land so
that there was no net reduction. I do not know whether this Government is proceeding
with that proposal. Some months back it was still being considered, but I do not know
whether the Minister has been able to finalise it. In addition to that we now have an
excision of about 110 ha of Whiteman Park, a large part of which is priority 1 in the
pround water control area. The Minister has made no mention of whether other land will
be added to the Gnangara mound so we can ensure we have a top quality water resource
to supply the people of Perth for many years to come.
Time precludes rme from dealing with many other matters I would like to raise. I have
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given a clear indication of why this major amendment is bad planning. It should not be
allowed to proceed. We call on the Minister to withdraw it. We will vote for this
disallowance motion so that we can ensure that a proper plan will be haid down and not
the hotchpotch that is currently before us.
DR EDWARDS (Maylands) [5.09 pmn]: As the member for Nollamara said, this is a
very serious issue. My comments will be based on the environmental evidence
surrounding this amendment. Unfortunately my comments also will be based on the lack
of environmental evidence about the amendment. This amendment is a heavy handed
approach which ovenrides the wishes of the local community and local neighbourhoods.
It is really about project development, and that is a sad state of affairs.
Obviously, the Opposition is happy about the proposed rezoning of Ellenbrook and the
Twin Swamps nature reserve. It is particularly happy that the western swamp tortoise
will be less endangered by this change. My comments relate to my concerns about the
impact of urbanisation, firstly, on the wetlands and woodlands of this area; secondly, on
the health of the Swan River and, finally, on the ground water, which is of major
concern in this area. The basis of my concern is the complex hydrogeology of the area. I
became better acquainted with that subject by reading the Semeniuk report. During 1992
the Semeniuk research group conducted environmental audits of many of the corridor
plans, and devoted a whole chapter to the north east corridor. They pointed out that
much of the north east corridor is unsuitable for urbanisation, because of the natural
drainage patterns, the soil patterns in the area, and the natural features of the environment
which are significant and indicate that urbarnisation should not take place. The group
recommended that selected sites should be chosen as urban sites, rather than their being
developed in a wholesale manner, as proposed in this amendment.
The Semeniuks made a number of significant statements which are of relevance this
afternoon. Their first comment was that the hydrology of the north east corridor is
different from and much morm complex than that of other areas in the Swan coastal plain.
They pointed out that one of the major features is the pround water discharged from the
Onangara mound across to the Swan River. Obviously, one of the concerns is that any
pollution or contamination in that area will be transported to the Swan River. Therefore,
we risk petrochemical contamination and insecticide pollution in the Swan River. They
also pointed out that, because of the complexity of the soil and the stratigraphic
structures, it was not easy to determine small scale hydrological dynamics and, in fact,
local vegetation was very complex and could be affected very easily. They stated that it
was difficult to make broad and general recommendations about areas because the
hydrology meant that small area differed significantly. The Setneniuks also identified
areas of wetlands and woodlands that should be conserved. Although the Semeniuk
report is highly technical - and contains language that must be read very carefully to be
understood - its message is very alarming. One of my major concerns is that the
Semeniuk report sits languishing in the library of the Department of Planning and Urban
Development, and is available only for people to look at and copy in longhand. That is a
poor reflection on a Government that came to power on a platform of accountability. I
hope the Government will address that problem and rectify the situation.
I now comment on wetlands and woodlands. There is no doubt that urbanisation changes
both water quality and water quantity. When areas that were previously bush or rural are
urbanised, the hydrological balance is altered and a new water balance is created, which
will have a detrimental effect on existing wetlands. I believe that will occur in the areas
to be rezoned as urban deferd. Urbanisation is also associated with activities that result
in by-products and waste products and, ultimately, those products get into the water cycle
and are detrimental to water quality. The Semeniuk research group made a very telling
comment; that is, changes to water quality within wetlands will be more severe when an
attempt is made to preserve isolated wetlands rather than when channels or groups of
wetlands ane preserved in their entirety. That is the danger of this amendment.
Mrs van de Klashorst: Why did you not do that at Ellenbrook? Why did you have two
differernt areas? You are going against what you did as a Government.
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Dr EDWARDS: I think there are problems with the action taken then, but the member
will have her opportunity to speak later. I refer to the comments of dhe EPA about
wetlands. The member for Nollamnara referred to bulletin No 754 containing a
submission and informal advice. I wish that it had a higher level of scrutiny, and that it
were not only infornal advice. The EPA paints out that prior to urban development
occurring in areas likely to impact on a wetland, certain work should be completed. It
provides a list of the type of work that should be cardied out. For instance, buffers should
be in place around delineated areas, and management plans should be in place. All that
work must be done to protect the wetlands in this area, but I see no indication that it will
occur.

Theme is also a problem in this area with the woodlands, and I refer to some of the
banksla species. A banksia tree can have a life span between 150 and 300 years. That is
a significant period, and it indicates that the trees and the banksia woodlands are very
precious. I was pleased to learn that the Henley Brook group has received a number of
grants to look at the woodlands in its area. In 1993 it received a Gordon Reid foundation
grant and started mapping a local area. During that time it discovered a totally new
wetland that was untouched and previously unknown. It proves that we are hindered by a
lack of information about the area under consideration, as everyone has pointed out and
as was clearly pointed out in the EPA bulletin. The Henley Brook group has a national
Landcare grant, and it will look at flora and fauna, and carry out a habitat survey in the
area. Representatives of the group pointed out a very important fact; that is, the
Semeniuk report, which is very important and to which I have alluded, basically
reviewed information that was already known. However, work is being undertaken by
these groups with new information.
Thlat leads me to the subject of undeveloped remnant vegetation. At the old Air Forte
airstrip in Caversham there is some southern river complex vegetation which is of
regional significance. It has been pointed out by a number of people, and it was included
in the EPA bulletin, that this area is not considered in the amendment. That is a great
pity. I hope we shall hear from the Government that it will deal with this in the near
future.
I now comment on the effects of this proposed amendment on ground water. It impacts
on both priority 1 and priority 2 ground water areas in ways previously indicated by the
member for Nollamara. It is important to note that the EPA considers it is not yet proven
conclusively that urban development is acceptable over priority 2 protection areas.
Wr Kobelke: It is totally unacceptable.

Dr EDWARDS: I agree with that. The Water Authority, in a submission to the State
Planning Commission, pointed out its concerns about the highway alignment through the
priority I areas, and the protection of the ground water in the priority 2 areas. I believe
all these factors must be taken into cr-isideration. The Water Authority raised its
concerns about the transportation of chemical substances through these areas, and the
possibility for accidents. Obviously, accidents occur and, when they occur, they are
likely to result in pollution of the ground water which is of major concern to Perth. In
future, particularly in dry years, it will be of even greater concern.
Theme is no doubt that air pollution in Perth is getting worse. Unfortunately, the problem
is worse in the Swan Valley for a number of reasons including climatic factors, the route
of sea breezes and the escarpment. This amendment will mean that more traffic will
travel through the area and air pollution will increase. That is serious. How will people
be attracted to an area that the Government is making steadily worse? Environmental
Protection Authority and DEP studies are going on at the moment. However, they will
not be completed for another year or so. While we wait for those reports the problem
will get worse without much being done about it. The EPA as well as the local
community have referred to that.
Finally, I want to refer to the wetlands and their protection in the context of Liberal Party
policy because Liberal Party policy states -
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Mr Kierath: Have you been reading again?
Dr EDWARDS: I have, and this is very good. It states -

.. wetlands are now recognised by a growing number of people as being of the
iunmost importance to dhe survival of our waterbirds..

True. Who could deny that comment? However, it goes on -

... the Coalition in government will give unprecedented attention to. and
protection of, wetlands in our environment.

Prove it. The Government is certainly not doing that in this amendment. Ihe policy
document states also -

The days are gone when wetlands can be recklessly regarded as swamps to be
landfllled.

Wrong. Prove that to us in the north cast corridor amendment. Many issues in this
amendment are of prave concern to the Opposition. In all seriousness, the Government
should withdraw it and look at it again. It should look in particular at the environmental
issues and do proper studies. I support the motion moved today by the member for
Nollamara.
MR BROWN (Morley) [5.23 pm]: I support the disallowance motion. In doing so, I
will confine my remarks to a few minutes because of the limited time we have to debate
this matter. I will confine my remarks not because the matter is unimportant, but because
it must be concluded by 6.00 pm. I have a number of concerns about environmental
issues. In the planning process for the north east corridor the planning issues have got
ahead of the envirornental issues. In saying that, I want to refer to the Environmental
Protection Authority report of 1994. That report deals with various matters and then
reaches a conclusion in part 8. It is a fairly informative report.
Mr Lewis: Is it a formal report?
Mr BROWN: Yes, it is a formal report.
Mr Lewis: It is an informal rept
Mr BROWN: This has been put out with some integrity by the Environmental Protection
Authority.
Mir Lewis: It is not a formal report.
Mr BROWN: I accept that it was put out with some integrity. I do not accept that the
EPA says one thing one day under one cover and something completely different another
day under Mnother cover.
Mr Lewis: It is an informal report. Its work is not complete.
Mr BROWN: It does not say that. These are the people appointed by the Minister. If he
does not have any confidence in them and thinks they say one thing one day and another
thing another day, he should revisit them. If he thinks they are telling parties, he should
revisit them. Presumably they have said what they said in the report because they believe
it. I cannot help what they say under various covers. They are the Minister's experts.
They are miusted people. They are not some crazy left-wing Labor Party experts. They
are the Minister's experts and they say in the report -

..the Environmental Protection Authority concludes that there is insufficient
information on which to provide sound environmental advice on many site
specific issues and on all of the regional issues related to the North-East Corridor.
in order that the Environmental Protection Authority can give appropriate advice
on the environmental acceptability of development proposals in the North-East
Corridor a project plan and subsequent studies are required.

MW Lewis: We know that.
Mr BROWN: Then why does the Government not wait for them? It is telling us that it
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will allow development in the area, so it should be allowed to get on with it and, after it
has been developed, it will have a study to tell it what went wrong. I remember the
Minister standing in this place -

Mr Lewis: You don't know the difference between urban deferred, and urban, do you?
Mrt BROWN: I have read the reports on this issue. If I wanted to test the credibility of
those reports, I would go behind them and look at other experts' reports. I do not have to
go behind any other reports on this matter because it is all said in this EPA report.
The Government is determined to go ahead with the planning amendment and leave the
major environmental concerns to be considered on another day. I agree: Let us look at
them on another day. However, let us hold up this proposal until those things have been
examined., There is no rationale to the Government's argument. What is its argument? I
will be pleased to hear it. The EPA goes on in its report to refer to matters that need to be
examined. It looks at environmental issues such as flooding in the area, and hydrology
and drainage issues, many of which are unresolved as the Minister knows. Can he tell
die Parliament that the detailed plans have been properly assessed? Does he know that
they will work?
Mr Lewis: Yes.
Mr BROWN: The Minister can tell me that?
Mr Lewis: I know that further studies have to be done.
Mr BROWN: That is right - further studies have to be done. However, the Government
is not prepared to wait for those further studies to be done but will push through this
amendment irrespective of what those further studies say.
Mr Lewis:- That has been happening for 40 years.
Mr BROWN: It might have been happening for 40 years. However, a few mistakes have
been made in environmental planning in that time. I thought that, with a more
enlightened attitude in 1994, die Government would take a bit more care. Nobody can
suggest that mistakes were not made in the past - and I am not talking about the last 10
years, I am talking about the last 40 years. The fact is that these days everybody is more
environmentally conscious. Whereas, 10 or 15 years ago it was appropriate to say,
"Development at all costs", that is not the psyche of the population these days. People
are concerned about their natural environment and will voice their objection at every
opportunity they are given.
How will this road be sited? People in my area have been told that they should not object
to it because it has been on the drawing board for years. People have been told that they
should have looked at the plan, and that because they have not, it is their fault.
I turn now to die north east corridor structure plan. It is an interesting document because
it sets out the history of the planning proposal. I remind members of the planning
arrangements. I will not deal with the information relating to prior to 1991. However,
1991 was an interesting time -

Mr Lewis: In 1991 there were 224 000 people in the area.
Mr BROWN: That is right. I refer to the north east corridor planning issues and growth
options paper -
Several members interjec ted.
Mr BROWN: The Minister should keep quiet for a moment. He can have his say
shortly.
I will go through the options paper. It was not a bad idea to give the public an
opportunity for debate. There was some debate and some public reaction. Submissions
were called and objections were made. That is fine. That is part of democracy. The plan
was to put the road in the east, along the railway line. Major objections were made to
that option. As a consequence, a subsequent plan was put out by the Shire of Swan in
1992. It did not include Lord Swreet as part of the Perth to Darwin national highway -
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Mr Lewis: So what?
Mr BROWN: Now, we have this proposal. The Environmental Protection Authority
made an assessment of the Tonkin Highway option. We are told it has major
environmental problems. We ame told the Lord Street option has major environmental
problems. But the road must go somewhere. Can it be put in the west? From an
environmental point of view, theme are not so many problems in the west, but we cannot
put it on the west side because the community objects.
What about the community I represent? The logic is that the votes and views of the
people living on the east ame far mome valuable than those of the people living on the
west. The views of the people who live along the railway line -
Several members inteijected.
Mr BROWN: I appreciate that members opposite are shouting because they do not like
to hear the truth.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): Order! The member for Helena is not in her
seat. She should not interject from Mnother member's seat.
Mr BROWN: When public submissions weme called previously, the moad did not cut
through the Morley electorate. It was not cutting through Lockridge, Eden Hill or
Bassendean. It is now! The people living in those areas have objected violently, but
those objections are met simply with the throwaway line that they had their time to object
previously. They did not object previously because theme was no proposal! The Minister
should not be dismissive of the people in my electorate with the gobbledegook argument
promoted here and elsewhere. It will not wash. It does not wash. It is not acceptable
and it is not truthful.
I turn now to what this plan will mean, If the Perth to Darwin highway is put in place,
and if the Lord Street deviation is connected to that highway - and significant pressure
will be placed on the Government by transport companies and others to make that
connection - traffic will flow all the way through. It will flow down from the Perth to
Darwin highway, down the Lord Street deviation, down Lord Street and into Bassendean.
I will outline some of the implications: We will be looking at a dual bridge over the
Swan River at Guildford. That should be recorded and understood. The Minister should
talk to die people of Guildford about a dual bridge over the Swan River. The efforts by
people to protect the area will be destroyed. The people at Success Hill should be told
about the problems they will have when negotiating in and out of that area. Hie should
tell the people of Bassendean of the effect on the City of Bassendean, the people and the
precincts of Bassendean, and the way you will divide that suburb. He should go to the
Aboriginal people and talk about the effect on them. He should talk to the people with
sons and daughters in the Bennett Brook Hostel which is run by the Disability Services
Commission. He should go to the residents in and around Lord Street, including Scanlon
Way. He should ask all those people about this proposal. Nc-one should be dismissive
of the Opposition's disallowance proposal. Members should understand that many
people may be disadvantaged when we vote at 6.00 pmn if the disallowance proposal is
rejected.
MRS van de KLASHORST (Swan Hills) [5.37 pm]: We have heard from three
members of the Opposition. One of die main thrusts of that discussion was the
environment. However, the environment was a minor issue in most of the public
submissions meceived by the State Planning Commission compared with other issues.
Fifty four people made submissions on the environment whereas 278 people made
submissions on roads, either Henley Brook Avenue or the main road, or Lord Street or
the east-west connection. Therefore, although emphasis by the Opposition has been on
the environmental aspects, more people consider that the main problem in the area is the
wads.
Dr Edwards: Have you mead the report?
Mrs van de ICLASHORST: I have read parts of it.
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For the past 18 months groups and individuals have come to my office on a regular
basis - at least once or twice a week. Most of them have wanted to discuss the road issue.
One of the reasons I rise to speak today is that people in this part of my electorate are
worried about road issues. Same people are worried about the environment but mainly
people want to talk about roads. With roads, we are stuck, simply because the
Opposition, which is so hypocritical and wishes to talk only about the environment, went
against the entire community's wishes by passing the Ellenbrook plan. T1hat was a much
more sensitive area than the one we are talking about today. For one and a half years, the
community worked hard and held meetings. The member for Mitchell, the previous
Minister, visited the area. While I was a candidate I attended more than 100 meetings to
consider the issue, but the previous Government went ahead with the most stupid plan
ever. It stuck the Ellenbrook subdivision in the middle of the north east corridor with no
roads to enable people to get out of the area. The development has gone ahead and
approximately 50 000 people do not have a road to get out of Ellen brook.
Mr Kobelce inteijec red.
Mrs van de IKLASHORST: This Government has the problem of working out how the
people of Ellenbrook can move to the south; hence we have a major highway. The major
highway was the main concern indicated by most people who made submissions. I have
met with many of these people and I have spoken with the Minister, the Environmental
Protection Authority and the State Planning Commission about other routes, but
unfortunately the route proposed under this amendment is the best choice we could find
among the worst other possible choices. I oppose what the Opposition said. Roads
cannot go into the Swan Valley and I am very proud to have been involved in the events
which led to the Minister's proposed introduction of the Swan Valley Preservation Bill
next week. It has resulted front a commitment made by the coalition prior to its taking
office. If the major highway is built in the valley to the west, as was suggested by
opposition members, it would cut through the Swan Valley. We have promised that the
Swan Valley, through which one million day tourists travelled last year. will not be
separated by a major road.
I appreciate and am concerned about the major problems faced by the people in the
Henley Brook area. One of the most difficult tasks I have had today has been to speak
against this disallowance motion, knowing that some of my constituents are very
unhappy with the amendment. I made this decision on the grounds that the Swan Valley
is a very important area for the whole of Western Australia. It is a future tourist area.
The Premier has committed himself to making it one of the top 10 tourist areas in
Western Australia. I am working with the Swan Valley tourist committee and with the
Swan Shire Council. I am cauight between the devil and the deep blue sea, but have
decided to oppose the motion on the prounds that the Swan Valley is of extreme
importance and this amendment will protect the Swan Valley. If people who have not
recently driven into the Swan Valley drive along West Swan Road they will see that the
people there have taken the Government at its word and started to improve the area. The
road reserves are looking nicer and people are investing money in the area. We must not
let them down.
The member for Nollamara asked how the amendment would protect the Swan Valley. I
am on the heavy haulage select committee. The major highway will ensure that some of
the major traffic, and trucks, are directed away from the Swan Valley onto the new
highway. It will also provide a buffer zone for the vignerons and their farming pursuits.
Several members interjected.
Mrs vani de KLASHORST: That moad is not proposed to be built where one single
person's house stands. Therefore, it will provide a buffer zone between the valley and
the people on the other side.
Lastly, many people want to live near the Swan Valley because it is such a beautiful area.
This. amendment will allow people to move into the area, but it will not impact on the
Henley Brook special rural zone. T7herefore, I do not support the disallowance motion.
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MR LEWIS (Applecross - Minister for Planning) [5.45 pm]: It is becoming a habit for
the Opposition to knock this Government's proposals. In planning terms this
Government has been particularly proactive. Every time it brings something here, the
carping Opposition must find a meason to disagree with it. I would not mind if members
opposite were constructive in their criticism and offered positive alternatives.
One of the conundrums associated with this amendment is that it is the best of a bad lot.
We must find a major alignment for the Perth to Darwin highway. This coalition
Government will put in place an Act that will preserve the Swan Valley in perpetuity. It
will therefore embargo the Swan Valley from urban development and roads being built
through it which the Opposition previously proposed.
The other constraints concern the Gnangara mound priority one watertable. It boils down
to where we can put the additional road and residential areas required to complement and
make viable the Ellenbrook proposition the previous Government put in place. The
hypocrisy of the member for Nollamara flabbergasts me because he lambasts the
Government for proceeding with an amendment that will add another 30 000 people to
the 50 000 people that his Government placed in Ellenbrook when it was in office. Does
the member for Nollamara support the Ellenbrook deal?
Mr IKobelke: I do. I have said the area you are putting in place is urban.
Mr LEWIS: However, the member's Government did not put in place the roads or
infrastructure to service those 50 000 people, did it?
Mr Kobelke interjected.
Mvr LEWIS: It did not. The member for Nollamara shows incredible hypocrisy when he
says we should not make the area urban deferred until all the environmental assessments
have been made. Yet members opposite oppose environmental assessment up-front in
the planning process. They say environmental assessment should not occur before
rezoning can be done. The real pearler that destroys the Opposition's whole argument
about not having urban deferred before an environmental assessment is that it zoned
Elienbrook urban deferred, and the Environmental Protection Authority said the then
Government should examine it first and have it assessed. This Government got it
assessed and with this amendment it proposes to remove from the'Opposition's urban
deferred area 161 hectares that could have accommodated approximately 15 000 people.
Do members opposite not know that?
On the one hand members opposite say we cannot have urban deferred without
environmental assessment - they will not let us environmentally assess it up-front - and
on the other hand they put in place urban deferred because they knew jolly well that that
must be done in order that studies can be done. A method of intent of land use must be
prepared. I do not knock the prospect that 161 ha will be taken from urban deferred and
put in pak and reserves by this amendment. That is the proper thing to do. Yet the
Opposition has criticised this amendment when it did exactly the same thing when in
government. What an incredible coincidence.
Mr Kobelke inteiJected.
Mr LEWIS: How can the member for Nollaniara be so hypocritical? It is incredible.
Ihe Perth to Darwin highway selects itself because it cannot be built over the Onangara
mound priority one water area, nor through the Swan Valley. Therefore, only one other
alignment is left. The only option we have is to squeeze it between Whiteman Park and
the edge of the Swan Valley. I commended the member for Nollamara for saying on
radio the other day that this amendment did not affect the Swan Valley. He should
perhaps tell some of the people from whom he is trying to gamer support that it does not
affect the Swan Valley. One of those people was on his Government's committee in
1991 when his Government set aside, I think, 3 450 ha identified as the Swan Valley with
West Swan Road being its western boundary.
Jan Zeck was a signatory to that as a member of that committee. She has the gall, with
the Opposition's support, to say that this amendment is in the Swan Valley. Let me put
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on the record the truth. This Government's Swan Valley legislation will preserve the
valley and set aside approximately 7 200 ha, which is 108 per cent more than the former
Government could set aside and what Jan Zeck had signed to. The Government has
moved the so-called boundary of the Swan Valley up to nearly 2 ilomets in some
places west to the proposed Henley Brook Drive, which will become the delineating
feature of the Swan Valley. I get very annoyed when people tell the community that this
amendment is in the Swan Valley. I accept the integrity of the member for Nollamara.
He does not accept that allegation either, does he?
Mr Kobelke: I accept your line drawn by this process at the moment.
Mr LEWIS: It is better than the Opposition's line.
Several members interjected.
Mr LEWIS: Let us return to the population issue. The member for Nollamnara said
earlier this afternoon that I said 225 000 people would be in the region in 1999.
Mr Kobelke: You did say that.
Mr LEWIS: I will give the member for Nollamara the facts: In 1990 the explanatory
statement endorsed by the member for Nollamara's Government proposed 8 300 ha for
future urban use in the Swan Valley and its regions to accommodate 225 000 people. A
Department of Planning and Urban Development paper on the north east corridor
planning issues and growth options, which was never adopted by the former Government,
proposed 144 000 people. Does the memiber for Nollamara have the numbers right?
Mr Kobelke: It was the 1992 discussion paper.
Mr LEWIS: The north east corridor concept plan, another DPUD plan, in September
1992 set aside 4 140 ha to accommodate Il 1700 people on the western side of the
valley. That was never adopted by the member for Nollaniara's Government. DPIJI
was then running the Government, because David Hatt had all the authority referred to
him as head of the State Planning Commission. Only 80 000 people will be in the Swan
Valley, and no additional urban development will occur. The Government is reducing
the number of people in that area.
Mr Kobelke: What about the discussion paper?
Mr LEWIS: That was spelt out in a Swan Shire paper. The Opposition comes into this
place trying to pick up cheap political points because it knows that a few people are
intent on tearing down everything, as the Opposition has done. Let me outline the record
of this Government. In the short 21 months of this Government it has introduced nine
major amendments which have been passed by or on the table of this Parliament. Four
other major amendments are on public exhibition and four others will go to public
exhibition in the next two or three months. That compares with a record of three major
amendments by the previous Government in 1O years, one of which is the Ellenbrook
amendment which the former Minister last night said was a mistake.
The Government is trying to fix up that mess . Opposition members talk about no
planning, yet they put Elleobrook all by itself with no roads and no idea of water,
sewerage, or public transport service.
Mr Kobelke: We were building the Reid Hlighway; you have stopped that.
Mr LEWIS: The Government has identified the rapid transit corridor to the area. The
former Government plonked 50 000 people there to look after themselves. That is the
truth of the matter. We as a Government have thought through the matter logically and
worked out how to resolve the problems and make the best of a bad lot. I think we have
done a pretty good job. The Government will preserve the Swan Valley forever. It will
take the roads out of the valley; it will take the people out of the valley -

Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!
Mr LEWIS: Members opposite are obviously embarrassed. They know that what the
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Government is doing is right, and that it is the best of a bad lot - a bad lot they created. I
urge this Parliament to throw out the Opposition's motion to reject the amendment.

MR KOBELKE (Nollamara) [5.56 pml]: In closing this debate I find it difficult to find
the words to respond to the Minister. This Minister's last comment clearly indicates that
planning for him is a matter of scorched earth policy - get rid of the roads and the people,
and do not worry about the people. It is easy to plan if no account is taken of the people.
Fortunately most people who are interested in planning are aware that people are the
centre of it, and they try to do something for people rather than remove them so the
planners can have a free go. However, this Minister sees himself at High Noon. He wili
stride down the main swreet with guns on his hips, with every major amendment he has
been able to put through as a notch on his belt. It does not matter whether the people like
it; he has the major amendments notched on his belt. That is what his planning is about!
It is all High Noon for this Minister.
Some important issues must be addressed in this area. The Minister has not dealt with
them in responding to this disallowance motion. I will briefly mention two of those.
There is no need for the Perth-Darwin national highway to service Ellenbrook. The
Minister suggested in his comments that that road was needed because of Ellenbrook.
That is ridiculous.
Mr Lewis: I didn't say that at all.
Mr KOBELKE: I said that the Minister suggested it. The Minister raved on about how
the former Government put Ellenbrook there and how he would put in the Perth-Darwin
highway because it was needed. I suspect that that highway will never be built, but if it is
it wrill not be for many years. It is not needed in Ellenbrook. An extension of Lord Street
will be built to ensure that the north-south access is provided for the development in the
near future. The Minister has not addressed the issues related to the Perth-Darwin
highway-
The Minister also has not addressed the issue of any land to be traded for that which is to
be taken out of the priority 1 ground water area. When we were in government a clear
proposal was advanced to ensure that if land was to be taken for urban development in a
priority 1 ground water area, it would lead to the purchase of land further towards the
Wanneroo area so there would not be a net reduction in the area of the Onangam mound.
The Minister made no comment on that. I do not know whether he has been able to
finalise that arrangement. In addition to that, the area at Whiteman Park which is woned
priority 1 will be removed. It will no longer be available as a water source. However,
the Minister gives no indication about what negotiations have taken place so that his
planning document will be fulfilled and the area taken out replaced with an equal area of
value for water conservation so that the Gnangara mound will continue to service the
water needs of the north metropolitan area. This matter is a major concern for opposition
members. The developments which are taking place, regardless of which mistakes were
made in the past, must be addressed in a much more honest and open way than has
occurred today.
This major amendment is a travesty of planning. The only way we can do anything about
it is to disallow this amendment so that proper planning may proceed in the north east
corridor. I urge members to vote in favour of this disallowance.

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (19)
M&rM. Barnes Mr Graham Mr Ripper
Mr Bridge Mrs Hallahan Mrs Roborts
Mr Brown Ma Hendlersonl Mr Taylor
Mr Catania Mr Kobetke Ms Warnock
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough Mr LRAiy (ktekr)
Dr Edwards Mr McGinty
Dr Gallop Mrfliebeling
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Noes (27)
Mr Ainsworth Mr House Mr Pince
Mr Blaikic Mr Kierath Mr Shave
Mr Boand Mr Lewis Mr Strickland
Mr Dradshaw Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden
Dr Constbe My MeNee Mr Tubby
Mr Cowrt mMnson Dr Turnbull
Mr Day Mr Omodei Mrs van fta Kiashorsc
Mrs Edwmnles Mrs Parker Mr Wiese
Dr llamas Mr PendaJ Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)

Pairs

Dr Watson Mr W. Smith
Wr D1_ Smith Mr Cowan

Mr Grill Mr Osborne
Mr Thomas Mr CJ. Barnett

Question thus negatived.
Sitting suspended from 6.02 to 730 pm

HALE SCHOOL AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bifl received from the Council; and, on motion by Mr Tubby (Parliamentary Secretary),
read a first time.

Second Reading
MR TUBBY (Roleystone - Parliamentary Secretary) [7.31 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The Halek School Amendment Bill is a straightforward piece of legislation which provides
for an increase in the membership of the Hale School Board from nine to I11 members in
order to better administer the school. The Bill also provides for changes to the ternms of
office of board members and to the quorum for meetings of the board- The changes to be
brought about by the -amendments would not require legislative change if Hale School
were not in the unique position of being constituted under an Act of the Western
Australian Parliament. Support for the amendments has been obtained from the Anglican
Archbishop of Perth, the Perth Diocesan trustees, and the Old Halcians Association, as
required under the Hale School Act 1876.
The first amendment is to the constitution of the board, which will now provide for the
membership to be increased to 11 members. One new member will be appointed by the
Perth Diocesan trustees, and the other new member will be appointed by the Old
Haleians Association. The second aspect of the amendments is to provide for a five year
period of appointment for all new members who are appointed to a periodical vacancy on
the board, with eligibility for reappointment for a further five years. The third and final
amendment is to increase the size of the quorum at board meetings from the present five
members to six members consistent with the larger size of the board. These changes.
which have been sought by the present board, will improve the efficiency of its operation
and I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Brown.

DAIRY INDUSTRY AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Resumed from I11 August.
MR BROWN (Morley) 17.32 pm]: As someone who for many years as a young lad
earnt his keep from the dairy industry -
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Mr Tubby: They were delivering milk by horse and cart in those days, weren't they?
Mr BROWN: They were. The member is right; as a young lad I delivered milk from a
horse and cart. Members may remember the milk from Brownes Dairy.
Mr Bloffwitch: As a young fellow I delivered milk, and we had a motor vehicle.
Mr BROWN: Some of us hold our years better than others. I have some affection for
this industry and particularly for those involved as the milkos in it.
Mr House: Some of us used to squeeze the milk from the cow before you could deliver
it. Do not forget us.
Mr BROWN: Some of our country cousins in the industry had an easier life than those
people who used to deliver the milk in those days. When I did it we started at midnight
and worked until six or seven in the morning off the back of a milk cart with no shelter.
Certainly things have improved since then. A considerable number Of people who have
beein in this industry for a long time are exceptionally concerned about the proposed
changes. With your indulgence, Mr Speaker, I will refer to a letter sent to me by
Mr Lewis who lives in Como, in relation to the deregulation of the milk industry. He
writs -

I have always tendered for Government Contracts and have been able to tender
for less than the Milk Companies, because delivery costs are less and the service
more efficient by Owner-drivers.
Under the proposed deregulation system, which seems to be rushing towards
super-regulation, we have been advised by Masters (National Dairies) that the
Milk Companies will tender for all Government Contracts for milk, and the
Distributors will not be permitted to tender. This will result in a higher cost to
Government because the contracts will go to the Processors, who will in turn sub-
contract to large distributors who have signed delivery contracts with them. The
large distributors will in turn have to pay carters to deliver the products.
This Bill is only about Milk, but if the proposed system is allowed to proceed, the
Government will also be paying more for yoghurt, juices and other milk by-
products delivered by the same people in the same trucks, to Government
hospitals.

He goes on in what is quite a lengthy letter to set out some other disadvantages of the
Bill. Likewise, I have had a letter from a Glenn and Donna Nagy who are members of
the Small Business Milk Vendors Action Group and, in addition, correspondence from
the Western Australian Small Business and Enterprise Association, which again states
very clearly through the author Philip Achurch, the Executive Director, that the Dairy
industry Amendment Bill should not proceed in its present form. A variety of reasons
are set out in the attached correspondence. I draw those matters to the attention of the
House. I am sure our lead speaker will go through them in greater detail. I take the
opportunity to draw that correspondence to the attention of the House to ensure that the
people who have taken the trouble and time to write to me have had those matters briefly
considered by the House.
MR GRILL (Eyre) [7.39 pm]: I thank the member for Morley for filling in for me. I
have no doubt the member has already indicated that the Opposition does not support this
legislation. I will shortly outline the reasons we do not support it. First, I refer to some
of the provisions of the Bill we have before us. The Bill will remove a large part of the
regulation which presently governs the dairy industry and, particularly, that part of the
regulations which affects the vending and distribution section of the industry. Secondly,
it wHi transfer to other bodies the health regulatory functions of the legislation. The
Health Department will take over from the Department of Agriculture the major role in
health regulation, and the Customs Department will take a subsidiary role. This Bill will
dispense with the role of the Department of Agriculture in the regulation of the industry
generally and will allow the Dairy Industry Authority to administer the industry with a
much lighter hand.
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A subsidiary clement of the legislation, which is not set out in the Bill, is to allow for an
orderly withdrawal from the industry of a number of milk vendors. Normally, the
Opposition would support legislation of this type, but because of the cimrcustances
surrounding this legislation, particularly the contemptuous way in which the Government
has embarked upon this deregulation, the Opposition strongly opposes this Bill. The way
in which this legislation is being carried out is iniquitous and unfair -
Mr Bloffwitch: You commenced this deregulation process.
Mr GRILL: There is some truth in that, but we would never have gone about it in this
way. Despite the fact that we did head down this deregulation path, we maintain that the
way in which this deregulation is being carried out is iniquitous and unfair. We hope that
during this debate the Minister will back away from the position that he has taken with
this deregulation and introduce a much fairer form of compensation than that which he
has outlined to date.
Mr House: Do you think we should introduce the form that you were proposing?
Mr GRILL: Something along those lines, yes.
My House: Good. I am sure the people who are listening will be pleased to hear that,
because it is very much less than what we are proposing.
Mr GRILL: I am pleased to bear that. If tonight we witness a backing away from the
position which the Minister has been maintaining until this moment, I am sure everyone
will be pleased.
Mr House: Are you suggesting we should implement what you proposed?
Mr GRILL: If in any respect the scheme which the Minister is now prepared to introduce
is more generous than the scheme which I proposed, I will be pleased indeed, because
two weeks ago I asked the Minister whether he had thought about the proposal which I
put to the Dairy Industry Authority, officers within the Minister's department and the
Minister, and the Minister replied that he was not prepared to go down that path for the
principal reason that he did not want to see any increase in the price of milk. If the
Minister is backing away from that decision, I am pleased. If, as the Minister indicated
by interjection, the scheme which he now intends to introduce is more generous than the
one which I endeavoured to convince the Minister and his officers to embrace, I am more
than happy. Is that what the Minister is saying?
Mr House: No. I amn saying - it is quite clear - that the scheme which the former
Government proposed to implement to deregulate this industry was much harsher and
offered much less than what we are offering.
Mr GRILL: So the Minister is not talking about the proposals which I put forward?
Mr House: I am saying that the proposals which you initiated when you were Minister
and which were carried on by Minister Bridge were much less than what we are
proposing.
Mr GRILL: I think the Minister may be mistaken about that. When I say that we started
down the deregulation road, the part of the deregulation in which I was involved
concerned the transferability of dairy licences. flat was a very popular and successful
scheme, which was embraced by the dairy industry and has endured with little
modification.
Mr Omodei: It is about the only good thing you did!
Mr GRILL: That is not very generous, and even the Minister knows that is not correct,
but we have become used to the Minister having a very mean approach to politics and to
his colleagues. That is about par for the course for the Minister. The Minister for
Primary Industry indicated by interjection a while ago that he is prepared to embrace a
more generous scheme.
Mr House: No I did not. Do not put words into my mouth. The member for LE, in
answering an interjection from the member for Geraldton, acknowledged that he
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commenced this deregulation process when hre was the Minister responsible, and I asked
him, "Do you want us to offer these people what you were offering when in
government?", and he said he would be pleased if we did thar. That is what the record
will show.
Mr GRILL: When I was the Minister responsible, we did not embark upon any
deregulation of the vending section of the industry.
Mr House: You started it.
Mr GRILL: I did not.
The SPEAKER: Order! Often interjections which are. accepted by the person on his feet
add to the debate, and I think to a large extent that is the case here, but I am fearful that
perhaps the Minister is now going a bit too far and is doing as much of the speaking as,
or more than, the member for Eyre. If the member for Eyre continues to indicate that he
is happy to accept incerjections from the Minister, and he may be, then that is no problem
to the Chair. However, if the Minister is in some way distracting the member for Eyre
from his speech, then naturally I will have to stop him.
Mr GRILL: Thank you, Mr Speaker. Let me make it clear that at no time did I as the
Minister responsible embrace any scheme for the deregulation of the vending section of
the industry, and I made that very clear before I moved out of that portfolio in a letter
which I sent to the Milk Vendors Association. What we did embark upon was a
successful program for the transferability of dairy licences.
We oppose this legislation because of the circumstances surrounding the deregulation of
the industry and the contemptuous way in which this deregulation has been foisted upon
a group of small business people in our community who do not have the ability, by and
large, to defend themselves, who are not getting a fair go, and who have been treated
unfaily and iniquitously by this Government. Over the last few months, we have seen
attacks by this Government on not just the vending section of the dairy industry but also
dhe taxi industry. Recently, the Government introduced legislation in regard to the taxi
industry which was iniquitous and from which the Government had to back away in a
hurry because the taxi industry was not prepared to cop it. The taxi industry has a bit
more voice and muscle than the dairy industry and was able to make this Government
back away from that legislation.
The same contemptuous treatment has been meted out to the prospectors in the goldfields
under the Mining AcL. I went through that in chapter and verse in this House only a few
weeks ago. We also see a similar situation with retail trading hours, one which is causing
some turmoil within the government ranks at present. A section within the Government
is hell-bent on fostering the interests of big business; but a more sympathetic element that
is closer to small business is prepared to endeavour to ameliorate the actions of the
Government in relation to small business. That applies in this Bill. We shall see whether
some members on the government benches are prepared to have the courage to stand and
voice their disquiet as they have been prepared to do privately around the mrps.
I do know there is a considerable degree of disquiet about the contemptuous way in
which this small sector of private industry is being created by this Government in this
deregulation. The treatment has been shabby and it has epitomised the way in which this
Government has approached small business since it has been in office. In this legislation
the way in which a small section of the private sector is being ridden roughshod over is
quite scandalous. Unless this Minister and this Government are prepared to back away
from their stated position, this amounts to a massive assault on very vulnerable people.
In my view this Government is going back to the bad old habits it fell into prior to 1983.
It is well known that part of the discontent of the coalition Government prior to 1983 was
due to the perception at large in the community that the Government stood for big
business only; that it had lost contact with small business, the small retailers and the
small entrepreneurial sector within our community; and that it was acting on behalf of big
international companies generally, the big trauisnational companies and the international
mining companies. Since chat time the Government has attempted to masquerade as the
protector of small business; but it has been unmasked.
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Mr House: They are dying to get your mob back!
Mr GRJLL: We will see about that. I a number of ways this Government has shown
that it is prepared to trat the small business sector in a most contemptuous way. It is
epitomised by the way in which this Government has been prepared to meat - it would
appear by the interjection of the Minister that it continues to do so - a vulnerable section
of the private sector badly. We are not here tonight, as an Opposition, to attack the milk
processing companies. In many respects we feel they are the meat in the sandwich in this
deregulation.
Mr Omodei: Don't you mean the cheese?
Mr GRILL: They will be the beneficiary of this massive deregulation. What the private
sector and the small vendors have paid for with hard earned money - that is, the goodwill
of their business - is by virtue of this deregulation being handed over for no charge to the
milk processing companies. That fact is incontrovertible. For no outlay, for no
consideration, the milk vending companies will receive the goodwill of the businesses
that these milk vendors have carried on for a number of years and for which hard earned
money has been paid, in some cases a lot of hard earned money. In some cases the
goodwill of these businesses is created as superannuation by their owners. Under this
deregulation the goodwill of these businesses is being confiscated by the Government
and is being handed over and presented gratis to the milk processing companies.
The Dairy Industry Authority, which has responsibility for issuing the licences to which
this goodwill attaches even at present, is well aware of the fact that these licences have
been wraded in the past for valuable consideration and that valuable consideration is no
insubstantial sum of money. Many vendors have paid a large sum of money - in fact, all
of their savings - to purchase a milk round, only to find that the goodwill attaching to the
licence that has been purchased is being confiscated and handed over to the milk
procoessing companies.
There will be sonme big winners out of this - not just the milk processing companies.
Under this deregulation not all of the milk vendors will receive a contract from the milk
processing companies; some will, and same will not. Those who will are die lucky
beneficiaries in a sense, although not as lucky as they might have been because they are
still losing the goodwill on their businesses. Others who would Like to carry on in the
industry and who have indicated that they do not want to take advantage of the dairy
industry scheme will be forced out. They will have no ability to on-sell the goodwill on
their businesses which has been built up over the years, and they will be the losers. In
future the milk processing companies will dole out the contracts as they see fit; set the
margins in respect of transport of the goods; set the areas of operation for which those
contracts will operate; and oversee the operational activities of the milk vendors that
happen to pick up a contract.
Some milk vendors have been intimidated into accepting contracts that they do not
believe are adequate. They have been prepared to say, "It is better that we get something
out of this than to end up with nothing." There are a number of categories of milk
vendors. Some have come out of this well and have been generously rewarded by the
milk processing companies and have picked up fairly big contracts. Some have picked
up contracts but those contracts have not been sufficient to allow them to carry on and
earn as good a living as would have been the case under the previous arrangements.
Some have not received a contract at all and must rely on payments under die distribution
adjustment assistance scheme.
In the past we had a system of independent private enterprise operators, who were
employers in their own right. Those milk vendors have had the goodwill of their
business confiscated, and they are now being forced to be employees of the milk
processing companies. A regulated licensing system will now be transformed into a
straitjacketed contracting system. The future prospect for many of these vendors under
the new contracts is that after three years they will be forced into a franchise system. I
am not certain, and some conjecture exists in the industry, that a franchise system will be
put in place. If it is, we will find that these vendors who previously owned their
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businesses will be paying the processing companies for the right to carry milk and other
products to shops, supermarkets and households. We will see their tranisformation from
upright and independent free enterprise operators, in many cases employing people, to
virtual employees under these contracts.
Mr Shave: Why didn't you speak out when Ernie Bridge was promoting this scheme?
Mr GRILL: I have spoken to the member for Kimberley and he denies completely the
allegations that have been made by the member for Melville.
Mr House: Get him back in here so he can say that here.
Mr GRILL: I have no doubt he will get to his feet and tell t Minister for Primary
Industry that those allegations are completely incorrect. The Minister has put round a
lot of misinformation on this matter. The Minister was prepared to say that I had
endorsed a form of deregulation of the milk vending industry.
Mr House: You started it. Were you Minister for Agriculture in May 1985 when the
Dairy Indusiry Authority reported to you about deregulation? Did it repont to you?
Mr GRILL: It may well have. If the Minister has no evidence, he should keep quiet; if
be has evidence. I would like to hear it. The truth is that the Minister has no evidence.
The Minister made a wild accusation without evidence; it is simply not true. It is a red
herring. T'he Minister has been peddling misinformation on this matter for some time. It
is about time the Minister desisted with his campaign of misinformation. The people
who have suffered as a result of that campaign have been these milk vendors who are the
victims of the Minister's deregulation process.
Mr House: Stop playing to the gallery.
The SPEAKER: Order, Minister!
Mr GRILL: The real problem with this scheme is that the level of compensation that will
be offered to these people who are losing their businesses, in many cases, is woefully
inadequate. No-one in the milk vending business is not prepared to support that
statement. Every single milk vendor I have spoken to has said, without qualification, and
some of them are in the gallery tonight, that the level of compensation that has been
offered to this industry as a result of this deregulation is totally and woefully inadequate.
A large part of the industry has been worn down by this process of deregulation.
Mrt House: You started it over nine years ago, in 1985.
Mr GRILL: The Minister should not revert to his campaign of misinformation, If the
Minister has some information that proves I am incorrect, he should produce it. So far
the Minister has not been able to do that. The compensation that has been offered is
woefully inadequate, and everyone within the industry acknowledges that fact. However,
a proportion of the industry is so worn down by this process that they say, 'Well, the
contracts under which we are supposed to perform in future may be inadequate and
unfair, but nonetheless we want to get on with the job because we are worn down by the
process. We want some sort of certainty, so we would rather see the legislation go
through." Every single milk vendor I have spoken to says that the compensation being
offered is inadequate, and they would like to see better compensation made available.
They want not just a slightly better deal, but a vastly better deal. What has been offered
to date? Initially, an offer was made for the litres of milk issued under licence at the rate
of $35 per litre. That would have been compensated under the distribution adjustment
assistance scheme
Mr House: Who offered that?
Mr GRILL: I understand the Minister did.
Mr House: The member for Eyre should ask the member for Kimiberley who offered it.
Mr GRILL: So that was not an offer that the Minister embraced?
Mr House: Ask the member for Kimiberley.
Mr GRILL: That was an offer that the Minister made to these people in the gallery.
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Mr House: You know what I am saying. Who started it?
Mr GRIL.L: The Minister is obfuscating.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister is interjecting excessively. I will have to take
action against him if he continues interjecting as he is. He will have an opportunity to
speak at a later stage to make the points he wants to make.
Mr GRILL: Initially, the offer that was made was $35 per litre. Whether that offer was
made initially by this Minister or not, it was certainly embraced by him, and was made on
behalf of this Government to the milk vending industry. The offer was $35 for a
commercial litre of milk and $20 for a domestic litre of milk with a cap of $50 000.
Later, because of pressure placed on the Government by the milk vendors, the offer was
increased to $50 for a wholesale or commercial litre of milk, and $30 for a domestic litre
of milk, with a cap of $100 000. 1Tat is the offer under the DAA scheme that remains in
place today. That offer is woefully inadequate. No-one in this industry is prepared to
support the contention that such a miserly offer is in any way adequate. The cap is
inequitable. It means that a business that might be worth $200 000 or $300 000 will be
created in the same way as a business that is worth only $100 000, because the cap
remains at $100 000. Bertrand Russell said many years ago that if one treats unequals
equally, one creates injustice. That is exactly what the DAA scheme does at the present
time. It creates injustice by putting in place a cap of $100 000. That is aside from the
fact that the offer at $50 per litre is woefully inadequate. The offer is based on the value
of white milk only, and it is well known that the milk vending rounds chat have been
purchased in the past, and for which goodwill has been built up. have been based not just
on white milk, but on a range of other milk products. Those other products will not be
compensated for under the present DAA scheme. Goodwill will not be taken into
account. Another factor that is totally inequitable is that these vendors will not be paid
out as such; they will be made loans under the DAA scheme. It is proposed that the loans
will be forgiven at some future date. However, conditions will be attached to them and if
they are not met and in some respect they are onerous, the loans will not be forgiven and
will be called in. I do not know what the grants of compensation should be, but under the
distribution adjustment assistance scheme they will be made by way of loans. It adds to
the inequity of the DAA scheme and it underlines the inadequacy of the scheme.
I ask members to contrast this miserable situation in Western Australia, where at the most
this Government is offering $4.75m over three years to compensate milk vendors who are
forced out of the industry, against the situation which applied in Queensland. The
Queensland Government took the opportunity to buy all the licences outright. I have
been told a couple of figures which applied there. I have heard $63mi and $89mn and I san
not sure which of those figures is coureci- I think it was the larger figure, which was the
gross figure for purchasing the licences.
Mr House: Why do you think that?
Mr GRILL: Because $63m might have been the actual net payout after the Government
-recouped some value for the licences when they were sold back. I could be wrung and
the Minister can tell me if I am, if he has the information. However, if he carries on in
this cute way we will not get anywhere. Let us not forget that whether the figure was
$63m or $89m, there is a huge difference between the way in which the milk vending
community in Western Australia is being created compared with the way the milk
vending community in Queensland was treated. A similar situation to that in Queensland
applied in New South Wales, where the milk vending community was treated with
fairness and equity. Unfortunately, that is not the case in Western Australia. We must
remember that in many cases we are talkng about the milk vendors' only means of
support - their livelihood and, in some cases, their life savings. In addition, we are
talking about the equivalent of their superannuation. This Bill is about a very substantial
part of' the future life of the milk vending fraternity.
In issuing licences the Government created goodwill attaching to them and it knew that
when they were traded for valuable consideration, a value was attached to the goodwill of
the business they represented. The Government was aware of the prices being paid for
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their businesses because in most cases the transfer of the licences was registered at the
Dairy Industry Authority. It is a similar situation to that which applied to the taxi
industry or the rock lobster industry. This Minister is also the Minister for Fisheries and I
wonder whether he would pull this stunt on the rock lobster industry. Would he go to the
fishermen in that industry who have paid large prices for the licences for their pots and
tell them that the value of the licences will be taken from them and will be given to the
processing companies? The truth is that he could not do it because that industry has too
much clout. Anyway, he would not have the guts to do it.
Mr House: I took 18 percent off them last year.
Mr GRIL: I took 10 per cent off them when I was the Minister. The Minister is not
taking their licences from them. In fact, when he did that their licences increased. In this
case, the Minister is talting the licences off the milk vendors altogether. In other words,
he is confiscating those licences and handing them to the processing industry. If he did
that with the fishermen they would hang, draw and quarter him, but because he is dealing
with the milk vending industry, which comprises about 200 people, he thinks he will get
away with it. I do not think he will because he will be forced into paying reasonable
compensation. I think the Minister is on the brink of a major backdown on this issue. I
will bet pounds to pennies that if this process of confiscation of goodwill applied to the
taxi or rock lobster industries the Minister would not try it on; but he is doing it to the
milk vendors. All the milk vendors who acquired businesses since 1985 will be liable for
capital gains tax when they are paid out compensation under the DAA scheme. Under
the Queensland scheme that Goerment made sure of the situation because it went to the
Australian Taxation Office and put a special question to it. It put up a scheme which
ensured that capital gains tax was not applicable. In this case, it is more than likely that
the payouts under the DAA scheme will attract capital gains tax.
Mr House: Will you give a rundown of the Tasmanian, Victorian and South Australian
schemes?
Mr GRILL: Neither the Victorian nor the Tasmanian schemes offered a major amount of
compensation. The South Australian situation is in chaos. I do not put chat State up as
any paragon. The. examples I put forward are Queensland and New South Wales; in
those States the milk vendors were treated fairly, while in the other States they were not.
The Minister does not have very much to be proud of.
Another unfortunate thing about this compensation scheme is that those persons who are
forced out of the industry will not be eligible for social security for a period of time after
they receive DAAS payments, and that period will depend on the nature of the payment.
If this Government had thought about this process in a proper way and had some empathy
with or sympathy for the group of people it is dealing with, it would have gone to the
Australian Taxation Office. and put a special question to it. It would have arranged a
special scheme, which is what occurred in Queensland and New South Wales, and made
arrangements in respect of social security payments. That has not been done. The
situation has been compounded by the arrogance of this Minister who, as I have been told
by a reliable source on a number of occasions, has refused to meet with representatives of
the industry. He has brushed them aside.
I will quote from a letter which was sent by the member for Collie, a colleague of this
Minister, to a milk vendor. The letter reads -

Dear Robyn
While I sympathise with your problem I feel that there are a few facts I would like
to bring to your attention.
I know that your individual case will bring hardship to you and I am sorry to have
to bring you into the real world but unfortunately deregulation is inevitable under
all governments in Australia.
Here in Collie 3 bus companies are being very severely affected by deregulation.
One of these had a contract with a government instrumentality which is now
gone - this will cost the company very dearly.
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People just have to adjust to business change and die faster they accept this and
move on the faster they can take advantage of any opportunities which come their
way.
This is the conclusion drawn by the Collie businesses which have been so
severely affected by mine closures, redundancies, deregulation, loss of contracts
and the rural recession.
Pleae save your fax money as far as I am concerned - and don't send any more
faxes to me.

That epitomises and characterises the arrogant and callous way in which this Minister
and his associate, in refusing to see delegations from the milk vendors, have treated many
people in this sector of the industry. That is a callous and arrogant letter and it
epitomises die way in which, I understand from a number of milk vendors, this Minister
has trated sections of the industry.
Mr House: You sam a past master at saying things and making up a story to go with them.
I expect better of you. It is a deplorable speech.
Mr GRILL: It is a hit hard to contadict the terms of the letter. I have other letters here
which make similar allegations about die Minister.
Mr House: Read them out.
Mr GRILL: I will have to dig through and find them.
Mr House: Do you mind taking my inteijections? Will you indicate to the Chair that you
are happy to take them?
Mi GRILL: Not continuously, but yes, I will take them.
Mr House: You can't take it. You can dish it out, but you can't take it.
Mr GRILL: We had in this State a very efficient system in many respects. I do not say it
was perfect or that it could not have been improved. If we had been in power, we would
have moved to improve it. It was efficient because the milk vending businesses were not
exclusive to one processor. That meant a milk vendor who went from door to door, if he
had a domestic round, or from shop to shop if he had a commercial or wholesale round,
could deliver the products of any processor. In fact nearly all of them delivered the
products of more than one processor. That in itself was efficient There was customer
choice in respect of products; a customer could order products from different processors
and they could be carried by the same vendor. I am told that if we carry on down this
path of deregulation, the household trade could be largely destroyed because people will
not have that choice. People will not want two milk vendors visiting their houses to
deliver two different products. The old system had a lot going for it and it was quite
efficient. That aspect of efficiency will be destroyed by this legislation because under the
new contracts a vendor must carry die milk products of one processor exclusively.
Another problem in respect of this deregulation is the uncertainty of the current contracts.
In die Minister's second reading speech he indicated no money would be set aside for a
second round of payouts under the DAA scheme. That statement was echoed by
literature which went out from the Milk Vendors Association. I refer to the Minister's
speech where he said, "A payment will not be made where a contract is offered." That is
not true. The truth is that almost half the funds set aside under the present DAA scheme
to compensate the industry are earmarked for vendors who will go out of the industry but
who currently have or will receive contracts. That is a piece of misinformation in die
Minister's speech, and it has been carried on in information sent out by the association.
It has lulled a number of milk vendors into the mistaken impression that once this round
of deregulation is over they are safe and will be protected by the contracts they receive
from the milk processors and can carry on secure in the knowledge that they have a place
in the industry.
The truth is that the Dairy Industry Authority, the, Ministere his offir know ful well
that many of those milk vendors who have been offered contracts to date will be forced
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out of the industry. That is why nearly half of the meagre funds set aside for the DAA
scheme are earmarked for people who will be forced out of the industry further down the
track. That means the Dairy Industry Authority and the Minister are contemplating a
whole round of business failures under this deregulation scheme. The Minister is making
a face and gesturing that that is not true.
Mr House: You will not let me interject because you cannot cop it.
Mr GRILL: The Minister can interject if he wants to.
Mr& House: You cannot cop it.
Mr GRILL: Will the Minister tell me why $2m has been earmarked for payouts under
the scheme in respect of people who are being offered contracts at present? The Minister
does not want to answer the question.
Mr House: You know what to do if you want me to answer it.
Mr GRILL: The Minister put a piece of misinformation in his second reading speech in
that respect, and he knows that as well as I do.
Another problem with the contracts is that they can be cancelled by the processing
companies at fairly short notice - about two months. The contracts contain a reciprocal
right by the vendors also to cancel the contracts, but what does that mean? What risk are
the processing companies raking compared with the risk being incurred by the vendors
that their contracts might be cancelled at two months' notice? The risk facing the
processing companies is tiny in proportion to that facing the milk vendors, who have to
outlay money on plant and equipment to service the contract. The Minister is not really
comparing like with like in that regard. If the contracts can be negated after only two
months, they are not worth a lot of money and do not give much security. I thought the
Minister in bringing forward a deregulation scheme would have ensured better
protection, not only for those people now being forced out of the industry but also for
those who are carrying on and will be forced out. That two month period is relevant
because the processing companies will require a very short period of time if they are to
co~ntinue with the process of rationalisation of the industry under which further vendors
will be forced out.
That is why the $2m. has been set aside. Unfortunately that $2m and the process I have
outlined was skilfully hidden from the Milk Vendors Association, otherwise I am sure it
would not have put out misleading information in its literature. It was hidden from the
industry as a whole. There is some duplicity in the way that was done.
Mr House interjected.
Mr GRILL: The Minister can explain himself now or he can explain himself later. He
will find it very hard indeed. When this scheme was initially put in place rte Minister
proposed the contract should last for 12 months. Ultimately, he was forced into insisting
that the contracts be for three years. That is a lot more equitable than a 12 month
contract, but it does not amount to much if, after a period of two months, without giving a
particular reason, the milk processing companies can simply negate the contract and tell
the contractor his services are no longer required. There is a strong and unfortunate
perception that the Milk Vendors Association has not looked after the 200 milk vendors
in the industry today. In defence of the association, I believe it has been so worn down
by this process over the years that it has not had the energy or will to carry on the fight.
Its shortcomings in representing its membership have resulted from that. Also, this
Government has been callous and arrogant in its dealings with that group. I met
representatives from the Milk Vendors Association several weeks ago, Cohin Constantine
and Philip Moodie, who told me they were not happy with the level of compensation
payable under the DAA scheme, but they did not think they could get any more.
Although they considered it inadequate, they were prepared to accept it because they
wanted the legislation to go through. They have been worn down by the process and they
want to get on with their lives. I exhorted them to make a further effort to get a fair
compensation scheme from this Minister and Government I am pleased that they have
made further efforts in that regard since then. Only today, even though it is at the
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eleventh hour, the Milk Vendors Association has proposed a scheme which would
substantially increase the level of payment to be made under the DAA scheme and, if
accepted, would offer some protection to the milk vendors. It is somewhat belated, and
the association did not want to do it several weeks ago. However, at last, it has made a
proposal. When I received that submission this morning, I understood the Government
had some sympathy for it. The scheme would cost $7m, compared with the $4m-odd the
Government is prepared to outlay at this stage. However, it would substantially lift the
level of compensation and would introduce some fairness, equity and protection for milk
vendors under this deregulation process.
Two or three weeks ago the Small Business Association, operating under Philip Achurch,
proposed a scheme that would cost approximately $9m at the optimum level, and would
require an increase in the milk levy. The Milk Vendors Association scheme would
require an increase in the milk levy of about 10, and the proposal by the Small Business
Association would require also an increase of 1.20. That would ultimately raise
approximately $9mi, together with the funds that the Dairy Industry Authority already has
in place. In my view that scheme has two major factors in its favour. Firstly, it would
allow milk vendors to sell their rounds and receive compensation at the same time. It
would avoid the iniquitous situation of absolute winners and absolute losers, as would
happen under the present scheme. It would be more equitable if those who leave the
industry and sell their licences receive some equity, and those who are the recipients of
those rounds pay something for them. The Small Business Association scheme also
substantially increases the payments to the milk vendors being forced out of the industry,
either at this stage or in the second round of rationalisation, which will take place and
which has been hidden by this Government until recently. It has been acknowledged
now by the Milk Vendors Association that the second round of rationalisation must take
place. The scheme it put forward takes that into consideration. Many features of that
scheme could be embraced by the Government, and aspects of the Small Business
Association scheme could also be embraced.
I do not know what response the Minister will make to this matter. I had expected prior
to today a comprehensive response to the proposal put forward by the Small Business
Association. I do not know whether we shall discuss this matter at the third reading stage
of this Bill. If not, and if the Minister does not back off from the pitiful scheme proposed
to date, with its inadequate compensation and total lack of protection for milk vendors, I
am afraid it will be forced on him in another place. At the end of the day, sufficient
members on the government benches, whether in this place or in another place, simply
will not cop a scheme as inequitable as the proposals put forward by this Minister and the
Government. I said earlier in the debate that I did not know whether there would be
substantial opposition to the legislation in this House, but I know that it will be opposed
in another place. If the inister must capitulate and back off from this scheme in favour
of a reasonable and fair scheme, surely it would be in his interests to do so in this House
while the Bill is under his jurisdiction. His anathema to accepting some slight increase in
the milk levy should be put to one side for the people whose interests he should be
protecting. The Minister has before him two comprehensive proposals which have been
researched by the Milk Vendors Association and the Small Business Association. I ask
the Minister whether he has given these proposals any consideration and whether he will
indicate in this debate that he will amend his position, back off, and put in place a scheme
which has some equity in it. I have been a member of this Parliament for some years and
I have never seen such a blatant and unfair attempt to ride roughshod over a group of
people in the community as that I am witnessing tonight from this Minister.
Mr Blaikie: It is drawing a long bow; what about the people who were involved in the
Teachers Credit Society?
Mr GRILL: I do not accept that red herring. The small people were protected in the
Teachers Credit Society situation and everyone was paid out. That happened also with
the Rothwells situation. I have never seen such an outrageous set of deregulation
proposals which treat people so scandalously and unfairly. If these people had more
voice and clout, the Minister would not be behaving in this way. Enough members on



the government side of the House oppose this proposal to prevent the Minister from
proceeding with it. His proposal is blatantly unfair and scandalous, and I wonder that he
had the barefaced arrogance to put it forward in the first place. The Minister will be
forced to introduce another scheme, whether it be tonight or in another place at another
time. The current proposal should not be countenanced by this House; it certainly will
not be countenanced by another place and the Minister will be forced to introduce a
scheme that will go some way to meeting the dictates of equity and fairness. He would
be better off backing off in this House tonight and indicating that one scheme or the
other, or an amalgamation of the two proposals put forward by the Milk Vendors
Association and the Small Business Association, fits the bill.
MRS HENDERSON (Thornlie) [8.40 pm]: We should be clear on the terminology of
this Bill. A number of people have referred to the deregulation of the industry. It is not
deregulation at all. Every form of deregulation that I have seen is about removing
restrictions, enhancing competition and greater efficiency. None of those is included in
this Bill before us tonight. There are no provisions to enhance competition or to provide
for greater efficiency. In fact, quite the contrary: Restrictions have been removed from
one area and replaced by even harsher restrictions in another area. This Bill will
effectively regulate the milk distribution industry by handing total control of dhe
distribution of milk and milk products to the dairies. For the first time, they will have
total control over not only the processing of milk, but also the distribution of milk to
shops and to household customers.
The people who run these businesses are small operators, often husband and wife teams
who pwrchased the licence and bought the goodwill. I have been told that the price for
such a round is approximately two years' gross return on the round. Some people paid
$100 000 for their round and others paid $200 000. Many people bought small rounds
and built them up while others bought parts of a number of rounds and formed them into
one viable round. They developed loyalty ftom their customers by providing good
service over a number of years and now have been told to either sign a contract with a
dairy which takes away almost all of their independence and makes them second class
employees because they do not even have the normal things that an employee gets, or to
get out of the industry. This Bill allows the dairies to appropriate people's businesses
without the payment of just compensation. If the Government appropriated people's land
without just compensation, those people could go to the courts and have the decision
overturned. In this case, the Government, by its legislation, is handing over to the dairies
people's businesses or parts of people's businesses which, in turn, the dairies can give to
other people with no compensation being paid to the person who owned the business.
I have ha a good look at a contract that was offered to one of my constituents. It is
harsh in the extreme. I want to highlight for the House the way in which these contracts
are designed to ensure that the small businessperson no longer is independent. He will
not even enjoy any of the privileges that a person should enjoy as an employee. I refer
members to that part of the contract which ensures that a person cannot say to the dairy
that he is its employee and therefore he is entitled to all of the normal things that
employees get. Under clause 4.11 the contract states -

The Distributor:
(a) shall conduct the distributorship as an independent business for her or his

sole benefit and acknowledges that she or he is not a partner,
representative, agent or employee of Masters or any of its associated
companies;

(b) shall not represent that he or she is a partner, representative, agent .. .
and

(c) in conducting his or her business, shall ensure that all signs, invoices and
stationery clearly indicate her or his status as an independent contractor.

The contract they sign states that they must agree that they are independent contractors,
operating independently, offering to distribute the dairy's milk, and they shall not
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represent themselves as an agent of Masters Dairy Limited, irs employee or a
representative of its company. If that person is truly an independent contractor, what
does that person have to do? Under clause 2.3 the person must agree not to offer to seli
Masters' products - in this case - outside the zone. So much for any competition. They
must sell in the specified zone. They must not sell to persons other than their customers1
without the prior consent of Masters. If someone rings the vendor and asks to have milk
delivered to his house, the vendor must go to Masters and ask it to allow him to put Joe
Bloggs on his list of customers. So much for the independent contractor! What happens
if Masters says no? What happens if the distributor offers to deliver milk to his local
service station or local shop and the shop or the service station agree, but Masters says
no - that it wants to give that business to somebody else? Under clause 2.3 the contractor
must acknowledge that -

.. although Masters will use its best endeavours to supply the Distributor for as
long as the Distributor is not in breach of this Agreement, with sufficient
quantities of Masters Products to supply the Customers, Masters gives no
guarantees of any minimum level of supply of Masters Products to the
Distributor,

The person who has built up the round and depends on having a certain volume of milk
to deliver every day cannot depend on Masters to provide him with that milk and he
cannot go to another dairy because he is locked into this contract with Masters. Masters
gives no guarantees that it will provide the quantity that the distributor requires. Clause
2.3 states that the distributor -

.. acknowledges that Masters has not given and does not give to the Distributor
any form of representation, promise, guarantee or assurance of any kind
whatsoever that the Distributor will be guaranteed rights to distribute Masters
Products after the expiry of this Agreement.

In other words, someone who has had a licence, a livelihood and a business for which he
paid and worked hard must sign a contract which states that Masters is under no
obligation to renew that agreent- For any reason, Masters can agree not to renew the
contract. Under clause 3.8 the independent contractor may wear a uniform. It states -

Masters may require the Distributor and its employees to wear a uniform, and if
so Masters will provide the Distributor with the initial uniform designated by
Masters . ... Masters will provide subsequent uniformns ...

It does not sound much lie an independent contractor to me. Clause 4.2 which refers to
restrictions on sale states -

The Distributor shall not sell Masters Products to anyone who is not a Customer.
The. Distributor shall seek and obtain the prior written consent of Masters to any
addition of any Customer under this Agreement.

In other words, the distributor would be in breach of his agreement if he sold a carton of
milk to any person who was not on his list already and who Masters has not agreed
should be added to the list as a new customer. The contract states also -

The Distributor shall not deliver any products other than Masters Products..
This so-called independent contractor can carry only one brand of product. I will come
to that a little later. The contract states further -

The Distributor shall provide at her or his own expense all necessary plant and
equipment, including a motor vehicle or vehicles of a type recommended and
approved by Masters ...

At their expense, they must keep the vehicle in good, clean, running condition, duly
registered, etc. That is not objectionable. The document continues -

(ii) make the vehicle available to Masters for whatever signwriting is required
by Master to promote any of the Masters Products;

(iii) repaint, modify or repair the vehicle should Masters be of the opinion that
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the vehicle is not in keeping with the standard required or contravenes any
laws concerning vehicles used for the delivery of food or related products;
(iv) if required by Masters ... insulate the vehicle in accordance with

Masters' requirements; and
(iv) install and maintain in dhe vehicle such communication system as

may reasonably be required by Masters...
(f) The Distributor shall not use or permit to be used any vehicle herein

referred to for any purpose other than the distribution of Masters Products
and Approved Products.

The independent contractor is told that he will purchase a certain kind of vehicle, he will
insulate it in a certain way, he will use certain signage, and he will keep it in a workable
mechanical condition. Furthermore, he shall not use the vehicle for any other purpose.
Many milk contractors in my electorate purchase their vehicles. In many cases they are
modified vehicles, used to deliver milk. It is the family vehicle. Sometimes it is the
second vehicle. On many occasions, after delivering milk the contractor might deliver a
child to school, using the vehicle, or he might use the vehicle for some other purpose -
that is because these people are independent contractors. They are small business people.
Under these contrcts, presumably they will be guilty of a breach of the agreement if they
drive die truck down the street to buy a newspaper at the local newsagent. The document
also states -

The Distributor shall maintain full details of all of the persons to whom she or he
..is then regularly selling any Masters Products, which details shall include full

particulars of the name, address, telephone and facsimile numbers ... the
Distributor shall, on die reasonable request of Masters, deliver to Masters the
details contained therein.

These are independent contractors! The most important element of that independent
business is the list of customers that has been developed and built up over the years, but
Masters requires that these people band over the list of customers; the names, addresses
and telephone numbers. What might be done with it? Masters will have full access to all
those customers.
Mr Catania: It was better in Russia under communism.
Mrs HENDERSON: No other industry would put up with this.
I turn now to paragraph 4.18. the customer sales report, which reads -

If requested by Masters, the Distributor shall submit to Masters on or before the
close of business on each Monday during the term hereof a customer sales report
with respect to each Trade Customer to whom she or he ... supplied any Masters
Products during the week ending the previous Saturday. The customer sales
report will be in such form and will contain such particulars of the Masters
Products supplied to each customer as Masters may require from time to time.

That is, a list of every shop to which the contractor delivers milk, yoghurt or orange juice
must be supplied to Masters every week, with the details of how much of each product
was delivered.
The next item refers to absence from work. It reads -

If the Distributor or any of her or his approved sub-distributors or employees is
absent due to illness, annual leave or any similar circumstance, the Distributor
shall not be relieved from his obligations under this Agreement and shall
promptly implement such alternative arrangements for the servicing of the
Customers as shall be approved by Masters.

Whoever heard of an independent contractor being told by the person to whom he is
contracting his services that he must make arrangements when he is sick? How
ridiculous! As if small business people do not bnow that they must make arrangements
when they are ill because they might lose part of their business. Fancy handing people a
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contract that says they are independent contractors and if they get sick or go on holidays,
this kind of arrangement must be in place - and someone else will approve it.
Mr House: You have no idea how the business world works. You are a joke. No
wonder you are here; it is the only way you can make a living.
Mrs ]HENDERSON: Farmers would not put up with this situation. If the Minister
brought in a similar document relating to milk producers and how the farmers would
report their absences to the dairies, or what they do with vehicles on the weekend, he
would be laughed out of his seat.
Dr Turnbull., You do not understand that this was started by your Minister.
Mrs HENDE RSON: The member can say that all night; it does not make this right. This
is what is before us tonight. The member's swan song will get her nowhere.
Dr Tumnbuli: How can you justify the increased costs?
Mrs HENDERSON: The member cannot produce a scheme to improve the situation. All
she can do is bleat. This was not our idea. It sounds as though the member does not like
it. If she does not like it, she is beginning to show some commonsense.
Mr House: It is'a better scheme than the one you had. You were part of the Cabinet.
Mrs HENDERSON: I cannot believe the Minister thinks it is a good scheme. I have
limited time, unlike the Minister.
I turn now to the insurance section of the contract. These people are independent
operators; they are not employees, despite the uniforms. The contract reads -

The Distributor shall take out and at all times maintain the following insurance
policies with reputable insurance companies approved by Masters (which
approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or given subject to unreasonable
conditions):

It is not insurance of their choice. The list includes workers' compensation cover,
comprehensive motor vehicle insurance, public, liability insurance with minimum
indemnity of $2m or such higher amount as Masters may reasonably specify from time to
time. It does not sound like an independent contractor to me. It states further on -

The Distributor is responsible for her or his own personal accident and sickness
insurance;-

Obviously people in small business make those arrangements. They do not go to the
supplier to receive approval of the insurance c ompany. It continues -

The Distributor shall produce to Masters for inspection, promptly on request, all
such policies of insurance and receipts or other evidence confirming their
currency.

Further on, it states -

Masters shall be entitled to refuse its consent. . if:
.. Masters is not satisfied that the sub-distributor or assignee is a

reputable reliable and solvent person ...

This is the section that allows a person to assign or not assign the business. A person
may have a business and a valuable contract that is worth money1 but can it be sold on
the open market? Can the business person sell the licence or the contract with the dairy?
No! The distributor can only assign, subcontract, encumber or otherwise deal with the
business with the consent of Masters. That is the kind of nonsense that we deleted from
the Commercial Tenancy Act about three years ago because we considered it was harsh
and unreasonable for the landlord to be able to say to a tenant who wanted to sell his
business that he could not sell it because the landlord did not like the buyer. We said that
the landlord should provide good reason. We placed the onus on the landlord to show
what was wrong with the person to whom the tenant wanted to assign the lease.
I turn now to the part where Masters says to the person that if Masters is not satisfied that
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the person is a reputable, reliable and solvent person Masters can refuse consent for the
sale of the business. The next section is headed "Termination by Masters". It reads -

Masters may terminate this Agreement immediately upon notice in writing to the
Distributor at any time in the following circumstances:
(a) if the Distributor commits any breach under this Agreement and she or he

fails to remedy that breach within 7 days of a request in writing by
Msters ...

And so on, Masters may terminate the contract. That means that if a distributor uses his
truck on the weekend to take his children to junior football, Masters can claim that the
agreement has been breached, because Masters has not given permission. Perhaps the
distributor added a new customer to his list and started delivering milk to that person
before permission was received from Masters. The contract reads -

if the Distributor or any of her or his employees . .. is convicted of any offence or
conduct which in the reasonable opinion of Masters.. .

Does that mean that if the distributor is convicted of driving with a blood alcohol level of
0.05 per cent or 0.08 per cent, or some other petty offence such as shop lifting, Masters
Dairy Limited can cancel the contract and say that in its opinion that person is not fit to
be delivering its products? It is beginning to sound like a contract of employment to me,
rather than an independent distributor contracting in a business manner with a company.
The most interesting clause in the whole contract tells a major story. It is headed "Non-
compliance with Trade Practices Act" and reads-

If Masters' Solicitors, the Trade Practices Commission or a Court is of the
opinion that this Agreement or any part of this Agreement does not comply with
the Trade Practices Act -

I wonder what gave Masters the idea that this contract might be anticompetitive or a
restraint of trade in the way in which it operates! To continue -

- Masters and the Distributor will enter into negotiations to amend this Agreement
to ensure that it does comply with the Trade Practices Act.

That is utterly disgraceful. If there is arny possibility that this contract contiravenes the
Trade Practices Act it should not be offered to anyone. It should be amended so that it is
not anticompetitive and no possibility exists of anyone not agreeing with it. That clearly
spells out what Masters is concerned about.
The Bill before the Parliament tonight is not about deregulation, greater efficiency or
more competition; it is about another form of regulation by the dairy companies to make
people effectively like the companies' own 'second class employees without receiving
any of the normal benefits of employment. Of course Masters is concerned about the
Trade Practices Commission. If I were that company I too would be concerned. It is not
promoting competition; it is very anticompetitive.
Under this legislation no compensation is provided for loss of that part of the business
that is not a white milk product. If a distributor loses part of his business because, for
example, he carried products of both the major dairies, but enters into a contract with one
of the dairies under this new scheme, there is no compensation for the part of the
business he discontinues, which might be up to 40 per cent of his business. In other
words, distributors will no longer be allowed to carry products for both dairies, but they
will not receive compensation for what they lose. The likely result of that will be gross
inefficiency. Every single shop in the metropolitan and country areas will have to be
visited by two trucks rather than one truck carrying both lots of milk products, orange
juice, yogurts and the rest. That will mean two lots of paperwork by shop managers.
For 16 years a person in my electorate has delivered these products to the country. He
heads off to the bush with his truck laden with both brands of milk products, orange
juice, eggs, etc and delivers to a round of small shops in small country towns. He will no
longer be able to do that Two different trucks will take the same products to those
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country towns. Each supermarket will be required to deal with two different trucks. If,
for example, a supermarket decides to sell Brownes' milk on special and therefore
expects to sell much more Brownes' milk one week and orders 50 per cent more than
normal, the person who normally delivers Masters will be told to deliver only 20 per cent
of what he normally delivers. What kind of stability is it to someone's livelihood when,
from week to week, die amount he delivers to the shops will vary quite dramatically, as
any retailer will confirm when he places products on special? At present, of course, a
distributor in that situation might deliver more of a product in one week and less in the
other. The reverse will occur in the following week when the specials change.
Where is the concern for consumers in all this? Will they have greater choice? Will Joe
Bloggs living in Smith Street, Fremantle be able to choose from three different
distributors under this great new system? Of course not, because this system provides for
no greater efficiency or deregulation and does not increase competition between vendors.
Far from having a greater choice, most likely the number of households which will be
serviced by milk distributors will decline because it will become less profitable for
distributors to deliver to households. Currently many vendors deliver to large numbers of
households - that is how they have a viable round. Others have combined rounds of
shops and houses. As the shops are much more profitable than the houses, to some extent
that has enabled consumers to have the service they might not otherwise have enjoyed at
that rate. Some of those people have been told by the dairies that their round does not fit
in with the dairies. Those distributors will not be given their current round; they will take
the part of the round which consists of commercial operations and combine it with other
people's commercial operations and, in the end, households will miss out. Those who
depend on home delivery will suffer, that is, mostly the aged, people with disabilities,
parents and in some cases mothers with very young children who do not have as much
freedom to go shopping as others in the community might have.
The most offensive thing about this legislation is that it is misleading for it to be
presented as a form of deregulation. As I have sought to demonstrate tonight, it has
nothing to do with deregulation. It does not promote greater efficiency, greater
competition or any of those goals that one normally associates with deregulation. It just
hands over to the dairies regulatory control of the distribution of milk. It is time the
Minister was honest enough to say that that is what this legislation is all about.
MRt CATANIA (Balcatta) [9.07 pmn]: I take up the issue my colleague has just stated.
This State has 280 milk distributors. If that number were 2 800 this Minister would be
legislating to transfer the milk distribution from a licensed industry to a contract industry
mn a very different manner. As his Government has shown in many instances in this
House, he would take heed of the grievances, the opinion and the muscle of the greater
numbers. In supporting the contract system the Government has shown that it in no way
cares one iota for the sacrifices that have been made by the milk distributors over the
many years they have built-up the goodwill of their rounds with which they have fed
their families. My few words tonight will be, firstly, about the callous manner in which
this Minister has dealt with this matter. Secondly, I will speak about the contract that
these milk vendors will be forced to sign. If, in fact, the milk vendors are in agreement -
I am sure some will be after being persecuted for the past couple of years - as my
colleague so aptly put it, it is because they will be glad to see the end of this conflict so
they can get on with their lives.
If the Minister agreed to the new proposal, some protection would be afforded to them.
In fact, the contract has been correctly described by my colleague thie member for
Thomrlie as offering them no protection. The contract is abhorrent; it relegates milk
vendors to the position of second rate employees of the processors. What is the reason
for that? I arm keen to hear the Minister enunciate those reasons tonight. Is it for greater
efficiency and less product cost? Will the new contract system provide the new
contractors with the possibility of a higher income and a greater return for their labour? I
do not believe that will occur. What will happen is that 280 perfectly good small
businesses will be transferred into the hands of the processors, who will be able to dictate
to the milk vendors, who will be their second class employees, working under the kind of
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adverse conditions that were read out by my colleague the member for Thornie. If the
vendors and distributors agree to this it will be because they are worn out with these
dealings and the trauma this has caused them. The Minister should in all conscience have
protected these people.
The contract states that if die processor does not like a particular vendor or distributor.
upon two months' notice that distributor will not have a job. Not only will that
distributor have lost the goodwill he built up over many years, but also he will be at the
mercy of the processor. Milk vendors have sacrificed years of their lives and expended
time and energy on their businesses to build up goodwill with the expectation that it will
be a retirement fund which they can expect from the proceeds of the sale of their
business. They will be forced to hand that goodwill to the processors, virtually free of
charge. The offer being promoted by the Minister is nowhere near good enough.
I was pleased to hear my colleague state that a new agreement has been proposed by the
milk vendors to ensure that they get a better deal. The Opposition hopes that this new
proposal will be accepted by this Minister. I hope this Minister has the gumption to
realse that it will be a better scheme for these vendors. If the Minister does not have the
courage to ensure that that happens, if he says that they must abide by the existing
proposal, the Minister should not hold this portfolio.
Mr C.J. Barnett: That is outrageous. I must defend my National Party colleague.
Mr CATANIA: The reaction of the Leader of the House is typical of the Government's
attitude. The Minister for Primary Industry is dealing with the lives of 280 vendors. I
know that when one operates a small business one works hard in the hope of getting a
proper return when the business is sold.
Mr House: Absolutely.
Mr CATANIA: Does the Minister believe that the present offer - not the new proposal
put forward by the vendors - will provide a fair return to vendors? Does the Minister
agree that the present agreement offers a fair and equitable price?
Mr House: That is right.
Mr CATANIA: Has the Minister spoken to the vendors, or has he spoken to the
processors?
Mr House: I have spoken to the milk vendors' association.
Mr CATANIA: Representatives of that association are here tonight. Did they agree to
the first proposal?
Mr House: They certainly did.
Mr CATANIA: That is different from my information. Thle Minister can tell us how he
came to that conclusion when he responds to the debate. The offer is grossly unfair. The
process is undemocratic. It is not the type of action that small business proprietors and
their families, who helped them build those businesses, expect. They are not happy about
accepting a payout that in most instances will be substantially less than what the business
is worth.
Mr House: Can you demonstrate that?
Mr CATANIA: It was demonstrated adequately by the members for Thomlie and Eyre
that the price based white milk sale is much less than what they would expect to get on
the open market if they sold their licences. Can the Minister tell me whether the market
price of these small businesses is the same price that the processors and the Minister are
offering?
Mr House: You are trying to make a case that the market value, if we had no
deregulation, would be higher than the price that has been offered.
Mr CATANIA: If thcse people sold their licences in the marketplace would they get the
same price; that is, the market price in Western Australia today under the licence
scheme?
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Mr House: I think they would.
Mr CATANIA: The Minister should ask the vendors if that is what they think. Perhaps
the Minister will allow one of them to give him that answer. The superlatives those
people would use to describe the Minister would not be allowed in this Chamber. The
Minister is allowing the processors to rob these people of their livelihood.
Mr House: If the member wants to back-up his rhetoric with sound facts he should give
me an example.
Mr CATANIA: The Minister heard the member for Eyre quote an example tonight.
Mr House: He did not put a substantive argument.
Mr CATANIA: The Minister should listen to the players in this game.
Mr House: If the member wants me to change my mind he will need to give me some
examples.
Mr CATANJIA: The Minister is listening to the processors, who represent one side of the
industry. They will benefit. The Minister will not listen to the people who will lose by
this.
Mr House: The member should demonstrate that with a practical example, so I can have
my mind changed.
Mr CATANIA: The Minister has been given example after example of such vendors.
Mr House: No, I have not.
Mr CATANIA: IJam sure that the Milk Vendors Association -

Several members interjected.
Mr CATANIA: Madam Acting Speaker, perhaps you could ask the Minister-
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Warnock): Order! The member on his feet has indicated
his intention to press on with his speech and has asked for the protection of the Chair.
Normally he does not need the protection of the Chair. I would likec to give the member
the opportunity to continue his speech. 1 am sure that other members in this Chamber
who wish to speak on this Bill will have that opportunity later.
Mr CATANIA: I stand in this place tonight on a point of principle; that is, to protest that
milk vendors will be forced to sign a contract which has attached to it certain outrageous
conditions. The situation applying in other States has been outlined by various members.
The States which have implemented a scheme similar to the one the Minister is offering
milk vendors in this State have been left with a shambles.
A fair and democratic Government would follow the example set by the Queensland
Government. It allocated S63m to $80m to buy the licences from the milk vendors in
that State. That is a principled approach. That Government recognised the small group
of business people who have sacrificed money, a lot of hours, and risen early in the
morning to carry out their business responsibilities by giving them a fair price for their
licences. That is the correct way to deal with this issue.
Mr House: The challenge is for you to demonstrate that the price is not fair, and you
cannot do it.
Mr CATANIA: The challenge is for the Minister to go to some of the representatives of
the industry -

Mr House interjected.
Mr CATANIA: The Minister should listen to me. I will afford myself my own
protection.
Mr House: Put up or shut up.
Mr CATANIIA: The Minister should put up or shut up. He should make sure that he is
part of a fair Government instead of a Government that is callous and could not give a
damn about the milk vendors.
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Mr House: Give me an example.
Mr CATANIA: My colleagues have given examples on a point of principle. It is
apparent that the Minister does not have any principles! He presented the House with
this Bill and stated that it would be better for Western Australian milk vendors to sign
these contracts. Why is it better? Will it lead to a more efficient industry? Will it lead to
lower prices? Will the people in the industry be financially better off?
Mr House: In many cases, yes.
Mr CATANIA: I am glad the Mnister said "in many cases". I am sure that the people in
the Public Gallery would have said something if he had said "in all cases'. The only
people who will benefit from this Bill are the processors. This is the first stage of taking
over production. When the processors start taking over dairy farms, in the same way as
the Minister is allowing them to take over the milk vendors, what will be the Minister's
reaction as a member of the National Party? If the same offer, with the same conditions,
is given to the farmers by the processors as this Government is giving to milk vendors,
what would be the Minister's reaction? Would he sign a contract similar to the one
which was read to the House?
Mr House: Farms are a freehold business and farm quotas are tradeable on a regular
basis.
Mr CATANIA: When the milk vendors sign these contracts they will be left with
nothing that can be trded. They will be left with the uniforns Masters or Brownes give
them, and they will only be tradeable at St Vincent de Paul's. If the inister allows this
Bill to pass through the Parliament without proper consideration being given to the
vendors and forces them to enter into a contract, he will live to regret it.
Mr House: They will not be forced to go into a contract.
Mr CATANIA: They have been told that if they do not they can get out of the industry.
That is the only option they have, If they want to continue working and not go on the
dole - that will create a problem because they cannot go on the dole immediately and will
have to wait for a qualifying period. The Minister has not considered the consequences
of this legislation not only for the vendors, but also for the small businesses who rely on
their services. What happens to the small deli that gets only one crate of milk a week? It
will not be serviced under the new scheme. The small businesses and consumers who
have their milk delivered will not be in a better position. The Minister and the
Governmrent have shown scant regard for the plight of small business, especially the 280
milk vendors. I am sure that if they had the political and economic muscle that the taxi
drivers and other groups in Western Australia have be would not be treating them in this
callous manner. This Bill shows the Government for what it is and eventually so will the
community.
I urge the Minister to reconsider this Hill and take on board the proposal put forward by
the Milk Vendors Association and the Small Business Association. He should have the
intestinal fortitude to demonstrate in fromt of the milk vendors, who are deeply concerned
about the future of their families, that he is prepared to accept their proposal. I do not
support this Bill and I advise the Minister that the milk vendors are sick and tired of the
trauma this Hill is causing them. They would be happy to hear from the Minister tonight
that their proposal is accepted and the amendment is changed so as not to reflect, as other
members have said, the very callous approach by the Minister and the Government.
When the Minister speaks let us hear that he has changed his mind and we will not see
this amendment delivering into the hands of the processors the goodwill and sacrifices of
many small businesses in Western Australia.
MR BLAIKIE (Vasse) [9.31 pm]: I will adopt a somewhat different approach from
that of the previous speaker. One aspect of the Bill is to realise that this legislation is
related to a dairy industry, which is a total industry. Not only does it consist of vendors,
processors and producers, but also another important element that nobody has bothered to
mention tonight, consumers. They form an important part of the industry. It is
interesting how far this industry has gone in a very short space of time. The Dairy
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Industry Act and the amendments proposed to it go back to 1933 when legislation to
create a milk board was introduced into this House. The reason was a series of very
important matters, one of which was the great concern about the effect on the health of
consumers from the poor quality of milk they were receiving. Tuberculosis was a
consideration when determining the quality of milk. Another important matter was that
the consuming public wanted to have a fair avenage quality of milk 365 days of the year
at a reasonable and fair price. Those are some of the basic reasons for this dairy industry
authority's gestation. In the days of the milko, as he used to be called, with his horse and
cart and cans of milk, if he had an increased number of consumers he did not bargain for,
the legendary so-called tap was always round the cornier to allow him to do a little
topping up to meet consumers' demands. That is part of the background history of the
dairy industry and how people did or did not survive.
I was involved in another side with the people who were producers. Although some
provided a good quality product, a number did not. The milk industry was not my
industry, but the butter fat industry was. It took me a number of years to understand why
it had cream stirrers. My father said that the importance of cream stirrers was to keep the
milk mixed where there was morning and night milk with differing consistencies and
temperatures in order to assist its quality and keeping properties. In some cases one of
the duties of the cream stirrer was to pull out the occasional rat or whatever that had
fallen into the cream. What the eye does not see the heart does not grieve. The rat was
taken out and the milk sent to the factory and processed into whatever product. Those
are the sorts of circumstances from where the industry has come.
I was with the milk board and Dairy Industry Authority. We have seen a pent-up demand
by consumers and pressure on processors, vendors and producers to lift their game in
order to produce a quality product. The dairy industry legislation that changed the milk
board to the authority came into the House in 1972 or 1973. They were quite formidable
times and there have been significant changes.
I chaired a select committee of this Parliament which was subsequently turned into an
honorary royal commission concerned with the practices that existed in the production
side. In those days it was not possible for people who wished to retain their farm to sell
their milk quota. If they wanted to sell their milk quota they had to sell their farm and
everything. A black market developed in which transfers would take place. Whole farm
properties would be sold and milk quotas transferred, and then the day after a transfer
would occur to the people who sold the farm. People paid excessive stamp duties to meet
an anomalous situation, because the industry was totally regulated and did not allow any
flexibility in the movement of quotas. Quotas were religiously tied to a dairy farming
property. If a fanner had a property with a milk quota tied to his licence and had a son
who wanted to set up as a dairy farmer, the farmer had to acquire another property and
build another dairy to regulation standard. Even though it might be immediately adjacent
to the farmer's own property, it had to be built on a separate location for a separate
purpose. That was the stupidity of the people who controlled the industry. If the fanner
had four sons he would have to repeat the operation four times with four separate
properties, four separate dairies and four separate locations. If the fanner died, the
family was in strife. They could not simply shift the cows from one farm to another, that
was against the rules. Yet people talk about the dangers of deregulation.
I have had a letter from the retail traders who heard my interjection to Hon Kay Hallahan
about my support of deregulation. She said words to the effect, "You need to repeat
yourself." I said that I strongly supported deregulation. As a result I have had a letter
from those people telling me that I am operating contrary to the views of traders in my
area. They do not have to worry about me. I have always been a deregulator. I have
seen the cost to people of literally hundreds of thousands of dollars because of the
strictniess of the regulations that have been forced on them for no other reason than the
stupidity of bureaucratic people who control the dairy industry. I am very pleased that
there have been moves in a positive direction.
The inquiry which I chaired made a series of recommendations. At the time they were
brought before the industry, the industry went into shock and horror. I am delighted that
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with the couple of amendments that the Minister is proposing tonight virtually all those
recommendations, although some 12 years later, have almost been carried out. When
Hon Julian Grill was Minister, to his credit, he carried out quite a few of our
recommendations, which cleaned up the industry. Regardless of all the people who said
they would be ruined, the industry has ended up in better shape.
In 1982, 1 was critical of the milk processors - and if any of die milk processors who am
in the building tonight have not read the report of the honorary royal commission, I
suggest they read it - for good reason: They had a mentality whereby they locked
themselves into market milk; they produced butter and powdered milk which was
oversupplied on the world market; and they paid scant attention to the other products
which should have been made available to consumers. In those heady days of 1982, such
were the criticisms in that report that I joined together with some other people and
became one of the foundation directors of a company called Margaret River Brie. My
interest is in politics and not in being a dairy producer, but I got involved in that company
because I wanted to see dairy processing companies market alternative products. I was
involved in Margaret River Brie for about three years but I got out of it because I have
dhe philosophical view that members of Parliament should not get involved in business
because of pecuniary interest considerations. That company has been reasonably
successful. Another company in Margaret River, Fondi Farm, currently is producing
many tonnes of yoghurt per week. I am impressed that this small company has found a
market niche and is going for broke.
In 1994, I am somewhat impressed with the larger companies, although when I was a
dairy farmer I never thought that they paid me enough. I single out Peters as a
progressive and aggressive company in the world market. The success which that
company has achieved outside Australia augurs well for the future of the dairy industry.
We must give companies like that greater recognition, and by giving them accolades we
will identify other companies which have the same opportunities but do not take
advantage of them. The people who supply produce for those companies share die
benefits, and if those companies are able to compete in the world market, consumers in
Western Australia will also share the benefits. In 1994, the consumers in Western
Australia have never been better off. They have a product which is in a class of its own
and of a standard which is increasing continually. It is a credit to all of the people
associated with the industry that they keep lifting their standards, and I want to ensure
that they keep lifting their standards.
The industry operates under intense competition. I do not mind competition because it
brings out the best in people, and part of this deregulation exercise is to bring about
competition. However, to give an example, the Western Australian product, which
generally costs $1.05 for 1 000 mi, must compete with a 1000 ml UHT product from
Victoria produced by Devondale which is available from time to time in the stores at the
special price of 790. The Western Australian product can be compared with a regularly
consumed beverage, beer, which costs $2.40 for 1 000 mi. I never hear people complain
too much about the price of beer, which does not have to be provided 365 days of the
year and is not a perishable product, yet people are always whingeing about having to
pay a miserable $1.05 for milk, which is produced under the strictest quality and hygiene
conditions.
I turn now to those clauses of the Bill which are of particular interest to me and the
people whom I represent. The Bill proposes to reduce from seven to five the membership
of the Dairy Industry Authority. The Bill will also give effect to the recommendation of
the honorary royal commission that a public servant should not be a member of an
authority which serves under a inister. I am pleased that the Minister has
acknowledged this matter which was picked up by the honorary royal commission. That
will result in a Dairy Industry Authority which will be completely free in its judgments
because it will not have as one of its members an officer from the Minister's department.
During Committee, I will move an amnendnment in regard to the two producer
representatives. Currently, the Western Australian Farmers Federation selects the
producer representatives and advises the Minister of its decision. I did not support that
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when the Bill originally came before the House and I still do not support it on the strong
philosophical pround that while the WAFF may represent a substantial number of dairy
farmers, it does not represent diem all. I will recommend to the House that it accept an
amendment which provides that the Minister shall seek nominations from all dairy
farmers and, having sought nominations, have discussions with the WAFF and an
incorporated body, the Market Milk Liaison Committee, which has been active in the
industry for some 12 years, and make his decision. All in all it gives all people involved
in the industry an opportunity of nominating. It will not be restricted to the WA Farmers
Federation.
The second part of the legislation refers to the functioning of the authority and the
changes that will take place. It also refers to the determination of prices to be paid to the
producer. This is contained in clause 49. While the changes the Minister is proposing
are important, die Minister should give consideration to ensuring that price
determinations by the Dairy Industry Authority are not subjected to the discretion of die
Minister.
Mr House: Under the new legislation, that will be the case. Therefore, the Minister will
no longer make the decisions or have the authority to make decisions; they will be made
by that committee.
Mr BLAHUE: That is very important. That is a consideration over which the dairy
industry has long languished. What has happened in previous years is that the prices
committee, a very competent committee, made determinations whidh it relayed to the
Minister and the Minister gave direction to the authority to carry out the
recommendation, If it is close to an election, there is great incentive for the Minister - I
know that when the member for Kimberley was Minister he would never have done this
or let Cabinet know he did it - to withhold a price adjustment. Although, as far as I am
concerned, it is good enough for parliamentary members to have a Salaries and
Allowances Tribunal making determinations on remunerations for members of
Parliament, adjustments of allowances in the dairy industry should be made automatic. I
am glad that the Minister has indicated that that is contained in the Bill.
The Bill removes the requirement that quota holders have their own property or dairy
formally associated with a quota. Under the current legislation, a dairy fanner must have
a property in order to have a quota. Its removal is a step in the right direction. Again, it
is part of the deregulation process.
The Act currently specifies that a maximum of two quotas can be associated with any
dairy. That also will be removed. I refer to the 1982 honorary royal commission report.
Then, a farmer could have only one quota and, in addition, limitations were placed on the
amount of quotas that any one producer could have. There were maximum and minimum
limitations. The industry was paranoid about how much the minimum was that one could
have, If a person had a single dairy, it would be ludicrous for him to have aS5 line quota.
However, if 20 people were milking in the one dairy, those limitations no longer applied.
The removal of the limitations of two quotas and the fact that there will be no minimums
or maximum augurs well for the future of the industry.
Mr Riebeling interjected.
Mr BLAIKIE: I have not heard many people give the Minister too many accolades. I
can also be fairly critical of the dairy industry. However, the legislation contains some
very positive matters.
Many people have been and are petrified that maximum quotas will allow one or two
people to control the industry, If anyone out there is good enough to take over the entire
production of milk in Western Australia, good on him. However, I do not think there is
anyone and therefore I do not have many fern about that happening. I see many benefits
in having a minimum product which will allow families to move their people into the
quota industry.
I and a number of my colleagues am very closely associated with the vending side of the
industry. They are quite competent to make comments as they see fit. I am making my
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comments about those parts of the industry with which I am closely associated. I caution
the Government about what I regard as an overbearing influence by the two processing
companies because, if the industry is to have a future, deregulation is important. It is
important also to adow more processors to be involved in the industry to provide a
greater degree of flexibility and freedom. With that freedom and flexibility, greater
opportunities will be provided for increased competition with wider choices for
consumers. If consumers have that choice, the industry will be better off. I support the
general principles of the Bill.
MR BRIIDGE (Kimberley) [9.57 pm]: I did not think I would speak on this Bill
because I did not think there was anything useful that I could contribute to an important
debate such as this. I hope the outcome of the debate Will be positive. The dairy
industry, over a long period, has been subjected to some fairly major concerns and,
because of those concerns, a fair degree of uncertainty. I hope the last thing that emerges
at the end of this debate is any further examples of uncertainty, unfairness and inequity of
which people involved in the industry feel they are the victims.
Of all of the Ministers responsible for agriculture over recent years, I believe it is fair to
say that I was the person who was more centrally involved than anyone else in actions
that have resulted in legislation being brought into this place. It is true that my
predecessor, the member for Eyre, participated in and was responsible for certain
reforms. There was a period in the late 1980s and early 1990s, when a variety of views
expressed by the community had to be embraced by the Minister and taken on board.
In that time I sought to obtain information, advice and opinion about how I might handle
the situation before I moved in any direction. During the early stages of my
contemplation about what I might do about deregulation, or restructuring as we
commonly referred to it at that time, I wanted to test the waters. I was always prepared to
say that, of everybody who had to look at this issue, I possessed the least knowledge. I
needed to have wisdom, knowledge and understanding about the proposed deregulation.
I set up a series of meetings in my ministerial office in which an opportunity was
provided for those representing the milk vendors, the companies and consumer interests
to tell me what way they thought I should react and whether I should restructure the
industry.
At the end of those meetings it was clear that problems existed which had to be dealt
with. In my ability to manage the change. I was aware that I could reach a sensible
outcome but always knowing that we would never satisfy every individual. That was
never something I could reasonably have expected to achieve. Notwithstanding that,
every conceivable effort was made and opportunity given to those with varying degrees
of interest and feelings of aggression about the changes to reflect their views and to
highlight very positively how they felt things should be managed.
To that extent we were able to make reasonable progress. I use the word "reasonable"
because with all of my endeavours to find an area of common workability, I was still
taken to court. This process was never easy. When criticism is levelled at the Minister
about this legislation he should spare a thought for the Minister he succeeded. The
situation faced by his predecessor was not easy then either. Nevertheless, I was satisfied
that, as the inister with responsibility for this industry, there was a need for
restructuring. I gave the instruction and directive to put in place the process to go down
that path. Despite some of the moments of anger and expressions of opposition that have
taken place between opposing forces within the Chamber, I can understand the criticisms
of deregulation and the measures contained in the legislation before the House.
Equity and fairness have been major points in the debate. Some in the industry are
genuinely of the view chat they can see no equity in the legislation for them and that the
companies have adopted a heavy-handed approach, simply as a result of the momentumr nierated by this deregulation. These people have a strong belief that proper equity and

faress in anything that changes their industry have not been accommodated. We must
divorce that scenario of total criticism and/or condemnation of the general process. The
general procss has been demonstrated tonight to be the proper course of action. For
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many years before I became Minister, it was felt that the industry was in need of change.
I do not think anybody will argue about that; however, it was the degree of impact that
the changes would have upon those in the industry that was the most fearful part of the
whole exercise.
In trying to provide equity, we have gone through a couple of stages. Two years ago I
brought forward a scheme for compensation which was different from the one proposed
in this legislation and seemed to meet the requirements at the time. Two years on there is
still a view that that situation is not equitable and that a new set of rules must be applied
to bring about equity. I ask the Minister to give consideration to this: He should be
absolutely convinced that he can indicate to these people that what is being proposed is
fair, proper and just. If individuals can demonstrate that that is not the case, it is
reasonable for us to reassess the extent of assistance and the extent to which the
restructuring process may impact upon them. If we can get that right, all things being
equal, the forces that have been put in place going back a number of years which are now
being brought to a finality through this legislation will remain the preferred option.
Generally speaing that will prove to be the case in the future.
I feel a fair degree of contentment with having made the decision, as a Minister, to go to
deregulation. Whatever people may say about it, I have no discomfort with my decision.
The debate tonight has not criticised that process; it has become a central factor in the
legislation. Does the Minister genuinely believe that the dollars and cents enshrined in
this package represent a fair deal? That is the key. Let us not get caught up in the
analysis of whether it should have been done. It is clear that it should have happened. It
was a proper decision to make then and it is a proper decision to bring it to an end now;
but it has to be done on the basis that when it comes to dollars and cents the amount is
correct and people do not say, "Although you may have intended to mean well, you have
kicked us in the guts and we have to go out of business." That was never intended to be
part of the process. Had there been an example at any stage of the debate that that might
have been the result, I would not have continued to allow this process to evolve.
Mr House: When I succeeded the member for Kimberley to office as the Minister for
Primary Industry the proposal was that the scheme would be implemented within three
months of our coming to government. I extended that for some time to have another
look. I increased the cap set by the former Minister from $50 000 to $150 000. 1 would
like members to give me some examples of where this scheme will be unfair on
individuals. I accept that argument from the mnember for Kimberley, but no-one has
proffered any dollars and cents examples in this debate.
Mr BRIDGE: ff1 could demonstrate a degree of inequity in the industry what would the
Minister's response be?
Mr House: I am not trying to dodge the issue, but sometimes it is a matter of judgment of
what is fair and equitable. The member for Kimberley may think it is unfair, and I may
not; although that can be the subject of some discussion. I said in answer to questions in
this Parliament that I am prepared to look at individual cases that are put in front of me.
At the end of the day, however, a decision must be made. The member for Kimberley
agrees that we need this process.
Mr BRIDGE: Having listened to the debate tonight, I believe that what has been
progressed was, and still is, correct, but with the riders which I have raised with the
Minister. I have directly raised one or two individual cases with the Minister and his
officers. Those individuals presented pretty compeling arguments that they have a
problem. We have gone through the process of trying to resolve it. Those individuals
came to me and I in turn went to the Minister. Collectively, we have tried to salve their
problems.
Mrs Hallahan: So the Minister has had examples brought to him?
Mr House: That is not true. I indicated on a number of occasions in answer to questions
in die Parliament that I would address examples that were brought to me. The argument
to which the member for Armadale referred is that no-one has brought forward another
example of an inequity.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Day): The member for Kim berley has the call. The
inister and the member for Armadale can carry on their conversation at another time.

Mr BRIDGE: One individual, in particular, presented a case to me, and I was able to talk
to die Minister about it. We have gone through a fairly detailed process of looking at his
position, and I understand that situation has been resolved. I hope that the window of
opportunity still remains open for individuals who feel they are being denied something
by way of that process. It is those cases that seem to conic up from ine to time that
worry us. It is those cases that reflect on the decisions that I made. It was never my
intention, nor the will of this process, to ever grieve those people in the way they have
described to me. I would like the Minister to think about thaL
Mr House: I do not disagree with what the member for Kimberley is saying, but that is a
matter of subjective judgment. I can assure the member that we have trie to address
particular issues as best we can to accommodate those views. There will always be some
disagreement, but at the end of the day, we have broad agreement among the majority of
vendors that they want to get on with this process and this legislation should be passed.
We have tried to accommodate them.
Mr BRIDGE: The major thrust towards this deregulation and/or restructuring emerged
during the time I was Minister. That is on the record. I do not deny that, nor have I
thought of distancing myself from that. After considerable contemplation it became the
only course of action open to a responsible Minister That remains the case today. The
debate today vindicates that course of action. If we can get this legislation right, we will
have a proper outcome not only for the consumer, who will be protected in the process,
but also for the milk producers. I have sat out under gum trees with them on countless
occasions. We must not only take into account the integrity and commercial position of
the industry, but also enhance the competitiveness of the Western Australian dairy
industry. That is what we all seek to do. Nobody has said that we should not worry
about that part of the process. Everybody has said that it is crucial that the integrity of
the dairy industry be enhanced wherever possible, and niot diminished. That is why we set
about this process - difficult though it might have been at the time, and has been since.
Let us get it right now. Let us be mature enough as a group of people to deal with the
matter, so the outcomes are fair and equitable, so there is proper compensation in areas
where compensation needs to be a part of the package.
The companies are the main players in the dairy industry: they have a very strong
influence over the industry and are in a powerful bargaining position. They must play
their part in t consideration of this Bill. Rightly or wrongly, a lot of criticism has been
levelled at the way they have played their role. It is a betrayal of the principles on which
this process evolved. There is no room for people to play tricks; everyone must be fair
dinkum. Members must not only encourage that to happen, but also insist that it happen,
if that is done this Bill will have a good outcome.
Despite the detailed and at times emotional debate tonight, members are capable of
resolving this process so that the industry, not individuals, will be the beneficiary. Some
people have a far greater involvement in the industry than others and that is something
that must be considered. If that is done this Bill will be successful. In that context, I
offer my assistance to the inister to achieve that aim.
MR RI]EBELING (Ashburton) [10122 pm]: Members will be aware that the dairy
industry in my electorate is nonexistent, but this legislation will impact on the supply of
milk products to my electorate. I was prompted to take part in this debate when the
member for Kirnberley referred to the inequity of the compensation package which has
been offened to the vendors.
The member for Vasse mentioned that this industry provides a very high quality product
at a competitive cost. That is all very well, and I acknowledge that it does provide
exceptionally high quality milk and milk products.
No-one is arguing that a change in the industry is not needed and the Opposition
encourages that course of action. The vendors to whom I have spoken since this
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legislation was mooted agree there is a need for a change within the industry. The
Opposition's main concern is the level of compensation which will be avaiable to the
vendors who will be adversely affected by this Bill.
I hope the Minister returns to the Chamber so that I can put to him the problems I have
with the compensation package he proposes. By offering a $50 per litre compensation
package the Government is acknowledging that that is the value of the product purchased
from the vendors. If that is the case, it is hard to argue that a ceiling should be put on the
value of a business. If the Government realises that for every litre of production the
vendor should be compensated $50, it is totally inequitable for it to say that it will pay up
to $ 100 000 compensation and the vendors whose licences are worth more than that will
not be paid a cent more. If the Minister is serious about providing an equitable system of
compensation, surely he should agree to remove the cap on the compensation. This
simple action by the Minister would at least provide an equitable system for the value of
milk which his department believes is the value of the product per litre. I do not know
how many vendors would exceed the $100 000 cap, but everyone who thinks he exceeds
that ceiling would benefit if the Minister were somewhat more flexible than he has been
in the past few months.
Why are only white milk products included in this proposal? I understand that the bulk
of the vendors' income is derived from products other than the basic milk product. Like
the member for Morley. I once delivered milk, and I still remember the hard work it took
to deliver this product to consumers on a daily basis. The milk vendors have provided an
outstanding service, especially to the metropolitan area, and to be treated in this shabby
way for the many years of service they have provided is an insult to them. The Minister
will rue the day that he did not listen to commonsense and rethink the package to allow
these people either to get out of the industry and into another business where they will
have a chance of survival or to become bigger within the industry and compete with the
reduced number of vendors.
The vendor-type situation does not affect my electorate. The town of Karratha has one
coolroom, which provides all retail outlets in the town with milk products. I understand
that the supplier has been advised by the dairies that he must select one dairy with which
to trade. That leaves the townspeople, who number between 16 000 and 18 000 people,
with a reduced ability to choose which product they purchase. If the town is to have
competition in the dairy industry someone will have to build another coolroom. I am told
that the net result of that would be that both coolmooms would become unviable and the
suppliers would become bankrupt. That would be the direct result of this Bill on my
electorate, but it is not the reason I decided to take part in this debate.
My concern is that the compensation package this Government is offering is not suitable.
It is nonsensical for a Government to say it agrees that the product is worth X number of
dollars and not multiply it through to the full volume of capacity of the milk vendors'
businesses. The Minister must explain why he reached a conclusion which allows him
arbitrarily to pick an amount and say that that is where it ends. The Minister must rethink
this package and come to a realistic view so that the people who have the capacity to
receive more than $100 000 for their licence will be fully compensated. I hope the
Minister will increase the limit.
MRS HALLAHAN (Armadale) [10.30 pm]: I join my colleagues in opposing the Bill.
I find the actions of the Government quite extraordinary. People in business looked to
this Government to bring about sensible solutions, not to destroy their livelihoods,
investments and opportunities for the future. The Minister must consider the proposals
put forward by the Small Business Milk Vendors Action Group and give the House the
benefit of his response to that proposal. It is a reasonable request that the Minister should
consider the matters put forward by the members of that association. I was appalled at
the Minister's attitude earlier in the debate when he seemed to indicate that no-one had
any reasonable concerns with the legislation and its outcome. I compliment my
colleagues on their contribution to this debate, because quite clearly many of them have a
very thorough understanding of the dilemma that will face some milk vendors as a result
of the Government's action.
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Some milk vendors to whom I have spoken have put the case of a number of negative
outcomes for them. I will not list them all but I want to refer in general terms to their
building up their assets and their businesses; what was proposed to be their
superannuation to see them through their retirement years; and what was for others the
building up of a business to pass on to younger family members so that they had an
opportunity in life. They were of the view that this Bill would wipe away all the years of
work and all they had given to providing for themselves and other family members over
the years to come. That is a very dismal and bleak outlook. I can understand their
concern and the enormous energy many of them have put into faxing Parliament in the
most extraordinary campaign I can remember. That campaign has gone on over many
months. It indicates a genuine level of concern about the actions of the Government.
These people are busy working unsocial hours which restrict their normal activities in the
community. They must believe that the outcome will be very unfair to put many months
sustained effort into a campaign to make Parliament more sensitive and knowledgeable
about how they believe the legislation will affect them and their families. They have put
the case for suitable recompense for the time, years of work and investment they have
made, and they feel they are being squeezed by the Government's legislation. In some
cases people were putting to me that they feared they would be destroyed financially.
Those in their more mature years feel that there is no way they wilt be able to provide for
their retirement years. That was a particularly bitter feeling with them. They had done
all in their power to safeguard that important time in their lives. The Minister interjected
at one point, I thought rather insanely, about not having cases put to him. Later on in the
debate he indicated that where cases had been taken to him there had been an attempt to
work through the issues associated with them and reasonable outcomes had been
achieved. I hope that is the case, but if it is, I cannot understand why such an action
group would be formed under this small business association banner.
Some lack of understanding surrounds this simple issue. For that reason I want to read
into Hansard some examples of the correspondence I have received, which I am sure is
absolutely identical to that which has been sent to every other member of Parliament. I
bring to the attention of members a letter I received back in May, which was addressed to
the Premier, Hon R. E. Court. It was forwarded and signed by E. H. Chapman from
Lakeside Propriety Ltd in Kelmscott. The letter reads -

For the past 14 years my Wife and I have owned and operated a Milk Vendors
Business. Thr hard work, diligence, and without help we have built this
Business up until it has become to us quite a sizeable asset, employing a total of
four persons. An asset which when sold would care for my Wife and I thru our
retirement.
We state here, that this asset has been built entirely by our own efforts, with no
help, referrals, etc. from the Companies from who we purchased our goods to on-
sell to others. We are now informed by the Dairy Companies that as from the I1st
July 1994 we have nothing. No assets, no interest whatsoever and under your
government's deregulation policy we will have to sign a contract should we want
to remain in business.
We find now that we are not facing deregulation or freedom of trade, but are to be
re-regulated and in fact will be restricted according to the whims of the company
with whom we should decide to voluntarily sign this contract.
As the amount of goodwill involved in our business has grown over the years, we
wish to protest most strongly at the "ASSET GRABBING' being exercised by
these two Companies under your policy of deregulation. Deregulation, or freeing
up of the market, it is not. It is only allowing larger firms to hold the smaller to
ransom.
We feel that if a change is necessary it should be done in a more democratic way.
A way which will have no reflection on your Government or your supposed
support for small business. A survey of small businesses for sale show that a
goodwill factor equals two years gross income to be a fair indication of prices.
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The two Companies concerned should be approached by your representatives
with the suggestion that all milk rounds be purchased by the Dairies. Then resold
at auction to interested buyers.
This suggestion will serve the following purposes.
1. It will prevent the present Liberal Government becoming embroiled in an
argument should it go public as it will be forced to do if present trends continue.
2. It will allow those who have invested heavily in the milk industry to retire
should they elect to do so with capital and pride intact to start again.
3. It will give the companies concerned the right to then draw up a contract to
their own specifications and to retain their credibility in the eyes of the public of
Western Australia.,
We ask that you look into this matter and to base your decisions on moral and
ethical grounds so that any changes brought about will be lasting changes and will
be for the good of all concerned.

That was a very considered, reasonable letter which put the case very cogently.
1 had hoped that by now, a letter written in May would have had its concerns addressed,
and perhaps they have been, but given the other correspondence which I have received,
perhaps that is not the case. Another letter which I received on 21 November, -which is
the last day on which I received correspondence, is from Glenn. and Donna Nagy, who
are members of the Small Business Milk Vendors Action Group -WASBEA - and come
from Gosnells. This letter states -

TO ALL MEMBERS OF STATE PARLIAMENT
DAIRY AMENDMENT BILL - S~MALL B.Ui SINESSg tFJ T,-l

Why is the State Coalition Government prepared to send so many small
businesses to the 'scrap heap'?
Why is the Premier and the Minister for Primary Industry having such difficulty
in grasping the severe implications that the currently proposed Dairy Amendment
Binl will have for milk vendors?
Our family has received several letters from the Premier with rgard to this
matter.
All of his levters highlight his Jack of knowledge and apparent lack of concern for
what would happen to milk vendors and milk distribution in W.A.
We can only assume that he may be receiving misleading and selective
information.
The Premier, Mr.Cwannsta.

* "I understand that there is majority industry support for the modified
DAAS". (Letter 15/11/1994). THIS IS COMPLETELY INACCURATE.
The vast majority of milk vendors are not happy with the DAAS. The
DAAS is disprimiaax and is not1 cmpensatio The severe tax
implications just add 'insult to injury'.

* "he. Dairy companies have given assurances to the Minister that these
' contracts' will, be honoured". (Letter 14/11)94).
We. can only laugh at this statement. Simple words do not constitute a
guarantee.

* "I do not believe it appropriate that I intercede in this issue at this time".
(Lever 14/11/1994).
Surely. as Leader of the State Coalition Government, Mr. Co~urt is obliged
to intercede when a Bill is being handled so inadequately.
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'"The Government has provided a lengthy transition period during which
distributors and processors have had the opportunity to adjust to change".
(Letter 15/11/1194).
THIS IS COMPLETELY INACCURATE AND UNTRUE.
The only indication of exactly what was in-store for the vast majority of
vendors came in MAYL1994 when we first saw the Dairy company
'contracts' and were told that the State Coalition Government had handed
the process of deregulation over to the two Dairy companies.

With the proposed amendments to the Dairy Act, the two Dairy companies, with
the help of the Minister for Primary Industry and his advisors, will have set
themselves up nicely to take over approximately 250 privately owned small
businesses at NO COST TO THEMSELVES.
These 'privately owned' businesses currently employ approximately 1500 people.
These 250 small businesses have been built up over many years through hard
work and good personal customer service (7 days a week) with NOiHELP from
the Dairy processing companies.
Mr. Garland from the SBDC states that "the situation was inequitable and should
be addressed immediately before changes to the Dairy Amendment Bill are
finalised by Parliament". (newspaper article 30/10/1994).
Why is the Minister for Primary Industry and the State Coalition Government
prepre to "steamroll" this Bill through Parliament without proper consideration
and iplementation of the 'rationalisation scheme' proposed by the Small
Business Milk Vendors Action Group (WASBEA)?
RATIONALISATION SCHEME (WASDEA)
We have been told by many people in the milk distribution industry and by
Members of Parliament from both main Political Parties that this scheme is well
balanced and provides simple and clear options to all milk vendors.
With the vast majority of support for a rationalisation scheme such as the scheme
proposed by the Small Business Milk Vendors Action Group (WASBEA) surely
the State Coalition Government is obligated to SIOP the currently proposed Bill
until the above mentioned rationalisation scheme is included as an amendment.
The rationalisation scheme is industry funded, will not cost the taxpayer a cent
and provides a true and clear path for the future of the industry.
The aim of the rationalisation scheme is to bring the milk distribution industry
together and provide security, equity and choice to vendors remaining in or
exiting the industry.
We urge you to STOP THE BILL in its current form and implement the Small
Business Milk Vendors Action Group rationalisation scheme.

I will be interested to hear the Minister's response to that correspondence. I know he has
been absent from the Chamber, but I hope -

Mr House: I have not been absent from the Chamber.
Mrs I-ALLA.HAN: The last time I looked up, the Minister was not in his seat and was
not in the corner.
Mr House: That is correct, but I was not absent from the Chamber.
.Mrs HALLAHAN: From where was the Minister hanging - the chandelier?
Mr House: You are pitiful.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The people in this industry are making reasonable points and it is the
Minister's responsibility to respond to them. I turn now to another letter which puts a
somewhat different point of view but still expresses some concerns. This letter is from
Kevin and Melda Hadwen of Butlcreek, also dated 21 November, and states -
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I am a concerned milk vendor who is a member of the Milk Vendors Association.
Milk vendors never asked for deregulation of our industry. However, for the past
5 years, my life has been in limbo waiting for deregulation to become effective.
I have various concerns with the proposed legislation and related manoers. My
main concern is the speed at which the Bill is currently proceeding through
Parliament. Also, in regards compensation under the associated DAAS scheme
the level of compensation payment is too low. Currently ir is calculated on a 12
month basis. I consider it would be more realistic to be commercial
compensation such as 2 years gross on all milk products.
Following deregulation having a contract with one treatnment company is
acceptable to me provided that, for obvious measons, the treatment company
agreed to fix margins at reasonable intervals, eg., every 12 months. Also, the six
month exclusion clause in the contract should not be binding in the event that the
treatment company terminates a contract. A vendor must be able to seek a
contract elsewhere in the industry to continue there livelihood.
Some vendors may be disadvantaged in that a DAAS payment will not cover their
outstanding debts which would have been covered by a normal market sale of
their business outside the threat of deregulation. In addition to the above there
needs to be somewhere a vendor can go to appeal if their DAAS application is
unsuccessful. Itris only fair these days to provide some forum of appeal for
vendors applying for DAAS. The Milk Vendors Association has devised a
modified version of DAAS which while quite similar, I believe to be more
reasonable and equitable than that produced by the DIA.
In my particular case I have incurred additional debt to enter a deregulated
market. This together with the uncertain future enforces the need for legislation
to be passed before Christmas and for the accompanying DAAS scheme to be
equitable to all vendors.

One or two members of the Government said to me when I questioned them about their
attitude to the Small Business Milk Vendors Action Group that it would be better if I
discussed this matter with a wider group. I presume they meant that I should take into
account also the view of members of the Milk Vendors Association, and the letter which
I have just read is from one such member, who has a number of reasonable concerns
about this legislation. Therefore, people from both organisations have expressed
concerns about the shortcomings in the direction the Government appears to be taking.
The Minister must respond in his reply to the second reading debate to the concerns of
people in the industry. I refer members also to another letter that was addressed to all
members of State Parliament on the same issue. It came to us under the letterhead of the
West Australian Small Business and Enterprise Association Inc, the Small Business Milk
Vendors Action Group which has as its motto "Milkc vendors helping milk vendors". Itris
signed by Glenn Nagy and Helen Scrivener. I will be interested to hear what the Minister
has to say in response to this document. It is headed "Dairy Industry Amendment Bill -
why it must not proceed in its present form" and states -

The current deregulation plans proposed by the Minister for Primary Industry are
discriminatory, inequitable and unjust.
The Stare Government is trying to change the rules without providing milk
vendors/distributors with fair and adequate compensation for the investments they
have made and their goodwill.

IlTe current Distribution Adjustment Assistance Scheme (DAAS) is i

It is a highly conditional, badly fuinded loan which has severe taxation
implications.
The current DAAS is based on a relocation assistance scheme designed for
struggling farmers.
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Existing milk vendors/distibutors are not 'bankrupts'! They operate viable
businesses and pay taxes!

NM vendors/distributors operate under equal licences.

Why then are household vendors to be paid only $35.00 per daily litre of white
milk when shop vendors' are to be paid $50.00 per daily litre of white milk? This
is blatant discrimination!

* Under the State Government's proposed scheme, relatives and 'associates'
of an existing milk vendor/distributor may not work in the industry for 3
years. This is completely unjust

* The current DAAS is classed as a 'capital gain'.

This means that vendors/distributors who purchased a milk round before 20th
September 1985 will be forced to pay tax on the payment they receive when d=
are forcedau of their industry. However, entrants into the industry after 20th
September 1985 will be able to offset 'capital losses' against their 'capital gain'.
This is blatant discrimination.

* Under the State Government's proposed scheme die 'absolute contracts'
which give all power to the Dairy Companies are flog acceptable to any
fair minded person.

Under these 'absolute contracts' a milk vendor/distributor's 'goodwill' value will
be transferred to the balance sheets of the Processing Comipanies (Dairies) ati
cash
Why should big Dairy companies pick u~p the worth of small businesses for
nothing?

* Why is the Deitgulation Working Group (DWG) made up of the lurger
vendors who will have the most to gain from die deregulation as currently
proposed by the Minister for Primary Industry?

* Why are some vendors/distributors pushing for deregulation to go through
so quickly while so many injustices remain unresolved?

They seem to be the only vendors/distributors the Minister for Primary Industry
wants to listen to.

* If the Processing Companies and die major distributors want the business
worth of the small vendors so badly, they should be prepared to pay a
decent, representative price for them.

OUR PROPOSED RATIONALISATION SCHEME - THE ALTERNATIVE TO
TMlE ABOVE

We believe that the rationalisation scheme proposed by the Small Business Milk
Vendors Action Group (WASBEA) which has now been presented, is the most
sensible and fair way forward.. It is an affordable transitional scheme.
our rationalisaion scheme provides simple and clear options to milk
vendorsdistributors who choose either to exit the W.A. milk industry or who
choose to remain in die milk industry.
it is an equitable scheme which recognises the investments and 'goodwill' that
milk vendors/distributors have in dhir milk round.
Our affordable scheme is designed to provide milk vendors/distributors with
security and/or fair and reasonable assistance.
Our scheme does not indiscriminately take away the livelihoods of existing milk
vendors. It does not stop diem from working in their industry if they decide to
Sell out.
The scheme provides equality of comwnsan payouts to bot 'shop' and
'house' vendors.
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Our aim is to provide security and an 'even playing field' for all participants
during t process of transition into a deregulated milk distribution system.

Members can see that the situation is not without problems. I a hoping that, at the
eleventh hour, the Government will make some changes that will bring a greater measure
of fairness and less discrimination to ibis issue than presently is embodied in this Bill.
There is one other letter which I think is worthy of bringing to the House's attention. In
saying that, I do not mean that other correspondence has not been worth mentioning.
This letter comes from D. and R. Lewis of Come. I may not have time to present it all to
the House. However, I will refer members to their copy of it. The letter states -

I wish to draw to your attention the effects that deregulation of the Milk Industry
will have on Government Contracts to hospitals and other consumers, if the Bill is
allowed to proceed through the Parliament in it's present form. I have always
tendered for Government Contracts and have been able to tender for less than the
Milk Companies, because delivery costs are less and the service more efficient by
Owner-drivers.
Under the proposed deregulation system, which seenms to be rushing towards
super-regulation, we have been advised by Masters (National Dairies) that the
Milk Companies will tender for all Government Contracts for milk and the
Distributors will not be permitted to tender. This will result in a higher cost to the
Government because the contracts will go to the Processors, who will in turn sub-
contract to large distributors who have signed delivery contracts with them. The
large distributors will in turn have to pay carters to deliver the products.
This Bill is only about Milk, but if the proposed system is allowed to proceed, the
Government will also be paying more for yoghurt, juices, and other milk by-
products delivered by the same people in the same trucks, to Government
hospitals.
Another matter of great concern to shop-keepers and consumers, is that large
distributors contracted to the Milk Companies plan to service on a "crate only"
basis, so the small shop or deli, which has been getting a small quantity of milk
on six days a week from an owner/driver, will only get one delivery a week - of a
perishable product - and by the end of a week the product will have deteriated. Is
it really necessary for 30 vendors to be pushed out of the Industry?
The original suggestion some years ago, for deregulation of Milk vendors, seemed
a good idea, but every industry requires some regulation, according to it's
needs -- but not BY ONE SECTION of it's OWN Industry - which is what is
envisioned for the Milk Industry in W.A. The Mik Companies want it all their
way.
One important point which does not seem to have been understood or considered,
is the fact that the Milk Industry in Western Australia is different from ALL other
States of Australia.
In the Eastern States the Companies were zoned, and the Vendors were zoned into
only one vendor per licensed area, supplying only one brand of milk. Shops and
consumers had no choice of vendor and no choice of brand of milk. in Western
Australia, we have always had a choice of vendor and a choice of brands, in every
licensed area.

Regrettably, I cannot complete that letter because my time has run out. I oppose the Bill
and hope that a better outcome will be achieved.
[The member's timne expired.]
MR MARLBOROUGH (Peel) [ 11.00 pm]: The concerns of the Opposition about this
Bill stem from the actions of the Minister to curtail a section of business for which
tradtonally one would expect to see strong support by the Government; that is, the small
business sector. We have a classic case of Big Brother, represented by the Government
and by the dairy industry, imposing on small business a scheme that best suits big



business. We are yet to hear from the Goverment why it has gone along with this
scheme. I pointed out to the responsible Minister some weeks ago that the dairy industry
had tried to float this scheme for at least the past 15 years. The dairy industry has a long
history of trying to get Governments of both political persuasions to accept that the sale
of milk should occur in the way the Minister is proposing. The Minister has tried to lay
blame on the Opposition, when it was in government, for bringing in that process. The
process we started would never come to this conclusion.
Mr Bloffwitch: Absolute rubbish! Why did I have a deputation of milk vendors come to
see me when you were still in government telling me that you were going to deregulate?
Let us get the facts straight.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I will tell the member why a delegation of milk vendors came to
see him. They took sympathy on him. They knew that nobody else in Geraldton was
talking to him. They decided to rectify the matter.
Mr Blotfwitch: That is your answer to the fact that your Minister, the member for
Kimberley, moved to deregulate the industry. The member for Peel sits here all night
denying that. He is a most hypocritical member in this place. I just get sick of listening
to this.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The member may get sick of listening to it, but he will hear a lot
more about it. He knows, as well as I do, that the deregulation proposals that were
looked at when we were in government would never have come to this conclusion; they
would never have led to a situation where all members of the milk vending industry are
complaining that they are not receiving adequate compensation and that they are not able
to trade in a flee and open market. In fact, I suggest that the proposed legislation cuts
right across the federal legislation on fair trading. That is a major problem that he will
have to overcome, regardless of the passage of this Bill through this House or the upper
House.
Mr Omodei: If that is the case, it is the same as before.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: What does the Minister mean?
Mr Omodei: We had licences before; but they are still trading.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The Minister knows as well as I do that the licensing system is
not the problem. What is proposed within the licensing system is the restriction of the
types of products that milk vendors can sell. The dairy industry, the major producers,
will be able to dictate to the vendors what they can sell. In a very short time we will see
control of pricing and control of the market. The dairy industry has been after that for
years. It will go through a selection process and hand-pick vendors who will simply sign
contracts, as has been indicated earlier in evidence given by the Opposition, that will tie
them into a particular dairy in a specific area. I cannot understand why the Minister for
Primary Industry has taken this step. No other Minister in the history of this industry for
the previous 15 years has agreed with the principles enunciated in this legislation. The
least the Minister should do, if he chooses to use his numbers in this House to drive
through this legislation, is to take notice of the arguments put forward by the Opposition
and by the industry, to look at paying fair and reasonable compensation.
The Minister has already recognised in the period since this legislation was brought
before this House the need to adjust his offer. He has already done that on one occasion.
We are now saying two things, one being that this legislation should not proceed in its
present form because of the penalties that will be inflicted on the way in which the
vendors can operate their businesses. It is so restrictive that it makes the businesses not
worth the paper they are written on. Secondly, if the legislation continues, it should be
recognised that the level of compensation is not appropriate to enable these people to
move from the industry and get into some other small business. It is not appropriate,
given the hard work that the milk vendors have put into building up their businesses.

The process into which the Minister has entered has led to the problems before him
today; that is, a process of very poor consultation and if not poor advice, advice from
sectors to which he has been happy to listen while ignoring the plight of the small
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business sector to which he should at least be Living equal weight. In the past few weeks
in this Chamber we have seen evidence of chat with the milk vendors being in the gallery
in numbers. We on this side of the House have been inundated by a campaign strategy
by these small business people the likes of which we have no: seen in this State for a long
time. They cannot all be wrong. It is not appropriate for the Minister to say that the
Opposition is wrong, that the milk vendors are wrong, and he is right. We must take
cognisance of the fact that the milk vendors have brought to us, as members of
Parliament, a very well orchestrated campaign which highlights how they will be
penalised by the proposals that this Minister intends to place before them through this
legislation. T'he milk vendors action group has been formed and has sent out some very
innovative messages. I have one before me. It depicts, as members of Parliament, four
fairly bloated cows or bulls.
Mr Omodei: That is about the depth of your knowledge of the dairy industry.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The Minister should look at what I am holding up. Is that not
what I have before me?
Mr Omodei: You do not get milk from bulls.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I cannot see the udders so I am simply asking the question. The
leaflet states -

Take a tip from one who knows
Don't be fooled by wolves in clothes
The dairy tale that they propose
Milks public, state and honourable millcos.

In a simplistic form, that says it all. It describes the plight of the small business people.
We on this side of the House are always concerned about how the battlers will survive at
a time when greedy multinationals and greedy companies find a Government which rolls
on its belly and allows itself to be tickled and prodded in any way its business masters
want. If it affects one part of its traditional constituency, the small business sector, who
cures? Since when did the milk vendors put thousands of dollars cowards a Liberal Party
state campaign?
Mrs Hallaban: It was not that long ago.
Mr Omodei: Yes; it was at the last election campaign. They put leaflets in everybody's
letterbox and embarked on a strong campaign because the Labor Party wanted to
deregulate their industry.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: This is how low this Government is. The Minister for Local
Government said that the small business vendors, the niilkos, ran a campaign to support
the Liberal Party because of their fearn of what the Labor Party would do to deregulate
their indusiry. Having been assisted by those vendors, the Minister comes along and
kicks them in the guts. He says, 'Trhanks for your support, but we will kick you in the
guts to demonstrate our appreciation."
Mr Wiese interjectedL
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The Minister for Police is still looking for his first policeman on
the beat. He has not met one. He has been in government for 20 months and every time
we ask a question about the Police portfolio, he says that it is an operational matter. How
many police art in this electorate? "It is operational matter." What time does the police
station in town open? "It is an operational matter."
In the Minister for Local Government's enthusiasm to attack me, he tells us that the milk
vendors ran a campaign in support of the Liberal Party prior to the last state election.
The basis of that campaign was to elect a Liberal Government, so that the vendors could
be protected from the deregulation proposed by the Labor Party. What has this
Government given them in return? It has given them a kick in the guts. It has said,
'Thanks for being fooled; join the list of others we have fooled." flat list includes the
workers from Midland Workshops, State Print, Robb Jetty and Homeswesr, and TAFE
teachers. The milk vendors have joined the list of those who come under the heading
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'Tooled by the Liberal Party". There is an old saying: You can fool some of the people
all of the time, and all of the people some of the time, but you cannot fool all of the
people all the time. At the next election we will see what the people think of the Liberal
Government treating them as badly as it has. The milk vendors may have offered the
Liberal Party tremendous support in the lead-up to the last election, but they will not
forger how they have been treated by this Government or how it made fools of diem.
They put their miust in the Liberal Party prior to the last state election. They thought they
could trust a group of Liberal politicians. In his zeal to attack me tonight the Minister for
Local Government has said they wasted that trust.
This legislation condemns all of those hardworking small business people who have
spent years and years building up not only their business within that industry, but also the
goodwill, which is a major part of their business. The proposition put forward by the
major milk manufacturers is to take them over. They will be on a string pulled by
Masters or Brownes. Thte intention of this legislation is no different from how the oil
industry treats its service stations. It links them into their products and does not allow
them to compete in the marketplace or to offer the best service. Where service stations
attempt to do that, the oil companies penalise them. The oil companies will charge a
Shell service station in one swreet an appropriate wholesale price, and if a service station
around the corner is not willing to deal exclusively with Shell products, it will be
penalised by having to pay 30 or 40 cents per litre more wholesale for fuel. That is how
the Government intends this legislation to work. This Minister will allow the milk
companies to dictate to the milk vendors the rules firstly, by which they will be able to
exist in the industry; and, secondly, if they desire to continue in the industry, how they
will be controlled by the major milk processing companies. Their ability to provide the
customer with the best service at the best price will be curtailed. This legislation is all
about maximising profits and returns for the milk manufacturers and minimising profits
and returns for the small business person who must deliver the product.
Already we know from the legislation that they will have no ability to gather in new
customers, regardless of how hard they work in their rounds, without first going to the
milk manufacturer and asking, "Am I allowed to pick up this customer?" That is what
the Government's legislation says. That is what the contracts say. How else would the
milk companies have control? Why would they want this legislation? It is a simple
conclusion to reach. Why would the milk manufacturing companies want this legislation
if they could not have in place the sorts of controls that are embedded in the contracts
that they propose handing out to the milk vendors? They want to rule the industry in
order to maximise returns to them. That is how they have been able to get this Minister
to go along with their proposition - a proposition that has been rejected by every other
Mlinister both on this side and the other side of politics. This Minister, for reasons he is
yet to put forward to this House has determined that he will ignore history, the advice of
the milk vendors and of the Small Business Association, and appeals from the Opposition
to treat this industry with t common decency that it deserves. He will put in place
legislation which is intended deliberately to assist one sector of t market, while at the
same time diminishing opportunities for another sector of the market.
I have not been in this place as long as some members, but I have never seen legislation
of this type introduced by a conservative Government. The Minister thinks he has
problems with members on this side of the House not supporting this Bill. However, he
knows that he has problems with members on his side as well. The coalition has the
same problem with divisions within its ranks on this legislation as it has on trading hours
and the sale of BankWest. It all comes down to the principle of what is fair and equitable
for the people who have invested in a small business. Some of them are in major
shopping venures and are battling against the large multinationals who have the resources
and the wont to open 24 hours a day. Small business in country towns like Northam will
be affected if a shopping centre in Midland is allowed to remain open 24 hours a day.
This legislation is not fair for a large group of people who have worked very hard in this
industry.
Mr House: Give me an example of why it is not fair.
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Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is not fair because of the problems the Minister is having in
his party room. Why is he not getting die support from within his parry room for this
legislation that he though he would get?
Mr House: I am getting that support.
Mr MARLBOROUGH In the Minister's opinion will this Bill pass through the upper
House?
Mr House: Yes.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I will wait for that to happen.
Mr House: Give me an example of why the legislation is nor fair.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: There are many reasons why it is not fair. The evidence which
has been put before this House tonight illustrates it is not fair. Why change the present
process? Why not let the milk vendors continue as they are?
Mr House: Ate you aware that the only thing that is regulated is white milk?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: What has that to do with allowing milk vendors to operate as
they are?
Mr House: It has everything to do with it. If we do that, the companies will supply their
products which are not regulated and at least half the vendors would go bankrupt.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Has the Minister introduced this legislation to stop half of the
vendors from going bankcrupt?
Mr House: Thai is absolutely right.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Now the Minister is saying that he brought this legislation to the
House to protect the milk vendors! He is using reverse psychology. Members on this
side of the House have been debating this Bill on the basis that the milk vendors will end
up being in the hands of the large national companies and all the rime the milk vendors
have been telling the Opposition that is what will happen. The Minister fooled the
Opposition. Now he is saying that this Bill is about saving half the milk vendors from
going down the gurgler. If the milk vendors had told me that, I would have saved the
rime of this House.
Mr House: I noticed that you did not have any notes and that you were running out of
puff and that is why I decided to help you.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: lecan assure the Minister I am nor running out of puff.
Mr House: You are smart!
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I do not know about that, but I will accept that comment
because the Minister is never wrong! This debate has been proceeding for four hours and
it is only at this point that the. Opposition discovered this Minister's modus operandi. We
now know that the Minister brought this legislation to the Parliament to protect the milk
vendors. The milk vendors were mistaken and they have completely wasted their time.
Mr House: If the legislation does not pass, what I said will happen; that is, half of the
milk vendors will go broke. The member can make a mockery of it, but it is the truth.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: This Government, when it suits it, prides itself by saying, 'Let
the marketplace determine the matter." How many times have members heard that?
Mr House: Do you think the marketplace should determine it?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Ir has up until now.
Mr House: That is your view and you should get them to agree with you.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I have got them to agree that this legislation will not give them
any protection. The legislation does not even support half of them and the Minister is
trying to do backroom deals now to tidy up the legislation. As each minute ticks by the
Minister is coming closer to the same thinking of small business people. One thing they
have in common is that this legislation gives them no protection and it will maxim ise
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their pain. That is why they have been sitting in the Public Gallery tonight watching the
Minister do backflips and somersaults over this legislation. It is not too late for the
Minister to do one more double somersault. He has already changed the offer once. This
Minister should reconsider this legislation and weigh up the views of ibis sector of the
industry. The Minister must recognise that they have a valid position which has not been
addressed in the answers he has given them so far. He has also recognised that this is a
very important sector of the industry and it deserves his full support.
The Minister is fully aware of who will benefit from this Bill. The industry will fall
straight into the hands of two major companies in this State and they will have greater
control over the industry than they previously had. The Minister will live to regret this
Bill if it passes through this Parliament. It is not in the Minister's nature to see small
business people treated in this way. He comes from a political sector which is about
small business people who make their own decisions. The Minister relies on the farmers
for their vote and the milk vendors are no different from the farmers. They put their
money at risk and make business decisions every day. In addition, they risk their skills
and their ability to sell and work hard. They do not need a player in the game who is
willing to pull the rug from under them. They deserve better than that. Before the
Minister brings them to a crash that will cause irreparable damage he should let go of the
rug and give them an opportunity to regain their balance, listen to what they have to say
and reflect that in his legislation. Then their industry will continue to be protected and
they will have a business to sell or hand on to their families as they wish without the
Minister's interference.
MR LEAHY (Northern Rivers) [11.31 pm]: It is very difficult to stand and follow a
man with such a profound knowledge of this legislation.
Mr Day: He has no knowledge whatsoever.
Mr LEAHY: The member obviously was not listening to him. I share the concern of my
colleagues and other people I have spoken to about the tatment meted out to 200-odd
small business people in this State.
Mr Wiese: All those letters have been read.
Mr LEAHY: I have not read them yet. I have 200-odd letters. As I said earlier, I
support the small businessman in this State, which is something members on the other
side espouse to do and very often do not. Those 200 families have one and all worked to
secure their pant in the future of Western Australia. They have businesses that make a
basic living, and only that. For many of them who have worked hard for years, it has
been for nothing because of the totally inadequate compensation offered by this
Government. It is under the current market value of those businesses, yet nobody is
prepared to up the ante and give them a fair deal. While that sort of compensation is
offered, the Labor Party cannot support this legislation, although many of us recognise
the need for deregulation of the industry. People within the industry and the milk
vendors probably in their heart of hearts recognise the need for deregulation, but
deregulation cannot be achieved until we have equity by way of compensation for those
people. I hope that equity has been achieved.
Mr Bloffwitch: Yours was an illuminating address :oo!
Mr LEAHY: I will finish there, as it seems that some agreement has been reached to
increase compensation.
MR HOUSE (Stirling - Minister for Primary Industry) [11.34 pm]: I thank all chose
members who have taken part in this debate. We need to go back to the origins of this
legislation to set the record straight. The first proposal to implement deregulation of this
industry was in 1985 when the current member for Eyre was the Minister for Agriculture.
That process involved the Dairy Industry Authority and people involved in the industry.
A great deal of discussion at that time was how deregulation of the industry would
happen. The Minister established a committee that reported to him in May 2988. The
discussion paper that was released as a result of that committee proposed the phased in
removal of the regulated system in order to have a deregulated distribution sector. That
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was taken over after the election of the next Labor Government in 1989 by his colleague
the member for Kimberley, who continued that process through a number of discussions
with the industry until we finally arrived at a position where that Minister put forward a
proposal that was to have been implemented on 1 July after we came into office at the
last election. When we came into office in the middle of February last year the former
Minister's proposal was that deregulation should occur from 1 July of that year.
I received representation from a number of people in the industry and their view to me
was that the scheme that would have been implemented by the former Government was
inequitable and unfair and it should be reviewed. After a number of discussions with
those people we were looking at a cap of, if I remember the figure, about Sim but
certainly under $2m. They asked me to look at how they got to that position and examine
whether this Government would continue with that deregulatory process. Because of
those concerns expressed to me by the Milk Vendors Association and other people, I
asked Mr Kelly, a former industrial relations commissioner, to examine the whole issue
of deregulation of the distribution sector in consultation with the Milk Vendors
Association and others who were affected and then report back to me. Mr Kelly
subsequently reported to me that. after consultation, his view was that we should
continue with deregulation but that we should allow a greater period for adjustment and
that should be until I July this year. Thbat time has already passed because we have not
enacted the legislation.
At that time the Milk Vendors Association agreed we should proceed, and in fairness to it
I must say that a number of its members expressed a great deal of concern and in many
ways they were reluctant starters. At the end of the reviews the position reached by most
people in the industry was that the uncertainty had gone on long enough and had to be
put to rest; we had to allow the industry to get on with whatever restructuring was to take
place. When I publicly announced that we were to proceed, a number of individual
vendors expressed their opposition and said that it was inequitable - one way or another
they were not being treated fairly - and a number of those views have been put before the
Parliament tonight. I gave an undertaking to those people, as I have to individual
members of Parliament, that as those issues were brought to me I would examine them.
Consequently, over a period, we have twice increased the amount of money available
under the proposals for restructuring to assist those people who wanted to leave the
industry to $4.75m, which is well in excess of the original proposal. That created a
greater equity in the deregulation and restructuring process. In addition, the original
proposal was that those people who wanted contracts with the companies would be given
contracts for only one year. I negotiated with the companies which extended those
contracts to a minimum of three years. Those views were accommodated. By and large
it is fair to say the general representations to me from the majority of people - there are
250 vendors in the industry - were that we should get on with it; that the legislation was
about as fair and equitable as it could be; and that we should proceed with the legislation.
However, individual people said to me that it was not fair and equitable; more money
should be available; the contracts should be for longer periods; they should not be forced
out of the industry in any way; or a combination of other matters that concerned them.
Where possible, within the principles of what we were trying to do, we tried to
accommodate as many of those views as we could within the money available. It is also
fair to say that a few people are probably still not satisfied with the current position and
would like to see the Government offer a greater amount of money to them to get out of
the industry, for them to have longer contracts or a combination of those things.
In my view, having considered all of those matters, the position we have now reached is
reasonably fair and equitable for the industry. As I said to the member for Kim berley by
interjection, we could argue about the principles of this matter for a long time, but in my
judgment we have arrived at a reasonable position. That brings to the fore what will be
the position if we do nothing - if we do not legislate or this legislation fails to pass. We
must realise that this legislation will apply to white milk only and will not apply, nor
does any regulatory process apply, to flavoured milk, yoghurt, fruit juice and other
products which vendors now carry and which can be carried by anyone now at any time.
I put this scenario to the Parliament: If this legislation fails and the companies decide to
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take it into their own hands to deliver these products, a lot of milk vendors will go
bankrupt. flat should not be allowed to happen, For that reason, I want to pursue this
legislation in the Parliament and I urge members to support it.
Pr Brown: What percentage of the total number of products carried by vendors does
white milk comprise?
Mr HOUSE: It varies from vendor to vendor. In some cases it comprises a high
percentage and in other cases it comprises only a small percentage of their deliveries.
Those vendors who deliver to small delicatessens generally carry more yoghurt,
flavoured milk and fruit juice than they do white milk, and vendors who deliver to
supermarkets often carry a large amount of white milk. We cannot say that X number of
vendors would go bankrupt, but many of them would not be able to carry sufficient
product to make their round viable. We have tried to get the industry into a position
where the companies will not take that decision into their own hands and thereby force
many vendors to lose all that they have invested in the industry. That is the reason that a
number of people want to accept contracts and others want to accept a compensation
scheme which will allow them to leave the industry.
Mr Omodei: The other factor is that their licences will be devalued.
Mr HOUSE: Yes. Theftr equity will be devalued and, therefore, their licences will be
devalued. I admit that it is a difficult decision for many people to make, but at the end of
the day we must consider what will be fair and equitable for the majority of people within
the scope of what we can afford to do.
While some members of the Opposition say that they oppose the Bill, I think in fairness
the position is that they would support the Bill but are concerned about the position of
individual people within this deregulation process. I have just spoken to the opposition
spokesman for Primary Industry and the member for Kim berley about how we can
address this problem. I put to the opposition spokesman a proposition that J was prepared
to put to the Parliament but that he was not prepared to accept, because he told mte that
some people in the industry need to be consulted again about this matter and that he is
not prepared to commit the Opposition to that position without that consultation process.
That is reasonable on his part, and I am not critical of it, but I would have likced, in the
interests of trying to solve the problem, to put to the Parliament tonight the proposition
that we will increase the amount of money available within this scheme to $7m, which is
the amount which the Milk Vendors Association suggested at the eleventh hour might be
acceptable in order to accommodate those people who feel aggrieved because they do not
fit properly within the principles. However, in order to allow that fund to be built up to
$7m, we will have to increase by Ilg per litr the price of milk. Further, I am prepared to
appoint an independent person to hear and make a judgment about the cases of people
who feel aggrieved, and that decision will be binding on me as the Minister. Mr Eric
Kelly has experience in this area and may be an appropriate person, but if he were not
able to perform that task, I would appoint a person with the same sort of industrial
relations experience and ability to sit in judgment on these issues - perhaps someone of
the stature of Mr Negus.
That is about as fair as we can be. Despite the fact that a number of members made the
point during this debate that they think I have been unfair, that is not the object of this
legislation. The object of this legislation is to make absolutely certain that we have an
orderly restructure of the industry which is as fair and equitable to people as it possibly
can be. I guess we can debate forever how much money should be made available, and
we have to make some judgments about what is fair and reasonable, but we have come
from a position where the former Labor Government was prepared to allocate $lm and
where the restructure would occur very quickly to a position where we have increased the
period to three years, and are prepared to increase the fund to $7m and to accommodate
the views of those people who may be disadvantaged by appointing an independent
person to make that decision.
A range of issues has been raised by members opposite about why this legislation should
not pass, but, as the member for Vasse pointed out in his speech, we are faced with a
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position which has been adopted by the Federal Government in regard to the Hilmer
repor which may force us into a situation where we will have no say in the matter. It
would be much better for us to debate the issue and to seek to accommodate people as
best we can duan to have forced on us a view which could be draconian and which we
could not accommodate in a way that would he fair the people to whom we are trying to
be'fair. We must ensure that does not happen.
The issues raised with regard to the Trade Practices Commission are relevant. Obviously
the Trade Practices Commission will always watch the legislation which is passed in this
Parliament and the way in which it is applied) and I do not doubt for one moment that it
would make it well known if it believed that we were acting improperly or in a way
which was ultra vires the legislation which it has to protect. I am absolutely convinced
that is not a problem.
I have made an offer which I believe will solve the problem and accommodate the views
of the individuals who believe they will be disadvantaged. It is not the intention of the
Government that people be disadvantaged, and I am sure that while some people will
argue that they will be disadvantaged, the vast majority of the people who will be
affected want this legislation to pass.
I say again that the consequences of our not passing this legislation will be far more
severe than accepting this legislation even in its present form, given the proposal that I
have put forward tonight.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (27)
Mr CJ. Barnett Mr House Mr Pendal
Mr Shiwe Mr Johnsoni Mr Prince
Mr Board Mr Lewis Mr Strickland
Mr Eradshaw Mr MarshallI Mr Trenorden
Mr court Mr McNee Mr Tuoby
MrCowan Mr Minson Dr Turrnbull
MrDay Mr Nicholls Mrs van deKlashorsz
Mrs Edwardes Mr Omodel Mr Wiese.
Dr Hames Mrs Parker Mr Bilowitch (Teller)

Noes (19)
Mr M. BRneta Mr Grill Mrs Roberts
Mr Drown Mrs Hailahan Mr Taylor
Mr Catania Mrs Henderson Mr Thomas
Mr Cunningham Mr Kobelke Ms Warnock
Dr Edwards Mr Marlborough Mr Leahy (Tells)
Dr Galo Mr McGinty
Mr Grahamn Mr Riebeiing

Mr W. Smith Mr Bridge
Mr Osborne Mr Ripper
Mr Shave Mr D.. Smith
Mr Kierath Dr Watson

Question thus passed.

Bill read a second time.

MARINE AND HIARBOURS AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Council; and, on motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House),
read a first time.

House adjourned at 113 6 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

LANGUAGE SERVICES POLICY - GOVERNMENT DEPARTMEBNTS AND
AGENCIES, IMPLEMENTATION

1506. Mr BROWN to the Deputy Premier Minister for Commerce and Trade:
(1) Has the language services policy of the Government been fully

implemented in each of the departments and agencies in the Minister's
portfolio?

(2) What funds have been specifically allocated for the implementation of the
policy in each department and agency?.

(3) Have funds for the effective implementation of the language services
policy been increased in the 1994-95 budget and if so, by what amnount?

(4) What funds and resources were allocated to the implementation of the
language services policy in the -

(a) 1992-93 financial year,
(b) 1993-94 financial year?

Mr COWAN replied:
(1) To ensure that government services and programs are accessible to all

Western Australians the language services policy was introduced. This
requires that all public sector agencies develop and implement a language
service strategy, which is appropriate to their needs and those of their
clients. Agencies' operational and budgetary responses to the language
services policy are tailored to suit their particular responsibilities and vary
according to clientele or whether they are involved in service delivery or
policy advice.

(2)-(4) Budgeting processes within the Department of Commerce and Trade do
not separately identify funds for the implementation of corporate policies.
The department addresses the needs of its non-English speaking and
hearing impaired clients via a range of strategies which form part of the
department's overriding customer service approach. For example, the
department is able to provide interpretive services in at least 15 foreign
languages and produces publications for existing and potential overseas
clients in their native languages.
The Small Business Development Corporation and other agencies in my
portfolio responsibility have advised that no funds have been specifically
allocated for the implementation of the policy. Appropriate steps are
taken to access interpreters if the need arises.

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS - ENVIRONMENT BROCHURES OR
BOOKLETS

1531. Mr KOBELKE to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) What was the title of each brochure or booklet printed by dhe Minister for

the Environment or an agency under him from the start of February 1994
to the end of July 1994?

(2) Which of these brochures or booklets were never distributed?
(3) Did any other government agency not responsible to the Minister for the

Environment print a brochure or booklet which related to matters
previously of an environmental nature?

(4) If yes to (3), then what were the details regarding such brochures or
booklets?
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Mr MINSON replied:
(1) [See paper No 553.]
(2) I ani advised that all of die documents were distributed.
(3)-(4) TMe member's question is unclear. Because of common interests and

objectives in environmental matters, many government publications have
some environmental component but are produced by ocher portfolios.

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS - 'TRAFFIC CALMING IN WESTERN
AUSTRALIA"

1572. Mr GRAHAM to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
(1) What was die cost of production of the document "Traffic Calming In

Western Australia" dated August 1994?
(2) What was the purpose of producing die document?
(3) What was the cost of distribution of the document?
(4) To whom were the copies distributed?
(5) Where was the document printed?
(6) By which company was the document printed?
(7) Is the document a regular production?
(8) If so, how often is the document produced?
Mr LEWIS replied:.

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -
(1) 3 000 discussion papers ) Printing - $7 079.

2 000 posters)
(2) To consolidate. information on traffic calming and to seek

submissions to the traffic calming task force.
(3) Postage -$l149 1.
(4) Distributed to all local government authorities, public libraries,

schools in the metropolitan area and major towns, members of
State Parliament and members of the public who either expressed
an interest in or requested a copy of the discussion paper. Copies
were also distributed to State and Northern Territory Ministers for
Transport and various road user interest groups.

(5) Perth.
(6) Lamb Print - being the lowest of three quotes received.
(7) No.
(8) Not applicable.

TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS - CINESE STUDENTiS, ENROLMENTS
1640. Mr PENDAL to the Parliamentary Secretay representing the Minister for

Education:
What number of Chinese students are enrolled currently in Western
Australian tertiary institutions, from each of the following countries -

(a) Hong Kong;
(b) Taiwan;
(c) Mainland China,
(d) Singapore;
(e) Malaysia?
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Mr TUBBY replied:
It is no: possible to determine the number of Chinese students enrolled at
tertiary institutions in Western Australia as specific information relating to
ethnic background is nor collected.

PRIVATE BUSINESSES -IN AREA COVERED BY SOUTH WEST
DEVELO)PMENT COMMISSION AND PEEL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION,

GRANTS
1652. Mr D.L. SMITH to the Deputy. Premier:

(1) Which private businesses in the area covered by t he Peel Development
Commission and the South West Development Commission have received
subsidies or grants from any agency under the control of the Deputy
Premier?

(2) What was the amount of each such grant?
(3) Whatrwas the grantrfor?
(4) Under which government program was the grant made?
(5) Who in government -

(a) recommended-,
(b) approved;
such grants?

(6) When were the grants made?
The answer was tabled. [See paper No 554.1

FIRE BRIGADE - BUNBURY STATION
Equipmntm Upgrading; Staff Increase

1717. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Emergency Services:
(1) When does the Minister intend to supply upgraded equipment to the

Bunibury Fire Station to replace the volunteer firefighters' vehicle which is
of 1965 vintage, and regularly inoperative and the back up pump has no
vehicle to transport it if required?

(2) When will the Minister increase the staffing at Bunbury so the station can
operate with safety crewing levels and replace staff on long service leave?

Mr WIESE replied:
(1) The Western Australian Fire Brigades Board will replace the Bunbury

Volunteer Fire Brigade's vehicle with a general purpose appliance by the
end of November 1994. However. it must be noted that I have been
advised by the WAFBB that the existing vehicle is roadworthy and is not
regularly inoperative as suggested in the question.

(2) The WAFBB has informed me that the normal staffing level for the
Bunbury station is appropriate. However, a replacement leading
firefighter has been recruited to cover a recent resignation. The leading
firefighter is currently being trained and will be in place by around the
middle of December 1994. The WAFER is currently negotiating with the
United Firefighters Union for a long term solution to relieving at country
fire stations. The negotiations have been delayed because the union has
not responded to a draft proposal put forward by the WAFB.
Once again I need to remind t member that the use of volunteer
firefighters to support permanent staff at country regional towns -
Geraldton, Bunbury and Albany - is and has been a longstanding
operational strategy. The volunteer contingent of the above towns has
been maintained for that purpose. All offiers in charge and firefighters
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are instructed that when necessary, the volunteer members of the brigade
will be called out. However, if the incident is of such a consequence that
further support is required, the "off duty" permnanent personnel may be
called back on overtime.

POLICE - RIOTOUS ASSEMBLY CHARGES
Aborigines, Kimberley; Kwwanurra

1734. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister for Police:,
(1) How many times has the charge of creating a riotous assembly been laid

in this State in the past year?
(2) Is it true that all 38 charges in 1993 were in the Kimuberley against

Aboriginal people?
(3) Was this charge used recently in Kununurra?
(4) Was a group of men kept overnight in the Kununurra lockup?
Mr WIESE replied:

The Commissioner of Police has advised as follows -

(1) None.
(2) There were no charges of riotous assembly laid in 1993.
(3) No.
(4) Men are kept overnight in the Kununurra lockup. If the member

can be more specific [ will provide mare specific derails.
I also refer the member to my response to question on notice 1602 of
1994..

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS - RELOCATED TO ROCKINGHAM
ELECTORATE

1763. Mr M. BARNETT to the Minister representing the Minister for Mines; Lands:
(1) What action, since being elected, has the Minister or the Minister's

department taken to relocate any portion of his department to within the
electorate of Rockingham?

(2) If none, why?
Mr CJ. BARNETT replied:

The Minister for Mines; Lands has provided the following response -

Department of Minerals and Energy
(1) None.
(2) The Department of Minerals and Energy has its staff deployed in

the Perth metropolitan area and 13 regional centres throughout the
State to ensure the most cost effective delivery of service to its
customers and stakeholders.

Department of Land Administration
(1) None.
(2) As a result of a decision of the previous Government the

Department of Land Administration was relocated to a 'purpose
built" building in Midland in 1993.

Western Australian Land Authority
(1)-(2) The Western Australian Land Authority is located only at

Joondalup and in view of the small size of the agency relocation of
a component is not a practical option.
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SMALL BUSINESS - REGIONAL, FINANCIAL SUPPORT REVIEW BY
PRICE WATERHOUSE

1794. Mr RIPPER to the Minister for Commerce and Trade:
(1) Who is conducting the "study on possible methods to assist with funding

requirements of the small business sector" referred to in the Minister's
media release of 10 October 1994?

(2) What is the cost of this study?
(3) When will the report of the study be finalised?
(4) Will the report be publicly released?
(5) If not, why not?
(6) By what process was the consultant to conduct the study chosen?
Mr COWAN replied:
(1) Reference was made in a media release dated 19 October 1994 to a review

of financial support for small regional business which is being conducted
by Price Waterhouse.

(2) 530 800.
(3) 12 January 1995.
(4)-(5) It is anticipated the report will include commercially sensitive

information. A public version will be available.
(6) In accordance with State Supply Commission policy through a tendering

process.
SOUTH WEST AREA TRANSIT STUDY - COMPLETION

1797. Mr M. BARNETI' to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
(1) Has the South West Area Transit Study been concluded?
(2) (a) Will the study and its conclusions/recommendations be released

publicly;
(b) if yes, when;
(c) if no. why not?

Mr LEWIS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response-
(1) Yes.
(2) (a)4(c) This is a matter for Cabinet's consideration.

KEYWALK - ASSESSMENT OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
185 1. Dr WATSON to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

(1) Further to the answer to question on notice 1500 of 1994, how are people
assessed as being able to meet the criteria of minimum walking speed and
ability to distinguish between Walk and Don't Walk signals?

(2) Do people pay for these assessments?
(3) If so, how much and to whom?
Mr LEWIS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response-
(1) The assessment of people with disabilities will be undertaken by

the Disability Services Commission. It is understood that the
assessment procedure will include direct contact between the
applicant and an experienced social trainer, onsite assessment and
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tuition on the Keywalk facility. Applicants approved by the
Disability Services Commission will be issued a key.

(2) No.
(3) Not applicable.

STEPHEN SON AND WARD INCINERATOR - POLYCHLORINATED
BIPHEN'YLS' TESTING

1852. Dr WATSON to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) Has any testing for polychlorinated biphenyls been carried out beyond the

boundary fence of the Welshpool incinerators?
(2) If not, why not?
(3) If so, what were the results?
(4) Will the report on PCB testing be made publicly available?
(5) Has pround water been tested for PCB contamination?
(6) If not why not?
(7) if so, what was the level of contamination?
(8) Anid what action has been taken?
Mr MINSON replied:
(I) Yes.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) Testing has been conducted by the Chemistry Centre (WA) on behalf of

the Department of Environmental Protection. The City of Canning has
also conducted tests.

Department of Environmental Protection - outside the boundary
fence to a distance of 4 metres indicated PCB levels ranging from
less than 1 to 2.5 parts per million.
City of Canning - testing on Welshpool Road opposite the
incinerator indicated levels of PCBs in the soil of less than 1 ppm.

(4) The report has been made available to Greenpeace, the City of Canning
and Felspar Road Action Group.

(5)-(8) No; however, arrangements are being made by the owners of the
incinerator to investigate potential ground water contamination. This is
being done under guidance and advice from the relevant government
agencies.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT - SECTION 46, STATEMENTS
PROCESSED

1960. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister for the Environment:
What were the 13 statements processed under section 46 of the
Environmental Protection Act 1986 mentioned in the 1993-94 annual
report of the Department of Environmental Protection?

Mr MINSON replied:
The 13 statements processed under section 46 of the Environmental
Protection Act mentioned in the 1993-94 annual report of the Department
of Environmental Protection are as follows -
1. Sodium cyanide debottlenecking - AGR Kwinana.
2. Change to environmental conditions liquid waste tatnent plant

Westfield - City of Armadale.
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3. Change to environmental conditions extension of Busselton
Mineral Sands operation.

4. Change to environmental conditions for Ellenbrook joint venture.
5. Extension of mining operations on M8O/1 12 and 80/113,

Limestone Creek, Lissadell Station.
6. Subdivision of industrial land, International Brick and Tile Pty

Ltd, Bonner Drive, Malaga.
7. Change to environmental conditions for tailings treatmient -

Kalgoorlie - agreement Poseidon.
8. Continued use of existing Dalycllup residue disposal sire - SCM

Chemicals.
9. Southern Plantations Chip Co Pty Ltd - export through Bunbury

port.
10. Additional facilities within onshore treatment plant: LPG

extraction and export, Burrup Peninsula.
11. Exploration drilling in EP TP/3 part 1 and Roller oilfield - offshore

Onslow - change to environmental conditions.
12. Change to environmental conditions - Yandicoogina (Marillana)

Iron Ore project.
13. Exploration drilling program within permit area T/P3 Pt 1,

offshore, Onslow.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT - AMENDMENTS PROPOSAL

1961. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) What are the proposed future amendments to the Environmental

Protection Act 1986 referred to on page one of the department's 1993-94
annual report?

(2) How do these differ following the withdrawal of the Planning Legislation
Amendment Bill 1994?

Mr MINSON replied:
(1) If the member is referring to the statement in the last paragraph of the

acting chief executive officer's "Overview" on page 2 of the annual report,
I am advised that the reference to future amendments relates to the
statement I made to the House on I December 1993 indicating that I
would be asking the Chairman of the Environmental Protection Authority,
and the Chief Executive Officer of tie department, to develop
amendments following the 1992 Review of the Environmental Protection
Act. I understand work in this regard is under way.

(2) No difference is expected following the withdrawal of the Planning
Legislation Amendment Bill.

SWAN RIVER - PRIVATE JETTIES
1962. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) How many private jetties axe located on the Swan River?
(2) How many were approved for construction in -

(a) 1994;
(b) 1993;
(c) 1992?

(3) What is the Government's policy on private jetties on the Swan River?
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Mr MINSON replied:
(1) There are 31 private jetties, nine private jetty/boausheds and three private

ramps licensed by the Department of Transport under the Jetties Act 1926
on the Swan River.

(2) (a) Two.
(b) Two.
(c) Two.

(3) The Swan River Trust has set out clear policies on a wide range of issues
to do with management of the Swan River, including private jetties,
following wide consultation. The Department of Transport has an
identical jetties policy to the Swan River Trust.
For applications to construct private jetties, the policies are -
Located on private property which has a waterside boundary -

The trust may recommend approval of an application provided
that -
die design of the jetty complies with the minimum design
standards for such structures set by the Department of Transport;
the owner of the private property produce a copy of the title
verifying the waterside boundary;
the jetty will not interfere with navigation or current recreational
use of the adjacent waters;
die length of' the jetty is not more than 6.0 metres measured front
HWM and the width is not more than 1.5 metres.

Located abutting a public reserve or a road reserve -

The trust will recommend refusal of all applications for permanent
structures of this nature.
Under special circumstances the trust may recommend approval
for a temporary jetty abutting a reserve for a special event,
conditional on its being removed to the trust's satisfaction after the
event

Licensing of a private jetty on the Swan River does not occur until after
approval is panted under the provisions of the Swan River Trust Act
1988.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - BILLBOARD TOWER,
HORSESHOE BRIDGE, ADVERTISEMENT COST

1978. Mrs ROBERTS to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) What is the cost of t Water Authority of Western Australia's "10% Off

- advertisement located on the billboard tower on Wesarail. property near the
Horseshoe Bridge?

(2) For what period is the bililboard booked?
Mr OMODEI replied:
(1) $2 042.50.
(2) All of November 1994.

DISABILITY SERVICES COMMISSION - CHILDREN WITH INTELLECTUAL
DISABILITIES IN SCHOOLS, FUNDING

2005. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Disability Services:
(1) Were local area coordinators advised not to apply for funds from the

Disability Services Commission to support children with intellectual
disabilities in schools; ic, preprimary, mainstream primary, education
support units and education support centres?
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(2) What is the Disability Services Commission's capital and recurrent budget
for school buses this financial year?

(3) Are other DSC funds used to transport children to and from school?
(4) If so, from which source and for what amount?
(5) How many and what type of therapists in new full time equivalent

positions will be employed this financial year in school based therapy
services?

Mr MINSON replied:
(1) Local area coordinators were advised not to fund aide time to support

students with disabilities in Education Department schools. Ibhis was
considered an Education Department responsibility.

(2) Nil.
(3) No.
(4) Not applicable.
(5) The school age therapy services program will employ 47.7 full time

equivalent staff in the 1994-95 school year.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

POLICE - WANNEROO CITY COUNCIL INQUIRY
623. Mr McGINTY to the Premier as leader of the Liberal Party:

(1) Was the Premier awnr that police had approached the Western Australian
branch of the Liberal Party in relation to the Wanneroo Inc affair and the
BradshawlSmicli/Edwardes money nril?

(2) Can the Premier explain why the previous State Director of the Liberal
Party - now employed by the Attorney General - claims to have a lapse of
memory about a visit by police on these matters, or does he simply block
out the hornor of it all as did the Premier when he forgot to advise the
House that the Mann report had been seized by police?

(3) Can the Premier advise whether it is the former State Director of the
Liberal Party, or the current State Director, who is telling the truth?

Mr COURT replied:
(1) No.
(2)-(3)

That would have to be asked of those two people. I am not aware of any
dealings they had in the matter.

YOUNG OFFENDERS - BLURTION CAR CRASH KILLER, RELEASE
624. Mrs van de KLASHORST to the Attorney General:

Like many of my constituents I am extremely angry at the release of the
prisoner depicted on the front page of The West Australian today. Winl the
Attorney General advise the House of the full circumstances which led to
the release of this youth?

Mrs EDWARDES replied:
I thank the member for the question. The youth was imprisoned as a result
of the Crime (Serious and Repeat Offenders) Sentencing Act which was
passed through this Parliament two and a half years ago.

Several members interjected.
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Point of Order
Mr RIPPER: It is absurd if members cannot hear a Minister answering the

question. It defeats the purpose of question time. I ask, Mr Speaker, that
you take some action either by advice to the Attorney Genera or by
alteration to the equipment here to enable members to hear the Attorney
General when she is answering a question.

The SPEAKER: Order! That is nor a point of order, but I encourage the Attorney
General to speak in a louder voice. Over the years same members, as we
all know, have been difficult to hear as a result of their natur-al voice style,

Quesions without Notice Resumed
Mrs EDWARDES: It is not often members complain they do not hear me.

Unfortunately my voice is not as loud as it is normally so they must suffer
and try to listen. The acoustics are not conducive to members' hearing-in
all parts of the Chamber. Under the Crimes (Serious and Repeat
Offenders) Sentencing Act the young offender had to serve a minimum of
12 months before being considered by the court for release. When he
went before the court in the first instance, a further report was required
concerning the circumstances of his time in prison and any rehabilitative
programs he may have undertaken. That report was given. The judge
made an order whereby he was to be released on day-release for seven
days as of last Monday. If that day release is completed satisfactorily, he
will be released permanently. The conditions on which he is to be
released - the management regime that has been put in place - are
stringent. A curfew will exist, and he has a mentor who will be with him
during the periods he attends one of the educational institutions.
Similarly, if he is to have holidays, that individual -

Mr McGinry interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition.
Mr McGinty. She cannot behave like she is at the moment- It is a disgrace of

parliamentary procedures.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Annadale will come to order.
Mrs EDWARDES: I point out two aspects to this matter. The first is the main

difference between the Crime (Serious and Repeat Offenders) Sentencing
Act, which has been highly criticised, and the Young Offenders Bill,
which was referred to the Legislation Committee of the Legislative
Council. Under the coalition's legislation that juvenile would have been
identified and dealt with as a serious and repeat offender more than two
years earlier - in September 1990 rather than in 1992. The Young
Offenders Bill also includes the provision which requires that the
protection of the community must rake precedence over any other
sentencing principle.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mrs EDWARDES: The second point is that the Ministry of Justice has been able

to involve the victims in this process. That has been a valuable experience
for the Ministry of Justice and also for the victims.

Mr Brown: What additional sentence would that result in?
Mrs EDWARDES: I am glad thc member for Morley has raised that poin

Under the Young Offenders Bill the special order requires 18 months'
detention in addition to any other sentence the juvenile would have
received.
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Mr Brown: If this person had been caught by the previous serious and repeat
offenders legislation, he would have got out 18 months later.

Mrs EDWARDES: If the Government's legislation had been in existence, he
would have served a much longer period.

POUICE - WANNEROO CITY COUNCIL INQUIRY
625. Mr MCGJNTY to the Attorney General:

I refer to the police investigations into matters concerning the Wannero
City Council and the Bradshaw-Smirh-Edwardes money trail.

Mr Kierath: We can't hear you.
Mr McGINTY: I assure; members opposite that when I finish the question they

will wish they could not.
(1) Has the Attorney General been interviewed by police yet?
(2) Has the Attorney General's husband and campaign account

signatory, Mr Colin Edwardes, been interviewed by police?
(3) Has any member of the Attorney General's staff. been interviewed

by police?
Mrs EDWARDES replied:,
(I)-(2) The matters raised are subject to police investigation, and as such -

Dr Gallop: But you can answer them. You are the person involved.
Mr Ripper You're the Attorney General. What about conflict of interest?
Mrs EDWARDES: As I have indicated to this House and publicly, I am more

than happy to talk to the police and to assist in any investigations in
relation to anybody, just as I am sure members opposite would.

(3) No, not to my knowledge.
BANKWEST - PROFIT FIGURES

626. Mr DAY to the Treasurer:
(1) Is the Treasurer awnr of BankWest's latest profit result which was

released today?
(2) If so, is BankWest's profit result in line with the forecast performance of

the bank?
Mr COURT replied:
(1)-(2) BankWest released its profit figures for the year. Its net profit has

increased to $82.7m, which is line with the forecast. It is more than
double last year's profit figure. As a result of that, a dividend has been
agreed to be paid to the Government of $41 .5m, which is just over double
that received last year.

Mr KI Barnett: Why would you sell it and make $S0m?
Mrt COURT: Would the member for Rockingham support the sale of it?
Mr KI Burnett; No.
MW COURT: He does not
Mr K. Barnett interjected.

Mr COURT: Mr Speaker, with your permission the House will shortly debate a
mute of public importance which deals with Bank West and I am looking
forward to it
Thie short answer to the member for Rockingham's question is that a
considerable amount of taxpayers' money has gone into the operations of
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BankWest. The Government borrows large sums of money to provide the
capital and other running requirements of that bank. Although it made a
profit of $80m, carrying costs well in excess of $80m were required to
operate that bank; diat is, the interest payments relating to die different
borrowings associated with the bank. I will refer to the borrowing casts
during the debate on die MPL. The Government owns the bank and it must
provide a government guarantee for all the liabilities associated with it.
The days of having to own a State bank are over.
In answer to the member's question, BankWest's profit result is in line
with the forecast performiance of the bank. It is to the credit of the senior
management team of the bank that it has been able to turn the bank around
from a situation only a few years ago where it had losses in excess of
$200m to one where it is able to post profits of this size.

POLICE - COMPUTER NETWORK
Improper Use Safeguards

627. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:
I refer to the conviction of a former senior police constable on 20 counts
of official corruption for supplying confidential information from a police
computer to a private investigator.
(1) What action has the Minister taken on the former officer's

testimony that other police were regularly involved in similar
practices?

(2) Is it a fact that police do not have sufficient funds to install
facilities to trace or audit who has had access to what records are
stored on the police computer?

(3) When will the Minister put in place proper safeguards against
improper use of information about every Western Australian?

(4) Will die Minister supply this House with a list of companies,
organisations, departments or individuals who have been and/or
who are privy to such information?

Mr Blaikie: Put the question on notice.
Mr WIESE replied:

The suggestion which was made by way of interjection is a very good one
because I am not, and should not be, privy to the material I would require
to answer the question.
(1) I am not aware of accusations of that nature. I certainly have not

heard or read that accusations were made during the evidence that
was given. I am absolutely certain this matter will be followed up
by the Commissioner of Police and I will certainly bring this
question to his notice. If the allegations are correct, it is a serious
matter.

(2)-(4) It is certainly my understanding that safeguards are in place to
ensure that information cannot be accessed from the police
computer network. Police officers are the only people able to
access the information:. In this instance the information related to
drivers' licences and vehicle registrations, and nothing else.

Mr Marlborough: I think you are sitting on the tip of an iceberg.
Mr Catania: Am criminal records available to anyone?
Mr WIESE: For the police to perform their duties properly they must have access

to criminal records. If occasions when information is used are able to be
proven as in this case, they will be followed through to the nth degree. I
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amn aware of one or two other occasions which have resulted in situations
similar to that which went through the court yesterday. The safeguards
are the fact that we have to rely on police officers, who are sworn persons
who must be able to access that information. If we close that information
off from serving police officers, quite frankly we will hamstuing their
ability to perform their role. As to the last part of the question on the list
of companies which have had access to information, I am not aware of
any. If any received information, they would have received it illegally. I
will make the Commissioner of Police aware of those questions and ask
him for a detailed report on the matters raised in them. I cannot do more
than that at this stage.

SHOP DISTRIBUTIVE AND ALLIED EMPLOYEES UNION - LETITER OF
DEMAND TO EMPLOYERS

628. Mr TRENORDEN to the Minister for Labour Relations:
(1) Is the Minister aware that the Shop Distributive and Allied Employees

Union has sent a letter of demand to employers?
(2) What is often the result of such demands?
Mr KJERATH replied:
(1)-(2) 1 thank the member for Avon for this question on behalf of his

constituents. It is true that this is one of the pointless charades that some
of the trade. unions go through with the blessing and wholehearted
endorsement of the ACTU. Trade unions use this attitude to forre
increases on people rather than negotiate to try to find a satisfactory
conclusion for the parties. They make the most outrageous claim so that it
cannot be agreed and use fear, coercion and a total lack of reason to try to
get the parties into the federal commission. In June 1993 in the SPSF case
the seven member Pull Court of the High Court found that the industrial
Relations Commission was in error in finding that a dispute existed, In
that case there was a claim for $7 500 per week. The court said that was
fanciful, was to create a paper dispute, was not genuine and was simply
wasting everybody's time. This claim by the SDA is exactly the same. It
has a claim for a minimum wage of $1 000 per week rising to $2 500 after
thre months, which is totally over the top and unreasonable. The union
also wants for each year of service two free capital city nrips of their
choice for the family. Is that reasonable? It claims that when a person
retires he should get 10 weeks' pay for every year of service plus his
superannuation. Is that reasonable? After 30 hours overtime people
should go on to triple time. Is that reasonable? No, it is not. It is
designed to send somebody broke or to try to get him into the federal
jurisdiction. Unfortunately, this is the type of industrial stupidity and
arrogance which brings the federal system into disrepute.

Several members inteijected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr KIERATH: I can understand the sensitivity of members of the Labor Party

about this, because the trade union movement is the very basis of the
power of the Labor Party both state and federally. That is their problem.
They will not stand up to the union bullies and tell them to pull their heads
in. Many members opposite condone this type of action in escaping the
stare system. One of the reasons is that the same people who put forward
the outrageous and ridiculous claims are those who pre-select the
members opposite for their safe Labor seats. They hiave always been, still
ame and will always be beholden to them. I call on the members of the
Labor Party to be responsible.

Several members interjected.
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The SPEAKER: Order? I formally call to order the member for Peel.
Mr KIERATH: I call on the Labor Party members of this House to stand up and

tell their union friends to stop making these ridiculous and outrageous
claims.

LI[BERAL PARTY - FEDERAL COALITION, MEETING IN WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

629. Dr GALLOP to the Premier
I refer to the Premier's policies of splendid isolation and the fact that the
federal coalition currently is meeting in Western Australia.
(1) What action will the Premier take while the federal coalition is in

Western Australia to convince it that it is wrong and the Premier is
right in regard to the policies of federal party intervention in
Western Austrlian preselections and of support for the Federal
Governiment's sexual privacy legislation?

(2) Does the Premier intend to meet Mr Downer?
(3) Does Mr Downer enjoy the Premier's unconditional support, or is

the Premier keeping his options open?
Mr COURT replied:
(1) 1 have made clear publicly my position in regard to the internal workings

of the Liberal Party, and if members opposite want question time to be
about the internal workings of political parties, I would be all for that.

(2) 1 have met with the federal Leader of the Opposition.
(3) Yes.

BEEF - EXPORTS, BOYCOT
630. Mr MARSHALL to the Minister for Puimary Industry:

What steps has the Minister taken to assure our overseas customers about
the quality of Western Australian beef?

Mr HOUSE replied:
This is really a problem for Queensland and New South Wales, where the
farmers who are affected by drought have been feeding cotton meal to
their cattle. Cotton is sprayed with a chemical called Helix, and the
residue of that chemical has been affecting the beef from those States.
Unfortunately, Western Australia also is caught in the net, so to speak,
because our overseas customers do not differentiate distinctly between
beef from Western Austraia and beef from the Eastern Scates, Over the
past two days, I have been in contact with all Of OUr importers and
exporters to ensure that we cooperate with them to do what we can to allay
the fears of particularly the Japanese and United States' markets.
Tomorrow, I will have a meeting with the Japanese Consul -

Mr Gril: In Japan!
Mr HOUSE: It is unfortunate that I could not make the arrangements quickly

enough! I will pass on to the Japanese Consul clearly the message that our
beef is not affected by this problem.,

GOLDFIELDS GAS PIPELINE PROJECT - SEC WA'S COMMERCIAL
DECISION MAKING, MINISTER'S INSTRUCTION

631. Mr GRILL to the Minister for Resources Development-
I refer to die Minister's startling admission yesterday that he had
interfered in the State Energy Commission of Western Australia's
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commercial decision making by directing that it must be "realistic" in its
pricing policies in the goldifields.
(1) Did the Minister's interference take the form of a written

instruction or was it simply a verbal directive?
(2) Was the Minister's instruction to SEC WA on this issue in any way

linked to discussions between the Minister and Western Mining
Corporation about the goldfields gas pipeline?

Mr Ci. BARNETT replied:
(l)-(2)

I have made it clea in the numerous discussions with all panies about the
goldields gas pipeline that I intend never to interfere with SECWA's
commercial decision making. What I said to SECWA, and what I said
yesterday and, indeed, this morning in a meeting with the Chief Executive
of the electricity side of SECWA, was that, "You ame free to commercially
involve yourself in that prject. If you wish to have an equity
involvement, I have no objection, If you wish to sell gas down the
pipeline, buy gas, generate power, or have a joint venture arrangement
with the mining companies, that is up to you commercially."
I have also made it clear repeatedly during this process that there is not
and will not be a government subsidy for this project. Although SEC WA
can compete and be in the marketplace, as a government we will not
support any commercial arrangements that it might consider in which it
would be involved in undercutting or reducing the price of gas.

I& Grill: Why should it not do that?
Mr CJ. BARNETT: I will not support SECWA selling gas down that or any

other pipeline at below the cost it pays for the gas. -
Mr Taylor Did you give that direction to SEC WA in writing?
Mrt CiJ. BARNETIT: That gas inventory has been paid for by Western

Australians. It will be used at its full price in either gas sales or power
generation,

Mr Taylor Consumers in the goldfuields will subsidise this pipeline. You
directed SECWA not to provide competitive energy. That is what you
told us yesterday.

Mr Ci. BARNETT: I have in no way directed SECWA, either formally or
informally.

Mr Taylor: You told us yesterday that you did. Make up your mind.
Mr CJ. BARNETT: I have told members repeatedly that 1 have not directed

SEC WA to do that.
Mr Taylor You told us yesterday that you would not subsidise the power costs.
lt SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Kalgoorlie. I ask

him not to interject in that way. Some interjection is allowable, but he is
now interjecting too much.

Mr CJ. BARNETIT: The interjections of the member for Kalgoorlie no doubt
reflect his concern for his constituents. The electricity consumers -
householders and small business - in the Kalgoorlie region get electricity
and gas under the uniform tariff policy. They will continue to receive it.
They will pay the samte prc for electricity from SEC WA in the goldfields
as consumners in Perth pay. That arrangement will stay in place. The
winners in the process will be the industry consumers, the mining
companies and processing operators, in the goldifields that will have
cheaper electricity. I am hopeful that theme will be a joint venture
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arrangement between SECWA and some of the mining companies to use
the 50 megawatts of gas generating capacity that SECWA has in
Kalgoorlie that is not utilised. That will be a good use of the Stat's
resources. However, it is a matter for SECWA. I have encouraged it to
go away and have negotiations. SECWA is welcome to do that. I will not
entertain subsidy and undercutting of commercial deals. It must be above
board and equal to all players. The other winners will be the constituents
of the member for Kalgoorlie, who I am confident will have reticulated
gas supplies throughout Kalgoorlie.

POLICE - INDEPENDENT PATROL GROUP
632. Mr MARSHALL to the Minister for Police:

Can the Minister provide details of a new police patrol unit that attended a
large disturbance in Mandurah recently?

Mr WIESE replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. I have been advised
that this special task force was set up on 12 October by the Commissioner
of Police following a series of incidents that occurred in both dhe inner
city and suburban areas. The independent patrol group was formed on a
pilot basis. It is very mobile. It is functioning in a proactive capacity and
is patrolling many of the known trouble spots throughout the city,
suburban areas and nearby larger country centres. It is working as a
deterrent to antisocial and criminal activity and is actively apprehending
people involved in those activities.

Mr Catania: How many people are in the patrol?
Mr WIESE: The eventual target is that the group will comprise about 40 police

officers.
Mr Catania: How many are in it now?
Mr WIESE: I am unable to give that figure at the moment. This independent

patrol group is not restricted to responding to tasking and is able to move
around the suburbs very quickly as needed; or it can remain static
depending on the circumstances. Over the past month or so the patrol
group has been effective in dealing with disturbances caused by 150 to
200 party gatecrAshers in Doubleview, and similar situations in Mindarie
Keys and Darlington. They also dealt with a disturbance at Cotteslce
involving some 200 to 250 unruly hotel patrons.
The member for Murray questioned me about incidents at Mandurah
involving 500 unruly young people at a school break-up party, and a large
brawl at a local hotel. All of these incidents were resolved peaceably.
because of the significant police response that can be brought to bear at
such incidents. The patrol group has also assisted in a range of searches
for specific offenders, including incidents of armed robbery, and a recent
escape from detention of illegal immigrants who were about to be
deported to China. Arrests resulted from those incidents.
Another major role of the independent patrol group is to regularly visit
cash flow businesses around the 65 or so suburbs of Perth. The group
visited 960 of those business premises, and handed out material advising
how to deal with security problems, how to react if confronted by armed
robbers, and other information. These visits have been well accepted by
the businesses, and the response has been positive.
Ile patro group has also assisted in about 150 police actions in the
metropolitan area. They have been involved in 35 arrests. They have
issued numerous traffic cautions, infringements and Liquor Licensing Act
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breaches. They have made 43 visits to suburban railway stations and
adjacent car parks in the past three or four weeks. I am happy with the
initiative of the Commissioner of Police to establish this patrol group. It
has been one of the mast positive initiatives put in place in Western
Australia for some time. I am pleased it has been so successful up to date
and I am sure that will continue.


